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Thesis abstract 

 

Thesis abstract 

 

There are few published direct measurements of the atmosphere-surface exchange of 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particularly for biogenic VOCs (BVOCs). 

Global modelling of atmospheric chemistry and transport of BVOCs has large 

uncertainties due to the very small number of measurements in tropical regions, 

which are responsible for half the global BVOC emissions. 

 

This thesis presents direct measurements of concentrations and ecosystem fluxes of 

BVOCs in different regions (Tropics, Mediterranean) using the approach of virtual 

disjunct eddy covariance (vDEC) combined with proton transfer reaction mass 

spectrometry (PTR-MS) – a real-time BVOC sensor. The field measurements also 

included methodological developments of the vDEC/PTR-MS approach, which will 

be of value to the wider flux measurement community. A novel approach to 

determining the lag time between the vertical wind measurement and the air 

concentration measurement has been developed that will greatly reduce the 

uncertainty in the derived flux measurements. In the laboratory, the selectivity of 

PTR-MS was investigated by designing an alternating drift-voltage mode (AD-PTR-

MS) to discriminate between structural isomers detected at the same m/z channel, 

with monoterpenes used as model compounds. 

 

The results of the measurements, particularly from the rainforest and oil palm 

plantations in Borneo, are novel and therefore provide important experimental 

constraints on models of atmospheric emissions, chemistry and transport. For 

example, although parameters which work reasonably well can be derived for model 

algorithms for the emission of isoprene from the rainforest, their performance over 

oil palms was less good, because of circadian controls of emissions from oil palms.  

However, the larger problem is the measured basal emission rates (BERs) which are 

significantly smaller than those used by default in the global MEGAN model. 
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Another novel finding was the high deposition velocities of MVK and MACR 

(isoprene first order oxidation products) which at the oil palm plantation commonly 

exceeded 1 cm s-1; this result has implications for atmospheric modelling. The 

successful field results relied on significant developments in software for data 

acquisition and processing, and operational optimisation of the PTR-MS instruments 

in the extreme humidity encountered during the fieldwork in Borneo.  
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Preface 

 

“Panta Rei” (Everything is changing) 

 

“…everything is in flux and nothing abides  

everything flows and nothing stays fixed 

everything is constantly changing and nothing stays the same” 

 

       Heraclitus (500 B.C.) 

 

In the environment, in which we humans live, there is a continuous exchange of 

energy and the entropy of our universe is constantly growing. There is also a 

continuous flux of matter within a huge and constantly mixed environmental reactor 

which is our Earth.  

 

The chemical composition of the atmosphere has a great influence on most 

fundamental physical parameters of the Earth's surface enabling life. This 

composition, when disturbed by human activity, can have a huge impact on the 

environment ranging in diversity from the increase in malignant tumours attributed to 

changes in UV irradiation to global warming and even severe local and global 

climate anomalies. In the end the superposition of all factors, biogenic and 

anthropogenic, counts towards climate changes. Despite increasing awareness of 

environmental concerns caused by greenhouse gas emissions the importance of 

natural volatile compounds released from living plants is not yet widely established 

in the general community. 

 

Globally, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) constitute approximately 

90% of all volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (hydrocarbons excluding methane) 

emitted to the atmosphere.  Although their importance had been noted five decades 

ago in the blue-haze phenomenon, initially only a very basic suite of chemical 

compounds was measured, and the analysis time offered by available analytical 
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instrumentation was far too short to fulfil the requirements for eddy correlation 

methods used in micrometeorology for direct determination of surface atmosphere 

exchange. With the advent of fast spectrometric methods, such as PTR-MS about a 

decade ago, a more precise flux of a much wider range of compounds could be 

measured although the methodologies are still in the process of development in, for 

example, studies like this PhD. BVOCs have recently been recognised to play 

important roles in atmospheric chemistry and climate. For example, they compete 

with greenhouse gases and pollutants for hydroxyl radicals; are capable of generating 

biogenic secondary organic aerosols (BSOA); and can form tropospheric pollutants 

such as ozone, peroxyacyl nitrates (PANs) and a series of epoxides and 

hydroxyepoxides. Various mechanisms have been proposed for VOC 

photooxidation, ozonolysis, and the reactions of VOC and their oxygenation-product 

radicals in nitrogen oxide-rich and –low environments.  There are currently 

contradicting reports on the effect of BVOCs on OH concentration and lifetimes 

especially at high VOC and low NOx levels but there is a very small number of OH 

and VOC measurements in tropical regions which contribute over half of total 

BVOC emissions. Currently the total emissions from only tropical forests are 

estimated at 1,300 Tg of carbon per year. Including deposition of some oxygenated 

products of isoprene (and likely those of monoterpenes) would make a large impact 

on these estimates. For those reasons it is essential to conduct more atmospheric 

measurements from all vegetation ecosystems using these most direct approaches in 

order to gain more confidence in atmospheric modelling and it may be important to 

include deposition which is currently weakly evidenced in measurements. The author 

measured high deposition velocities of MVK and MACR which at an oil palm 

plantation exceeded 1 cm s-1. 

 

Although it is relatively easy to apply classical analytical approaches such as gas 

chromatography to obtain leaf level basal emission rates (BERs) from vegetative 

monocultures, it can be extremely difficult to obtain unbiased superposition of BERs 

from all species making up heterogeneous environments, especially as dense as 

tropical rainforests, where one of the approaches is to derive the rates for the most 

representative plants. Even then a bottom-up estimate can be highly uncertain 
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without corroboration from direct flux measurements from above canopy. On the 

other hand PTR-MS approaches need concurrently analytical gold standards for 

excluding interferences at mass spectra from isobaric or fragmented compounds. The 

goals of this PhD were enormously facilitated by development of substantial 

software for data acquisition and processing, and operational optimisation of the 

PTR-MS instruments in extreme humidity, as encountered in Borneo. The first part 

of the thesis aims to provide the general background in understanding the key 

concepts of atmospheric chemistry, PTR-MS, micrometeorology and the ecological 

significance of VOCs.  

 

The practical part of the thesis contains scientific reports of findings, which either 

have been submitted or are being written for publications. Numerous collaborative 

publications, to which the author has contributed, are assembled at the end of the 

thesis in appendices. The author collected more data/ideas than it was possible to 

thoroughly describe in the timescales prescribed for the PhD. However, these will be 

further researched as part of future postdoctoral plans, for example exploring the 

ecological significance of BVOCs in plant and insect communication and VOC 

signalling in birds, despite the principal interest in atmospheric chemistry, 

particularly exploring VOCs at gas/aerosol interfaces. 
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1 Theoretical Part 

 

1.1 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
 

1.1.1 Definitions and classifications 

 

There are certain discrepancies in notations used to describe volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) in the literature. One of the first terms used to describe them was 

non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) for the purpose of distinction from methane. 

However, since the word hydrocarbon clearly denotes a molecule consisting of 

carbon and hydrogen atoms, it seems to exclude oxygenated species such as alcohols, 

aldehydes, esters, acids as well as compounds containing other heteroatoms. The 

term VOCs is therefore appropriate to embrace all of these, but the exact definition is 

still not precise. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defined a VOC as 

any compound participating in atmospheric photochemical reactions. In another 

slightly more quantitative definition VOCs are regarded as those organic species that 

have a vapour pressure greater than 10 Pa at 25C, a boiling point of up to 260C at 

atmospheric pressure and 15 or less carbon atoms. The remaining compounds are 

termed semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs). This distinction seem sensible, as 

the semi-volatile compounds, which are more likely to partition into the particle 

phase, exhibit different transport and chemistry in contrast to volatile gas species.  

 

A separate notion is used for referring to oxygenated volatile organic compounds 

(OVOCs), which seems right in order to describe oxygen-containing volatile species 

that, for example, have important roles in atmospheric chemistry, but on the other 

hand it is not consistent with VOC and SVOC definitions. In addition, one can 

frequently encounter acronyms like AVOCs or ANVOCs standing for anthropogenic 

volatile organic compounds in contrast to BVOCs or NVOCs expressing biogenic or 

natural volatile compounds. In this thesis the term VOC is used for referring to all 

non-methane volatile organic compounds including oxygenates, while the term 
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OVOC will be used to specifically emphasise the oxygenated nature of a given 

compound. The author also likes using the BVOC acronym, when referring to 

vegetative organic compounds but it must be noted that not all BVOCs are purely 

biogenic, as some of them can be contained in anthropogenic classifications even 

though they can also be emitted from vegetation.  

 

 

1.1.2 VOCs in the environment 

 

Figure 1 is a general schematic of the behaviour of VOCs in the environment. 
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Figure 1.1-1 Sketch of interactions of VOCs in physical and chemical processes in the environment (derived 

from Koppmann 2007). 
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VOCs have numerous sources and sinks. Some of them are important pollutants; for 

example those which arise in combustion processes and also halogenated 

hydrocarbons. Many of the anthropogenic VOCs are emitted from industrial 

processes, from heavy traffic in large cities, and from different types of fires. It is 

still a matter of debate whether biomass burning should be classified as an 

anthropogenic or a natural process. As biomass burning is often difficult to predict it 

is quite challenging for modellers to take it into account. For instance, extensive 

forest fires can instantly introduce copious VOC content into the atmosphere. From 

satellite observations emissions of this type are estimated as 38 Tg y-1 (Ito and 

Penner, 2004) while current global models estimate the total anthropogenic VOC 

emissions to amount to 186 Tg y-1 (EDGAR, 2005). However, biogenic emissions 

are estimated to be one order of magnitude higher i.e. 1150 TgC yr-1 (Guenther et al., 

1995), the main contribution to which is from vegetation and only a small portion is 

from oceans and soils.  

 

Regardless of their origin, VOCs are known to impact on tropospheric radical 

chemistry, contributing to ozone as well as secondary organic aerosol formation. By 

competing with hydrogen oxide radicals they prolong lifetimes of greenhouse gases 

and other pollutants. Therefore, they can indirectly impact local and global climate 

changes and can also have influence on global warming potentials. Their degradation 

pathways are mainly through photooxidation and reacting with OH radicals during 

the day, and reacting with NO3 during the night. Ozonolysis and reactions with 

peroxyradicals can also be important processes in VOC oxidation and degradation. 

Therefore, vegetative emissions can amplify the detrimental effects of anthropogenic 

contributions through reaction with NOx leading to ozone formation. However, not 

all reactions that VOCs undergo in the atmosphere have been verified 

experimentally, including partitioning of some them into the aqueous phase and the 

effects of various nitrogen oxide concentrations on these reactions. One of many 

examples is the experimental verification of nitrophenol formation by Heal et al. 

(2007). Nevertheless, only a combination of different-scale field measurements, 
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aircraft and lab studies can guarantee the most accurate picture and understanding of 

atmospheric chemistry.  

 

1.1.3 Commonly used analytical techniques 

 

BVOCs can be measured by a range of analytical techniques and over different 

scales (i.e. leaf, canopy, landscape and regional scale). The most commonly used 

analytical methods of BVOC concentrations and fluxes have been recently generally 

reviewed by Misztal et al. (2007) (Appendix II-G).  

 

1.1.3.1 Concentrations 

 

For determination of concentration the most commonly used method is capillary gas 

chromatography (GC) with flame ionisation detection (FID), and/or mass 

spectrometry (MS) detection. Such analysis is relatively slow (~30 minutes) but 

gives both qualitative and quantitative results (e.g. Cape, 1986). To achieve a 

detection limit as low as part per trillion mixing ratio (ppt), the sample must first be 

preconcentrated, for example using cryogenic or sorbent principles (Wang and 

Austin, 2006). Some recent variants of chromatographic instrumentation with better 

detection and speciation of biogenic compounds involve gas chromatography-time of 

flight mass spectrometry (GC-TOF/MS) or comprehensive gas chromatography-time 

of flight mass spectrometry (GCxGC-TOF/MS) (e.g. Saxton et al., 2007) 

 

Another analytical method is Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-

MS), which has been extensively used over the past decade for the quantification of 

many BVOC (e.g. Warneke et al., 2001; Grabmer et al., 2003; Ammann et al., 2004; 

Karl and Guenther, 2004; Warneke et al., 2005; Velasco et al., 2007; Langford et al., 

2009b; Kim et al., 2010). The advantage of this method is that it has very fast 

analysis time, of the order of seconds, and sensitivity in the ppt range. However, this 

method often requires combination with other techniques in order to validate what 

compounds are contributing to which particular m/z channels (e.g. de Gouw et al., 
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2003c; de Gouw and Warneke, 2007; Ambrose et al., 2010). On the other hand, the 

recent development of the Proton Transfer Reaction - Time of Flight - Mass 

Spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS) enables much higher mass resolution, thus allowing 

for the separation and detection of the majority of isobars (Blake et al., 2004; Blake 

et al., 2009). 

 

1.1.3.2 Fluxes 

 

In order to determine how much of a particular biogenic compound is emitted to the 

atmosphere or how much is deposited to the surface (which may be in part taken up 

by plants), it is required to measure and calculate the flux. This can be done by 

several currently used methods, which include: 

 

1. Leaf cuvettes, which are temperature controlled and connected to a measurement 

and control system (e.g. Harley et al., 1996). Constituting a leaf gas exchange 

measurement system, they can be widely used for evaluations of photosynthesis, 

transpiration and stomatal function of a leaf (e.g. Loreto and Fares, 2007). In order to 

obtain an estimate of the flux to the atmosphere extrapolated from such leaf-level 

measurements a canopy model must be applied (Owen et al., 1998). For example, the 

conifer cuvettes are the type of a leaf cuvette designated for needle studies in conifer 

species (e.g. Hayward et al., 2004). 

 

2. Branch enclosures. These rely on sampling and analysis of  enclosed individual 

branches of trees with light-transparent Teflon® or Tedlar® bags for a certain period 

of time. Subsequently, using an extrapolation method a canopy flux can be estimated 

(e.g. Owen and Hewitt, 2000; Helmig et al., 2006). 

 

3. Flux towers. For the purpose of flux measurements in- and over-canopy scale, a 

flux tower is usually deployed. There are many flux measurement approaches, most 

common of which is the aerodynamic gradient method (e.g. Nemitz et al., 2002), 

where the concentrations are measured at two or more different heights. Another 

example is the eddy covariance (EC) technique (Greenberg et al., 2003; Rinne et al., 
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2001), which is one of the most direct methods in measuring trace gas exchange 

between vegetation and the atmosphere. The general principle of EC flux is the 

covariance of the instantaneous deviation in the concentration of a tracer and the 

corresponding instantaneous deviation in the vertical wind speed. In order to fulfil 

the requirements for this method, fast sensors (~ 10 Hz) are normally required. 

Owing to the high frequency of concentration measurements by PTR-MS, it is 

possible to achieve direct BVOC flux determination by EC (e.g. Karl and Guenther, 

2004; Rinne et al., 2001). However, only one compound can be monitored in the 

continuous EC. The EC sub-variant is the disjunct eddy covariance (DEC) where air 

samples are grabbed and analysed at high frequency but not simultaneously for each 

analysed compound. In this mode typically up to 10 compounds can normally be 

monitored close to real time as the disjunct error is proportional to the gaps between 

the timeseries, and thus to number of m/z, but is inversely proportional to the 

integration time (Rinne et al., 2001; Karl, 2002; Grabmer et al., 2004; Turnipseed et 

al., 2009). Apart from PTR-MS, a Fast Isoprene Sensor (FIS) (Guenther and Hills, 

1998) is also capable of such high frequency sensing, and thus has also been suitable 

for inclusion in an eddy covariance flux system.  

 

4. Aircraft studies. The previously-listed methods are very useful for studying 

processes occurring in the boundary layer close to the ground.  However, VOCs 

differ in atmospheric lifetimes and have different Henry’s Law constants so vertical 

flux divergence can be high. Therefore coupling of aircraft and ground measurement 

is required both for constraining the bottom-up estimates and for verifying the 

performance of top-down modelling approaches. Recently, aircraft atmospheric 

studies have become more and more common, including airborne eddy covariance 

(Cronn and Nutmagul, 1982; Khelif et al., 1999; Karl et al., 2007; Oram, 2008; 

Fowler et al., 2009; Karl et al., 2009a; Murphy et al., 2010). Another advantage of 

airborne measurements is the capability of spatial and latitudinal characterisation of 

the atmosphere which is essential for understanding sources and reactions of BVOCs 

across all dimensions. 
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1.2 Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-
MS) 

 

1.2.1 Description and history 

 

The Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) is a fairly recent but 

enormously useful tool to quantify VOCs at close to real-time resolution. Because of 

the advantages it offers (see chapter 1.2.3) such as ultra-low detection limit (in the 

order of ppt) and a very fast response time (less than 0.2 s) it has found numerous 

applications since its first use about a decade ago, mainly in environmental sciences, 

chemistry, biology, medicine, and food control. Examples of specific applications 

include: atmospheric VOC measurements (e.g. Karl and Guenther, 2004; de Gouw, 

2007; de Gouw et al., 2003c; Hanson et al., 2004; Hewitt et al., 2003; Langford et al., 

2009a); pollution monitoring over cities (Filella and Penuelas, 2006; Velasco et al., 

2007; Warneke et al., 2001); biogenic emissions from forests, croplands, and 

grasslands (Davison et al., 2008; Folkers et al., 2008; Grabmer et al., 2004; Guenther 

et al., 1996; Hakola et al., 2006; Tarvainen et al., 2005; Warneke, 2002); medicine 

e.g.: breath analysis, medical screening incl. cancer diagnosis (Amann et al., 2004; 

Lirk et al., 2004; Taucher et al., 1995; Wehinger et al., 2007); or in food quality 

applications such as fermentation processes, geographical origin testing of wine and 

recently also olive oil (Araghipour et al., 2008; Boamfa et al., 2004; Boscaini et al., 

2004). Some interesting uses of PTR-MS are in BVOC emissions from ornamental 

trees in cities (Owen, 2003; Noe et al., 2008) or in odour studies/detection (Biasioli 

et al., 2004; Hartungen et al., 2004), but theoretically the potential number of 

applications is almost infinite, anywhere there is a need for fast online measurements 

of trace gas constituents. Recently, the applicability of PTR-MS has been extended to 

measurement of ammonia (Norman et al., 2007) and to measurements of semi-

volatile and aerosol VOCs (Hellén et al., 2008; Holzinger et al., 2010). 

 

The technical details of PTR-MS and operational description are presented in detail 

by Lindinger et al. (1998). In addition, this analytical technique has been further 
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improved by different research teams (e.g. Ammann et al., 2006; de Gouw et al., 

2003b; de Gouw et al., 2003c; Hartungen et al., 2004; Maleknia et al., 2007; 

Steinbacher et al., 2004; Tani et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). For the purpose of this 

thesis only the main concepts will be given. A detailed review of PTR-MS has 

recently been provided by Blake et al. (2009) and de Gouw and Warneke (2007). 

 

Figure 1.2-1 shows the external appearance of a high-sensitivity PTR-MS widely 

used in environmental studies. A much smaller compact model is not appropriate for 

environmental applications due to a lower sensitivity.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2-1. High sensitivity commercial PTR-MS (weight: 150 kg, dimentions 

560x780x860 mm WLH).  

 

1.2.2 Principle of operation 

 

The chemical principle of operation is the reaction of proton transfer from the 

protonated water molecule (H3O
+) to the investigated species (Reaction 1.2-1). 
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Therefore the recorded mass to charge ratio (m/z) will be higher by 1 in relation to 

the relative molecular mass (RMM) divided by z. In the PTR-MS the charge of the 

detected protonated ions is normally always equal to +1, in contrast to common 

electron ionisation techniques where z can have several values and also negative 

sign. Descriptors such as ‘masses’ or ‘protonated masses’ are in common use in 

PTR-MS jargon but the m/z ratio is the most appropriate name, since PTR-MS 

detection is not of a mass but a mass-to-charge ratio.  

 

 

H3O
+ + R              k                               RH+ + H2O                  (R 1.2-1)

Chemical species which can be measured by PTR-MS extend to a broad range of all 

those compounds which have proton affinities (PAs) greater than the PA of water, as 

only for these reactions is proton transfer exoergic and spontaneous (∆G<0) at speeds 

close to the collision rate. In the VOC detection the major constituents of air do not 

disturb as their proton affinities (PAs) are lower than that of water, so cannot be 

protonated. The list of PAs for example common compounds is presented in Table 

1.2-1. However, since one can only record counts at particular m/z channels, it can be 

difficult to distinguish between isobars, which can be either parent or fragment ions. 

However, in the process of soft ionisation the majority of detected ions are molecular 

ions with little or, in some cases, no fragment ion. The degree of fragmentation 

depends on the E/N ratio (i.e., electrical field density divided by buffer gas number 

density) characterising the drift tube conditions. In order to gain confidence that a 

given ion mass corresponds to the particular VOC, PTR-MS may additionally require 

combination with other analytical technique such as GC-FID/MS, which does not 

have to be as fast as PTR-MS. Nevertheless, most m/z ratios have been extensively 

validated during various atmospheric VOC measurements by PTR-MS (e.g. de Gouw 

et al., 2003c; de Gouw, 2007; Ambrose et al., 2010).  
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Table 1.2-1 List of proton affinities for example atmospheric compounds. Data 
extracted from Ionicon's compilation of proton affinities (available online at 
www.ionicon.com). 

Compound Proton affinity 
(kcal mol-1) 

Water 165.2 
Species of PA lower than water 

Helium 43 
Neon  49 
Argon 88 
Oxygen 101 
Nitrogen 118 
Carbon dioxide 129 
Methane 130 

Species of PA higher than water 
Formaldehyde 171 
Methanol 180 
Benzene 180 
Acetaldehyde 184 
Acetonitrile 186 
Toluene 187 
Acetone 194 
MACR 194 
Isoprene 199 
MVK 200 
 

The PTR-MS vacuum system and the electrical schematic are illustrated in Figure 

1.2-2 and Figure 1.2-3, respectively. Hydronium ions, which serve as the primary 

ions, are formed from the electrical discharge in the hollow cathode of the ion 

source, to which water vapour flows at a constant rate (typically 6-8 sccm) from the 

water reservoir. These primary ions (H3O
+) are focused on the tiny aperture, and 

enter the relatively high pressure drift region (typically 2 mbar), where buffer gas (air 

from the inlet) contains VOCs under study. Those molecules with higher PA than 7.2 

eV (i.e. the PA of water) get protonated in the collisions with the primary ions 

accelerated by the electric field. Generally, with the energies close to the collision 

energies of VOCs, the proton is transferred from the hydronium ion to the VOC 

softly without causing fragmentation but increasing its RMM by 1 before being 

detected in the detection region.  
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The E/N ratio is an important parameter which governs the relative proportion 

between ion fragmentation and ion clustering in the reaction chamber (drift tube). 

Typically a measurement is conducted at a constant value of E/N, commonly in the 

range of 120 - 140 Td (Townsend) (1 Td = 1 × 10-17 V cm-2). At high E/N ratios 

fragmentation is favoured and clustering is minimised, whereas at the low ratios 

fragmentation is reduced but clustering is enhanced. The latter is manifested by 

elevated levels of water clusters (m/z 37, 55, 73, 91, etc.).  Other VOCs can cluster 

with water clusters or form dimers or trimers at the low E/N ratios. Therefore the 

optimal E/N ratio should be a best compromise between fragmentation and 

clustering. At high ambient relative humidity it is sensible to run at elevated E/N 

ratios to minimise excessive clustering from highly abundant H3O(H2O)n species (n 

= 1, 2, 3 … ).   

 

The third vacuum section of a PTR-MS instrument comprises the detection region, in 

which the combination of the secondary electron multiplier (SEM) and quadrupole 

mass spectrometer (QMS) is used as an ion detector. The pressure is much lower 

than in the drift region and is normally in the order of 10-5 mbar during measurement. 

As has been observed by the author and other researchers, high signals for O2
+ (m/z 

32), NO+ (m/z 30), and also water-cluster ions, can impact on the sensitivity and 

instrumental background and thus on detection limits. In addition, these ions are 

suspected to reduce the SEM lifetime. The modification of a standard PTR-MS by 

incorporation of an additional turbo-molecular pump to the detection region has been 

a step forward to achieving a higher sensitivity because of the higher ion-extraction 

efficiency compared to the former standard PTR-MS models. Replacements of 

Viton® by Teflon® rings in the drift-tube have largely minimised memory effects 

and response times. Therefore the high-sensitivity instrument (as used at CEH 

Edinburgh) has a response time of less than 0.2 s for most of the compounds and 

consequently requires no frequency corrections to the flux in this respect. 
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Figure 1.2-2. Schematic presenting the major vacuum components of the ion source, 
drift, and detection regions in a standard quad-PTR-MS. 

 

 

Figure 1.2-3. Electrical schematic of PTR-MS (Haidacher et al., 2007) 
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1.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages 

 

The general advantages of PTR-MS are the high sensitivity (down to 10 pptv), 

linearity (up to 10 ppmv) and fast response time (as short as 100 ms in the high 

sensitivity (HS) model. These advantages make the instrument ideal for both 

concentration monitoring and direct eddy flux measurements of volatiles whose 

RMM falls in the range between 17 and 512 amu. Such good specifications are 

possible owing to the efficient soft ionisation process during the proton transfer 

reaction at reaction rates of about 2  10-9 cm3 s-1. The proton reaction rate constants 

for numerous VOCs have been experimentally derived by Zhao and Zhang (2004), 

allowing for the determination of the volume mixing ratios from the instrument’s 

transmission curve when calibration standard for a particular VOC is not available 

(see. chapter 1.5.1 ) One further advantage is direct sampling without the need for 

sample preparation or pre-concentration, which can introduce artefacts.  

 

However, until now PTR-MS has been unable to provide speciation of isomers so 

additional qualitative analysis is commonly required for compound validation. The 

author has made a development of expanding the specificity of PTR-MS by 

designing and running measurements at alternating drift voltage (E/N ratio) coupled 

with an appropriate analysis of fragmentation patterns (see chapter 2.6).  

 

A general disadvantage of PTR-MS can be the relatively high cost of running the 

equipment, which is related to the fast ageing of an expensive SEM, and other 

sporadic maintenance cost such as turbopump replacement. To extend the SEM 

lifetime, the voltage must not be set too high and not too early after starting up the 

vacuum system. One has to make sure that no sparking or arcing in the drift tube is 

present and try to minimise the exposure to high concentrations (>10 ppm) of 

“sticky” VOCs such as xylene, toluene, benzene, etc. Humidity extraction by fully 

functional bypass flow, which removes the excess air from the T-junction between 

the inlet and the capillary leading to the drift-tube, is also essential, and ensuring 
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good vacuum at all times. During transport the system either should be capable of 

retaining the vacuum or nitrogen gas should be used for filling the system so that no 

oxidising agent is present. Finally, SEM exchange optimally should be performed in 

extremely clean atmospheres, which can be challenging in field campaigns where 

dust and particles can be very high.  

 

Although the logging software provided by the manufacturer has improved in recent 

models, it is still not perfect for flux measurements. This is why unofficial programs 

are commonly used. For example the Quadstar program managing the QMS is 

lacking many useful features, for example logging additional signals (e.g. from an 

anemometer) at frequency higher than a cycle length. For this reason many 

researchers have logged separately the PTR-MS data and the wind data, which 

introduced extra time needed to synchronise the timeseries. However, at CEH 

Edinburgh and Lancaster University a concept of using the dynamic data exchange 

server (DDE) to share the online PTR-MS data and log synchronised data to one file 

using fast LabVIEW acquisition has been adopted. Further insight into PTR-MS data 

processing is made in chapter 1.5.  

 

The author’s logging and processing software developments are described in 

Appendix I.  

1.2.4 Further developments of PTR-MS 

 

Even the state-of-the-art analytical techniques cannot guarantee that all less abundant 

or short-lived compounds have been detected. It would be really useful if a device 

was capable of identifying and quantifying all isomeric species, including optical 

isomers, in real time and obtain their fluxes. Recent progress in ToF-PTR-MS makes 

this quite likely. For example, until recently, measurements of direct eddy fluxes of 

ammonia have been lacking the fast sensors so only indirect methods such as relaxed 

eddy accumulation (REA) have been possible (Fowler et al., 2001; Nemitz et al., 

2001). Nowadays, it is possible to measure the continuous flux of ammonia with 

PTR-MS, whose ion source can be easily modified to produce O2
+ from oxygen 
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cylinder, instead of the water reservoir. Such change of a proton transfer into electron 

transfer reaction mass spectrometer enables fast and precise detection of ammonia 

which has electron affinity lower than oxygen (Norman et al., 2007). A similar 

situation concerns other VOCs such as e.g. formic acid or formaldehyde which are 

not measured very reliably by PTR-MS due to their low PAs but where future 

developments in chemical ionisation mass spectrometry (CIMS) with other primary 

ions can extend the range of detectable compounds (e.g. peroxy radicals). 

 

The Time-of-Flight PTR-MS (TOF-PTR-MS), in distinction from Quad-PTR-MS 

offers much better mass resolution (~0.005 of amu as opposed to 1 amu in Quad type 

PTR-MS), so it enables differentiation of isobars and it also does not have any mass 

range limitation (Tanimoto et al., 2007). For these reasons a potential to apply this 

instrument for fast fingerprinting of arson accelerants has been already reported 

(Whyte et al., 2007). However, it still cannot speciate isomers, and the lack of 

software for running it has probably been the biggest limiting factor until very 

recently (Müller et al., 2010); previously the whole range of data had to be recorded 

with no option for selective mass (selective narrow mass ranges) acquisition, which 

in turn produced enormous amounts of raw data. 

  

However, ToF-PTR-MS is still very expensive so it remains desirable for a 

conventional PTR-MS capable of separating isomers e.g. monoterpenes. At the GRC 

conference on Floral and Vegetative Volatiles 2007, and later at the PTR-MS 

conference 2009, the design of a Triplequad-PTR-MS has been presented. It  

comprised 3 quadrupole spectrometers connected in an array and from subtraction of 

collision energies and from fragmentation examination the final structure could be 

obtained. However, not only is such a design expensive but it still requires tests 

before it can be widely available. 

 

The author of this thesis has thought of a similar approach but without the need for a 

triplequad in order to deliver more qualitative information about the VOCs. The 

results of the first successful discrimination experiment using a conventional PTR-

MS but in the alternating drift mode are presented in chapter 2.6. The theory behind 
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this design was the creation of several completely different fragmentation states 

repeated in the alternated drift (AD) voltage (and therefore E/N ratio; at a constant 

drift pressure). The assumption was made that each isomer differs less or more in the 

energy required to produce a specific fragment or energy to cluster specific 

fragment/s. This has been demonstrated for several pure monoterpene standards 

differing in structure. In addition this required modification of the Quadstar sequence 

and writing a LabVIEW program which processed the AD data. Some guiding 

information was available in the prior literature (Maleknia et al., 2007; Tani et al., 

2003), which indicated different relative abundances of parent and fragment ions at 

different E/N ratios. These authors determined different optimal drift voltages for 

detection of various parent ions of individual monoterpenes and suggested to use the 

sum of m/z 81 and m/z 137. Fragmentation patterns of monoterpenes in PTR-MS and 

also their dependence on water vapour pressure (WVP) have been a subject of 

investigation by Tani et al. (2004; 2003). However, no AD mode for monoterpene 

measurement has been proposed. The author of the thesis thought that although the 

sum of the main monoterpene ions (i.e. m/z 81 and m/z 137) could give a quantitative 

agreement for all the monoterpene isomers, it is the ratio of the two m/z which could 

provide qualitative isomeric information. However, at a constant E/N ratio this 

monoterpene m/z ratio may not necessarily be specific, so the AD mode was required 

in order to integrate the ratio over a range of drift voltages (see chapter 2.6 for 

details).  
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VOCs  

1.3 Fluxes of VOCs 
 

1.3.1 Current methods of flux determination 

 

The principles of turbulence, advection and transport of chemical species from the 

surface to the atmosphere have been widely described in the literature and 

micrometeorological handbooks (e.g. Arya 1988, Lee et al. 2004, Garstang and 

Fitzjarrald 1999, Fowler et al. 2001, Monteith and Unsworth 2001). A full 

description of the theory is beyond the scope of the thesis so only a general overview 

and the most relevant aspects are presented here. The main focus is on the disjunct 

technique particularly suitable for PTR-MS (chapter 1.4). For small-scale studies the 

chamber technique (chapter 1.3.3) is frequently used, while for canopy, landscape 

and regional scales other techniques are described such as gradient method (chapter 

1.3.2), or eddy correlation techniques (chapter 1.3.4). Each method has its own 

advantages and disadvantages and therefore their selection depends on the particular 

application, availability of sufficiently fast sensors/samplers and whether one point 

(e.g. on a tower) or several points (e.g. several heights as in gradient methods) can be 

considered.   

 

1.3.2 Gradient Method 

 

The gradient method relies on measurements at two or more different heights in the 

surface layer. It is fairly easy to set-up and does not require a knowledge of the 

surface roughness or surface temperature, which are necessary to know in, for 

example, the. bulk aerodynamic method (not described here). This method can be 

suitable when the turbulence is not sufficient for eddy correlation derivation or when 

the sensor frequency is not sufficiently high for eddy covariance methods. The 

Richardson number must not be larger than 0.2 in accordance with Monin-Obukhov 

similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954). In general, this theory states that in a 
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horizontally homogenous terrain the mean flow and turbulent characteristics depend 

only on the four independent variables, namely the height, friction velocity, surface 

heat flux and the buoyancy variable. The distance between the heights should be 

appropriately chosen (generally z1/z2 should fall between 2 and 4). The concentration 

gradients (C/z) can be calculated and the flux derived as from Equation 1.3-1: 

Equation 1.3-1 

z

C
KF




                                             

where K is the eddy diffusivity or turbulent exchange coefficient (m2 s-1). From 

analogy to Fick’s 1st law the K coefficient needed for the flux calculation can either 

be obtained by using the concentration of a tracer, e.g. H2O or CO2, (modified 

Bowen-ratio technique) or by surface layer similarity theories. Theoretically, if the 

measurements at each height are fast enough and there is no advection then it is 

possible to gather information about chemical reactions if appropriate compounds are 

measured. The disadvantages of this method are different footprint characteristics of 

various heights, quite large error (normally ~30%), measurements at more than one 

height can be sometimes difficult as in aircraft measurements, requirement for quite 

complex uncertainty evaluation, and difficulties in obtaining appropriate values of 

eddy diffusivities in strongly stratified conditions. A more precise derivative of this 

method is the profile method, or gradient profiling, where for example the sampling 

inlet is moved up and down (e.g. Karl and Guenther, 2004). In addition, for reactive 

VOCs (isoprenoids, sesquiterpenes) photochemical destruction can provoke 

misleading conclusions about the flux. 

 

1.3.3 Chamber Method 

 

The chamber method is probably the least sophisticated method and very useful for 

obtaining long-term flux e.g. seasonal flux. It is a particularly valuable method to 

determine an uptake or emission from a given plant, leaf or branch in enclosure 

studies. Since the derived flux is an average over a relatively long time, it may not be 

appropriate for recording short-scale temporal variations. In a closed-chamber 
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VOCs  

technique, for example, the ground surface area is enclosed for a given amount of 

time. Because the physical parameters of the chamber are known after analysis of 

concentration (online or offline) one can compute the flux. It is, however, worth 

noting difficulties frequently experienced in this type of indirect method (which are 

common in the indirect eddy correlation methods as well). These include reactions 

with surface ozone and other reactive species (compound conversion), memory 

effects, as well as humidity and condensation interferences. 

 

1.3.4 Eddy accumulation (EA) and eddy covariance (EC) 

techniques 

 

Eddy accumulation and eddy correlation methods are advanced and relatively 

complex methods often requiring novel gas/particle and wind instrumentation. 

However, the benefits largely exceed the ones from previously mentioned methods. 

In addition all these techniques are appropriate for ecosystem measurements of 

surface-atmosphere exchange of VOCs. These techniques can be either indirect or 

direct.  

  

Eddy accumulation (EA) techniques involve sampling air into two reservoirs 

depending on the sign of the vertical wind speed. In the true eddy accumulation 

method developed by Desjardins (1977) the air is sampled proportionally to the 

vertical wind speed. The biggest practical difficulty in realisation of this system has 

been maintaining constant and fast enough flow. This difficulty has been overcome 

in the Relaxed Eddy Accumulation (REA), known also as the conditional sampling 

technique, first presented by Businger and Oncley (1990), and this approach is 

presented here in more detail. The REA is quite widely used in the quantification of 

organic species emitted over ecosystem scale (e.g. Nemitz et al., 2001; Graus et al., 

2006). Even though this technique is indirect, requiring parameterisations, it has 

proven useful. The principle of the REA method is sampling into two reservoirs (e.g. 

0.5 l each), one of which is an up-draught reservoir sampling when vertical wind 
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speed (w) is positive, while the other is a down-draught reservoir collecting air 

parcels travelling downwards (w <0). After an averaging time (typically 30 min) the 

reservoirs are analysed for the accumulated concentrations (c+ and c-). In terms of 

VOCs, PTR-MS, GC-FID/MS or PTR-MS coupled to GC-FID can for example be 

used (analytical techniques of VOCs have been described in chapter 1.1.3) but the 

sensor does not have to be as fast as in continuous methods described later in this 

chapter. In the REA the relaxation technique allows flows into both reservoirs 

independent of the absolute value of the vertical wind speed. Thus, the vertical flux 

(Equation 1.3-2) is proportional to the concentration difference between c+ and c-, 

the standard deviation of the vertical wind speed w and the dimensionless Businger 

Oncley parameter, b, which is dependent on the atmospheric stability conditions. 

Equation 1.3-2 

   ccbF wc 
        

 

In contrast to the gradient methods, this technique offers one point measurement 

which has many practical advantages but is not optimal when advection or flux 

divergence is present.  

 

Another group of these measurement techniques consists of direct eddy correlation 

methods, which rely on correlation of fluctuations in vertical wind speed with those 

of the components whose flux is to be determined (e.g. temperature, water, CO2 and 

VOCs). In other words, at the surface the mean vertical wind speed is assumed to be 

zero, as the ground is neither source nor sink for air. What it signifies is that when 

any flux of a scalar, suppose water for example, is greater than zero, then more of the 

positive deviations from the mean value of w were “wetter” than negative portions of 

the fluctuations, while mean w is still 0. This implies that if there is no correlation 

between the measured scalar and vertical wind velocity, there is no flux. As the 

substantial flux in the turbulent Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) is carried by small 

eddies, which can only be recorded by either fast sensors (10 Hz) or fast samplers 

combined with slower sensors, these methods are most suitable for quantification of 

VOC surface-atmosphere exchange.  
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The eddy correlation methods include (continuous) eddy covariance (EC), disjunct 

eddy covariance (DEC) and most recently virtual disjunct eddy covariance (vDEC), 

which all are direct methods. The principles of eddy covariance have been described 

in detail by Arya (1988), Dabberdt et al. (1993), and more recently by Moncrieff et 

al. (1997) and Guenther (2002). In general, the eddy flux of any scalar can be written 

as in Equation 1.3-3. 

Equation 1.3-3 

cc wF          

 

where Fc is the flux density of scalar c, w is the vertical wind velocity, c is the 

density (or concentration) of the scalar. The overbar represents the mean of the 

product over the sampling interval. As the records from a sonic anemometer and a 

fast sensor for concentration of a compound have irregular patterns, it is suitable to 

regard these variables as a sum of the mean and fluctuating part. Such process is 

called Reynolds decomposition (Arya, 1988), which for wind speeds and 

concentrations can be presented as in Equation 1.3-4 and Equation 1.3-5, 

respectively: 

Equation 1.3-4 

'www     

Equation 1.3-5 

'
ccc        

 

where the primes represent the fluctuations around the mean. Equation 1.3-3 can 

further be represented as in Equation 1.3-6:  

Equation 1.3-6 

''
ccc wwF        
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As the assumption is made that w = 0, the final practical equation is 

 

Equation 1.3-7 

 ''
cc wF   correction terms      

 

Over a given integration time, eddy covariance flux can be calculated using the 

following formula: 

Equation 1.3-8 
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Because the flux is defined as a covariance of eddy components it can be derived 

from a subset of fast-grabbed but time-separated samples. This is done in the so-

called disjunct approach, which is a good approximation of a continuous eddy 

covariance, where Equation 1.3-8 could be simplified as follows: 

Equation 1.3-9 
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where t is the time of the gap (usually up to a few seconds). The considerable 

benefit of using the disjunct method is that it allows for relatively slower sensors to 

be used in conjunction with a fast sampler. The variant of this method is a virtual 

disjunct eddy covariance, which takes advantage of the PTR-MS as both the fast 

sampler and analyser (dwell time is typically adjusted between 0.2 and 1.0 s). This 

method is reviewed in more detail in the next chapter (1.4). 
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1.4 Introduction to the Virtual Disjunct Eddy Covariance 
(vDEC) technique using PTR-MS as VOC sensor 

 

1.4.1 Description of the method 

 

The virtual disjunct eddy covariance (vDEC) technique was demonstrated for the 

first time by Karl et al. (2002). The method is a variant of disjunct eddy covariance, 

which had been previously demonstrated with PTR-MS by Rinne et al. (2001), but in 

conjunction with a disjunct sampler. This sampler grabbed air samples almost 

instantaneously (0.1 s) which were subsequently analysed during a relatively long 

period (10-30 s) by PTR-MS and thus a continuous subset of 10 Hz data series was 

obtained. Karl et al. (2001a) increased the set of compounds measured, recording 

OVOC fluxes over croplands in the DEC mode, by redesigning the PTR-MS i.e. ion 

source gaskets and drift tube segment were exchanged for Teflon; this increased 

sensitivity by a factor of three and enabled an improvement in eddy covariance 

sampling frequency up to 8 Hz.  

 

Before the introduction of a disjunct sampler (Rinne et al., 2000), there had been an 

obstacle to using PTR-MS for direct EC flux measurements in that the quadrupole 

mass spectrometer (QMS) used for PTR-MS was thought to be unable to make fast 

measurements for more than a few compounds simultaneously.  

 

In the vDEC system the disjunct concept has been adopted, but the need for using a 

physical grab sampler has been eliminated, making the inlet system much simpler. 

The QMS, operating in multiple ion detection (MID) mode cycles through 10-20 

compounds under study at 0.2 s integration time (dwell time). In the MID mode the 

QMS assigns this integration time per each compound that is specified in a 

configuration file, analysing them one after another. Therefore it produces virtually 

disjunct series for each VOC. For example, if 8 compounds are measured at 0.2 s 

dwell time, the analysis time for one full cycle is ~ 1.6 s plus a short time (10 ms) for 

switching from one m/z ratio to another. This example is visualised in Figure 1.4-1. 
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Figure 1.4-1. Example of a vDEC duty cycle for 0.2 dwell time. 

 

As many non PTR-MS disjunct systems have been previously described (e.g. Fowler 

et al., 2001; Moncrieff et al., 1997; Rinne et al., 2000), the many advances in these 

methods could be further adopted without the need for “reinventing the wheel”. 

However, there are some specificities about PTR-MS, being a virtual disjunct 

sampler, which include additional challenges such as identification of the precise lag-

time and the noisier covariance functions (see chapter devoted to lag-time 

development; Chapter 2.5). In the processing analysis of such disjunct time series, 

there have been two major approaches, generally using different software, developed 

independently by different teams within the PTR-MS flux research community.  For 

an example case, the final output results acquired with 0.2 s dwell time and with 8 

masses specified in the MID will contain 5 Hz lines of counts per second, separated 

by 0.625 Hz gaps. For consecutive processing, one could either cut out the gaps, 

obtaining a subset of continuous 5 Hz series, or one could fill these gaps with the 

previous value from the last line until the next one is available, and then repeat the 

procedure throughout the whole dataset. This latter approach has been proposed by 

Spirig et al. (2005). Another (third approach) is optimal as it retains the vertical wind 

speed data in its full frequency (e.g. 20 Hz), and rather than filling the gaps with the 

previous number it fills the gaps with “NaNs” – not a number parameter. This can be 

done using software such as PawEddy written in LabVIEW (see Appendix I). 

In order to calculate the flux i.e. a covariance of instantaneous deviation in vertical 

wind velocity and the corresponding instantaneous deviation in concentration of a 

given VOC one has to take into account the lag time caused by a residence time of 

the measured compound in the tubing system, as in the following equation: 
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Equation 1.4-1 
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where eff is the time lag between the two series w(t) and c(t). The lag time 

determination is described in chapter 1.4.3. 

 

Currently this vDEC technique is gaining large appreciation by researchers using 

PTR-MS for measuring surface–atmosphere exchange of VOCs. For example, 

Grabmer et al. (2004) measured monoterpene fluxes from a Norway spruce forest, 

while Rinne et al. (2007a) measured VOC fluxes above a Scots pine forest canopy 

and Karl et al. (2004) from above a tropical rain forest. Flux estimates and OH 

reaction potential of reactive biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) from a 

mixed northern hardwood forest have been reported by using this flux method 

(Ortega et al., 2007), and flux of BVOCs from Mopane woodlands of Botswana has 

been delivered (Hewitt et al., 2003). Recently, Custer and Schade (2007) obtained 

fluxes of methanol and acetaldehyde over ryegrass, while Davison et al. (2008) 

investigated green leaf volatile fluxes over grasslands. Nevertheless the community 

using vDEC is still quite small. Measurements using vDEC are thought to be the 

most appropriate for validation of atmospheric models but the number of 

measurements should be increased, especially in the tropical regions.  

 

1.4.2 Major assumptions and error sources 

 

The following assumptions are made in DEC, which are also common for other EC 

techniques:  

1. Flux is fully turbulent, i.e. most of the vertical flux is carried out by eddies; 2 the 

footprint is adequate; 3. the terrain is horizontal and uniform; 4. the flow 

convergence and divergence are negligible; 5. measurements at a point can represent 

an upwind area.  
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There are many sources of uncertainty in the eddy flux techniques. However, the 

main source of errors specific to the vDEC method involve counting statistics errors 

at small dwell times of the QMS. Therefore appropriately long integration times 

should be chosen, at some cases even at the cost of frequency corrections. It is 

essential to optimise the PTR-MS to the highest possible sensitivity for the purpose 

of obtaining clear peaks in the cross-correlation (CC) functions distinct from the 

noise. 

 

Other errors common to other EC techniques comprise frequency response errors due 

to: time response; sensor separation; scalar path averaging; tube attenuation; high and 

low pass filtering; sensor response mismatch; digital sampling. In addition one 

should take into account: time delays (e.g. DDE server used for mediating the PTR-

MS and the wind data, QMS switching); spikes and noise; density fluctuations 

(Webb-Pearman-Leuning); sonic heat flux errors; band-broadening; oxygen in the 

path; unlevelled sonic anemometer; data filling. Each of these may introduce from 0-

30% error, and altogether may even combine to 100% uncertainty in the measured 

flux. 

 

There are ways to correct for most of these errors, i.e. frequency response 

corrections; adjusting for delay; spike removal; coordinate rotation; WPL 

corrections; sonic temperature corrections; band-broadening corrections; oxygen 

corrections and data-filling by Monte-Carlo or by emission algorithms, etc. Flux 

losses associated with signal damping due to residence time in the tubing can be 

assessed by comparing latent heat fluxes derived from m/z 37, calibrated using 

specific humidity converted from relative humidity (measured by a separate sensor; 

e.g. Vaisala sensor), with latent heat fluxes from an open path gas analyser.  

 

 

However, because of so many potential errors, the flux quality control procedures are 

very important. Most of them have been included in the FLUXNET criteria which set 

the guidelines and rank the data quality according to the stationarity test, test for 
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similarity with ideal conditions, and the degree of sonic tilt. These procedures and 

ranking were described in detail by Foken et al.(2004). 

 

As outlined by the author in the individual practical chapters, the flux data presented 

here were labelled according to routine tests commonly used in eddy covariance for 

filtering purposes (Clement et al., 2009; Foken and Wichura, 1996; Langford et al., 

2009a; Moncrieff et al., 1997). However, the errors derived from lack or 

misidentification of the lag time can be high. Previously it was thought that an 

erroneous lag time would lead to flux underestimation, but significant 

overestimations can be made when using the common method of finding the lag time 

on the absolute maximum in the covariance function (Taipale et al., 2010), and can 

lead to erroneous sign of the flux in small-concentration compounds (see Chapter 

2.5). Since errors from lag-time misidentification can be large, but have been under-

discussed in the literature, a method for validating the lag-time was desired. The 

author developed a lag-time validation method which can assess the lag-time quality 

which is useful for excluding the instances of erroneous lag times or lag times which 

would lead to a lower flux quality (Chapter 2.5).  

 

The lower limit for the friction velocity is  normally set to 0.2 m s-1 and points below 

this threshold should not be included in analyses unless for specific tests. According 

to the tests proposed by Foken and Wichura (1996) the data should not be included in 

further analysis if the deviation from the ideal integral similarity characteristics is 

higher than 60%, and are labelled lower quality if they are within 30-60% of the 

ideal. A stationarity test (the value for the flux integrated over 25 min compared with 

the average of 5 values of fluxes integrated over 5 min segments of the same 

averaging period) is used to exclude non-stationary data when the difference is  

above 60% and to label as low quality periods with differences between 30 and 60%. 

The author proposes that the lag-time validation method should also be included to 

the FLUXNET criteria. 
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1.4.3 Common problems and their solutions 

 

One of the most fundamental problems in the vDEC system has been shown to be the 

lag-time determination, which usually must be done for each integration period 

(commonly 30 min). The lag-time theory and development is described in Chapter 

2.5. There can be various reasons for difficulties in lag-time determination, a part of 

which is associated with the data logging strategy and software. If the wind data and 

PTR-MS data are logged into separate files (e.g. Rinne et al., 2007a), then a variable 

lag time can be caused by clock variations and, for example, delay in the first start of 

the cycle. The way to overcome these are frequent time synchronisations as well as 

connecting an additional sonic anemometer signal to one of the PTR-MS analog 

inputs, so that the approximate magnitude of the lag time is known. The covariance 

of w and c as a function of the lag ( ) is called the cross-correlation function (CC 

function) or just covariance function Fc ( ). If both the sonic anemometer and PTR-

MS data have the same frequencies, e.g. after filling the disjunct gaps by adding the 

lines until next available is present (Spirig et al., 2005), then the effective lag time 

can be efficiently calculated via transformation of the time series into the frequency 

domain by application of fast Fourier transformations, multiplication of the Fourier 

spectra and subsequent reverse transformation. Provided that there is a flux, the 

absolute maximum in the CC function denotes the effective time lag. It is not always 

necessary to perform Fourier transformation, and generally the disadvantage of 

frequency correction is the attenuation of high frequency fluxes. It may also not be 

possible to perform a Fourier transformation if the disjunct gaps are variable. Both at 

CEH and Lancaster University another approach has been adopted which logs the 

two data series of wind and VOC concentrations to the same file. This automatically 

eliminates the clock synchronisation issue and the lag caused by that, so the data are 

only shifted by the true residence time of a compound plus/minus the length of the 

PTR-MS cycle. However, the effective lag time needs to be found individually for 

each integration period, which puts constraints on processing time (see software 

developments in the practical section: Appendix I).  The feature in the LabVIEW 

program calculates the CC function and then if the lag time is found, it is further 

applied to calculations for each half-hour period and each compound separately. 
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Different methods of lag-time determination are described in the lag-time 

development chapter (2.5). The reasons for relatively different lag times for various 

compounds in vDEC are delays due to QMS switching, chromatographic effects for 

sticky compounds and delays in DDE server or other mediating process(es). The lag 

time may not be the same in each integration time, but it should be at least relatively 

constant within the integration period.  

 

Other problems that can be encountered in vDEC are generally common to other EC 

techniques, previously described. They include among others insufficient counting 

statistics for too short acquisition times, high detection limits, and water 

condensation issues. 
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1.5 Theoretical challenges 
 

This chapter presents an outline of selected challenges typically faced with PTR-MS. 

 

1.5.1 Calibration 

 

The calibration of the PTR-MS instrument is fundamental for reporting standardised 

absolute concentrations (or mixing ratios) as well as arriving at correct absolute flux 

values. Although the calibration itself concerns correlation of the instrument’s 

response (normalised counts per second) with absolute measured concentrations, in 

terms of the PTR-MS also the transmission measurements are very important as they 

enable calculation of concentrations quickly, although less precisely, but when 

standards are not available.  

 

Calibration is normally done by using gas calibration standards, diffusion or 

permeation systems. The resulting calibration equation can be used to determine 

calibration coefficients and thus sensitivities for given compounds. Although PTR-

MS has well-defined parameters, which makes online calculations of concentrations 

from instrumental transmission feasible, it is essential to make frequent calibrations 

for as many as possible compounds to increase the precision. The calculation of the 

concentration for a given VOC by the use of only the transmission coefficients can 

be performed by using Equation 1.5-2, expanded from Equation 1.5-1. Since the 

proton transfer reaction (R 1.2-1) exhibits a pseudo-first order kinetics, for the 

neutral concentration, it can be written: 

Equation 1.5-1 

k x t H3O
+[cps] 

x 
RH+[cps] 1 

[R]    
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and then 

Equation 1.5-2 

  3
0 0 drift H O9

3 drift 0 RH

(RH [cps])
ppb 1 10

(H O [cps])i
a

p V T Tr
c

k t p N T Tr









   
  

     
 

 

where k is reaction rate constant, t is reaction time, TrH3O+ is the transmission 

coefficient of the primary ions, TrRH+ is the transmission coefficient for RH+, p0 is 

standard pressure in hPa, pdrift is drift-tube pressure in hPa, V0 is the volume of one 

mole of ideal gas under standard conditions in cm3, Na is Avogadro number, T0 and 

Tdrift are the standard and drift-tube temperature, respectively. 

 

Before the concentration is calculated the counts for each m/z channel of interest 

should be normalised to account for internal variability in primary ions, water vapour 

and drift pressure. The process of normalising the counts to one million primary ion 

counts and to 2 mbar of the drift tube pressure, and water vapour  can facilitate 

comparisons between instruments even at different operating conditions (Equation 

1.5-3). 

 

Provided that a transmission measurement has been performed relatively recently, 

and after normalising the cps, the error attributed to this calculation is up to 100% 

(Steinbacher et al., 2004) which mainly derives from uncertainty in the reaction rate 

constant, which is increasing for the compounds of higher m/z. The accuracy can be 

significantly improved by using calculations relying on current calibration 

coefficients. This can be undertaken using the following equation (e.g. de Gouw et 

al., 2003c; Rinne et al., 2007a): 

Equation 1.5-3 
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where i is the calibration coefficient, Si is the signal of the VOC in cps, Si,zero is the 

signal of the VOC-free air, M21/M19 is the ratio of H3
18O+ to H3

16O+ which equals 

0.002. The calibration coefficients can be obtained during the calibration process and 

calculated by inverting the equation to yield i. The reciprocal of i  is normalised 

sensitivity (Snorm). Recently an approach of combining the two calculation methods 

(as in Equation 1.5-2 and Equation 1.5-3) was highlighted by Taipale et al. (2008). 

Based on calibration of non-fragmenting compounds it is possible to derive 

transmission coefficients. The relative transmission curve can be subsequently used 

to optain empirical sensitivities of compounds that were not present in the calibration 

mixture. This approach can decrease the uncertainty by a factor of three compared to 

the classical derivation of transmission (e.g., Steinbacher , 2004). The relative 

transmission approach has been used by the author of this thesis in Italy and in 

Borneo and whenever the calibration standard for a compound was not available. The 

example is shown in Figure 1.5-1. 
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a) b) 

Figure 1.5-1 Example of an application of the relative transmission approach: a) 
relationship between the sensitivity and transmission curves obtained in the calibration 
of nonfragmenting compounds; b) Sensitivity and transmission curves (Lorentzian fit). 
Note that the calibration here was made under highly fragmenting conditions (140 Td) 
so the calibrated sensitivities of higher masses deviated from the curve and were not 
included in the relative transmission derivation. The blue outliers come from 
application of adjusted proton transfer reaction rate constants (Zhao and Zhang, 2004). 
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A very important issue that needs to be taken into accounted is humidity. For 

example, the zero air and/or standards optimally should not be dry, if a measurement 

is done in humid conditions. Dry standards should be appropriately enriched in water 

vapour in order to derive the humidity dependent sensitivities. A zero air generator 

which does not dry air seems therefore appropriate to provide the gas for the standard 

dilution. Example of such zero-air generator contains a Pt/Al2O3 catalyst heated to 

200ºC. If the high concentration standard is dry it can be diluted using the zero-air 

source of similar to ambient humidity. In any case errors may arise if no corrections 

for humidity are made in concentration calculations. Ideally, calibration should be 

made at the dew point similar to that of the measured sample. However, even then 

the correction for the water cluster at m/z 37 should always be done in calculations 

regarding all the compounds (except highly hydrophobic aromatics e.g. toluene). The 

effect of water vapour pressure on monoterpene measurements by PTR-MS has been 

investigated by Tani et al. (2004), while validation of PTR-MS for measuring water 

vapour concentration and flux has been reported by Ammann et al. (2006) 

 

1.5.2 Data processing 

 

Processing the data is the most important part of delivering final and unbiased 

results. In order to prevent potential problems, one must make an effort at the 

logging stage and ensure that the data acquisition phase is correctly designed and set 

up. It has already been mentioned that two logging approaches have been used, i.e. 

logging the wind and concentration data either to one file or to independent files (e.g. 

on different computers). Processing the data online during a measurement can be 

useful for overview purposes, but should be limited since the use of excessive 

resources may lead to possible delays in the logging. Therefore usually a more or less 

sophisticated program can be written to facilitate the post-processing. Typically, data 

first need to be assessed for periods of known disturbances (i.e. checked with the log-

book). The data from the valid period need to be then checked for spikes and in some 

cases should be despiked and/or detrended. Flux data processing which includes 

precise lag-time analysis for each compound and integration period may require 
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substantial numerical resources, in order to process the data quickly. Before the lag-

time determination, the wind data should be corrected for sonic tilts. This can be 

done using a single, double, triple or planar fit rotation. 

 

Subsequently, the raw data from PTR-MS should be normalised and converted to 

concentrations as previously described. As the zero air subtraction does not matter 

for the flux, the process of zero air subtraction can be done in parallel for obtaining 

the concentrations. The data containing zero air files should be checked for the 

presence of diurnal trends and spikes and can be converted to concentrations using 

exactly the same process as for measurement files. Sometimes the subtraction is 

more conveniently performed separately for example using a running median ZA, 

instantaneous ZA, or the lower 10th percentile of ZA. Comparisons with the raw files 

unaffected by the additional white noise from ZA subtraction can be useful in 

addition to the ZA subtracted concentrations. Once the concentration array has been 

derived it can be used to calculate the covariance function and determine the lag 

time. Simultaneously the limit of flux detection is derived from 3 times the standard 

deviation of the covariance of the noise (i.e. sufficiently far away from the lag time).  

For the different methods of lag-time determination the reader is referred to Chapter 

2.5. The time series should be shifted by the calculated lag time and the covariance 

should be computed, which is the flux. Before this, usually the conversion of 

concentration data (typically in ppb) to mg m-3 or µmol m-3
 is required. Finally the 

validation tests results should be saved along with the flux value. Rather than 

discarding the data which did not pass the validation criteria, all data are saved but 

the appropriate quality tags can later be used for filtering. The whole process needs 

to be repeated for each half hour file and for each compound. 

  

1.5.3 Interpretation of PTR-MS data 

 

One has to be very critical and careful when referring to a compound based only on 

the m/z. This is because any m/z can have an unknown number of potential 

contributions from external sources or from internal fragmentation. It is sensible to 
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make the interpretation of data by firstly validating the actual m/z. The optimal 

situation is when a complementary measurement is run at the same time, for example 

GC-FID. If the data can be validated then the derived flux can be assumed valid. 

However, validation may not be possible during the measurements. In such cases all 

known possible known contributions should be considered as a potential 

contribution. Thanks to the growing PTR-MS community, and various validation 

field and lab studies, most commonly-encountered compounds have been validated, 

but unknown contributions must also be considered. The database of compounds 

contributing to different m/z has been constructed by Ionicon on the basis of 

literature data and theoretical studies of proton affinities and is available on the 

Ionicon website. In addition the interpretation of the results must be sensible, so it 

must be done in conjunction with the current background knowledge concerning the 

type of vegetation, mechanisms for release of the compounds, interactions with 

herbivores, stresses, possibility of anthropogenic compounds and any artefacts that 

could have been present. 
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2 Practical Part 

 

2.1 Introduction to practical part 
 

This part comprises measurements, analyses and method developments. 

 

The first three chapters (2.2 – 2.4) describe fieldwork-derived high frequency 

measurements of concentrations and fluxes above two different vegetation types 

(Mediterranean Macchia vegetation, and oil palm in S.E. Asia) using the capabilities 

of the PTR-MS coupled to virtual disjunct eddy covariance technique (vDEC).  

 

Chapter 2.2 deals with an example of Mediterranean coastal dune habitat, with a 

marked day/night change in wind directions and therefore VOC transport. During the 

early stage of Macchia growth in late spring, the vegetation was found to be a large 

methanol emitter but isoprene and monoterpene were mainly advected from outside 

the measurement area.  

 

In contrast, chapter 2.3 presents findings from a tropical oil palm plantation. This 

chapter is the most comprehensive since it deals with multi-directional effects of 

particularly high VOC fluxes, which were several times higher than from a nearby 

rainforest location. Although references to rainforest are made, the author’s work 

from the rainforest location is not included in the thesis, but the reader is referred to a 

paper written in collaboration (Appendix II-F).   

 

Estragole, which was the second most abundantly emitted compound after isoprene 

at the oil palm plantation, was emitted from flowers. Since estragole can be more 

important for atmospheric chemistry and aerosol formation than isoprene and has an 

important ecological significance, a separate chapter (2.4) has been devoted to 

describing this globally significant floral VOC in more detail. This work has been 

published in a collaborative paper led by the author (Appendix II-H) but only the 

author’s contribution has been retained in the chapter. 
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The remaining chapters (2.5 – 2.6) show the author’s developments of software and 

analytical methods.Chapter 2.5 focuses on eddy covariance flux processing, for 

which a novel lag-time validation and determination methods are proposed.  

 

Chapter 2.6 shows a technical development which extends the selectivity of a 

standard PTR-MS. This development tested and enabled discrimination of common 

monoterpenes under alternating drift voltage. 
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2.2 Ecosystem VOC fluxes from Mediterranean Macchia 
 

This work was the part of my involvement in the ACCENT-VOCBAS-BIAFLUX 

campaign at the Castelporziano presidential estate near Rome 2007.  

 

Collaborating persons:  

CEH: Neil Cape, David Fowler, Eiko Nemitz 

University of Lancaster: Ben Langford, Brian Davison, Annette Ryan, Nick Hewitt 

University of Rome: Francesco Loreto, Silvano Farez 

European Commission Joint Research Centre: Stan Cieslik 

Catholic University of Brescia: Angelo Finco, Giacomo Gerosa 

 

 

Please also refer to my articles as a co-author (approximate contribution in 

parentheses): 

 Appendix II-B: Davison, B., …., Misztal, P., et al.: Concentrations and fluxes of 

biogenic volatile organic compounds above a Mediterranean macchia ecosystem in 

western Italy, Biogeosciences, 6, 1655-1670, 2009. (~30% measurement, data 

processing, lag-time approaches, instrument intercomparison) 

 

Appendix II-A: Cieslik, …, and Misztal, P.: Turbulence in a coastal Mediterranean 

area: surface fluxes and related parameters at Castel Porziano, Italy, 

Biogeosciences Discuss., 6, 3355-3372, 2009. (~5% contribution: wind data 

processing; footprint analysis which was meant to be included in the revised paper) 

 

Appendix II-C: Fowler, D., …, Misztal, P., et al.: Atmospheric composition change: 

Ecosystems-Atmosphere interactions, Atmospheric Environment, 43, 5193-5267, 

10.1016/j.atmosenv.2009.07.068, 2009. (less than 1%; part of the synthesis paper) 
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2.2.1 Abstract 

 

Two PTR-MS instruments were employed in a field campaign at Castelporziano in 

Italy during early May 2007. The spatial distribution of sources is estimated from the 

dependence on wind direction of VOC concentrations multiplied by wind velocity, 

separately for day and night times and presented on polar graphs. During the 

continuous measurements, a clear diurnal trend of VOC concentrations could be 

observed, which was consistent for both PTR-MS instruments. Sonic anemometer 

measurements were synchronised in time with the PTR-MS. Advection from the 

vegetation source (SW and NE), occurring mostly during the night, correlated well 

with increased concentrations of monoterpenes and isoprene, while levels of 

methanol, acetaldehyde and acetone were low. However, the opposite pattern was 

recorded during the daytime when the wind direction changed to SE and NW, 

revealing low levels of monoterpenes and isoprene while levels of other measured 

VOCs exhibited marked enhancement. This must be attributed to specific diurnal and 

nocturnal wind patterns. The fluxes are presented and comparison with another PTR-

MS instrument is made. The results serve to illustrate plant volatiles transport 

patterns, which can be compared with other measurements or create a basis for the 

elaboration of terrestrial models. Intercomparisons between PTR-MS instruments are 
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very scarce in the literature, not only of concentrations but in particular of virtual 

disjunct eddy covariance fluxes. For example, it has not been known how a different 

lag-time processing can impact on the flux. 

 

2.2.2 Site description 

 

The measurement campaign took place in Castelporziano, Italy (41°41'58.21" N; 

12°21'5.95" E) located over Macchia dune vegetation, between a moderately 

trafficked road approx. 100 m to the NE and the Tyrrhenian Sea approx. 300 m to the 

SW. The measurements were part of the ACCENT-VOCBAS campaign. The site 

characteristics and overview of the campaign have been presented by Fares et al. 

(2009) and the processes involved in trace-gas and aerosol exchange based on 

ACCENT measurements were synthesised by Fowler et al. (2009). 

 

2.2.3 Methodology 

2.2.3.1 Setup 

An Ionicon High Sensitivity PTR-MS (PTRMS1) was run by the team from CEH 

Edinburgh (Pawel Misztal, Neil Cape) while a standard Ionicon PTR-MS (PTRMS2) 

was operated by the Lancaster team (Ben Langford, Brian Davison).  

The vacuum system in the Edinburgh instrument comprised a Varian V70 turbo 

pump for the drift tube and another Varian V301 for the detection chamber. There 

was also an additional Varian V70 turbo pump attached to the detection chamber for 

the purpose of achieving better vacuum conditions and a better sensitivity to noise 

ratio, compared to the standard PTR-MS.  

The parameters of both PTR-MS instruments were unified as follows: the E/N ratio 

was maintained at 128.2 Td with the drift tube voltage of 546 V, pressure of 2.0 mbar 

and temperature of 50°C. The water flow was set to a maximum of 10 sccm to reduce 
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the level of background O2
+ ions to less than 1% of the primary ion counts 

throughout the experiment.  

A sonic anemometer (Gill Solent R2 with 20.83 Hz logging frequency) was deployed 

to record wind speed vectors and temperature. Sonic anemometer measurements 

were synchronised with the PTR-MS and logged into one file, separately on two PCs. 

This resulted in the two identical copies of wind data and two PTR-MS data sets 

which were specific to a particular PTR-MS instrument. The inlet of the 3/8” PTFE 

sampling tube was attached close to the sonic anemometer on a tower, which was at 

5 m above the ground surface. 

A diagram of the setup and photographs of the tower and inlets are presented in 

Figure 2.2-1a-d. Eight m/z channels were measured in the MID mode of the virtual 

disjunct eddy covariance technique. The duty cycle used during this campaign is 

presented in Figure 1.4-1 of the theoretical section. The five compounds monitored 

in vDEC were: methanol (m/z 33), acetaldehyde (m/z 45), acetone (m/z 59), isoprene 

(m/z 69), and monoterpenes (m/z 81, m/z 137). All these compounds were present in 

the calibration mixture except for isoprene and monoterpenes. The calibration was 

performed separately for two instruments during the same interruption period 

towards the end of campaign. The empirical calibration factors for isoprene and 

monoterpenes were derived from the fit of the transmission coefficients and 

calibrated coefficients for the remaining compounds, yielding empirical coefficients. 

This approach has been described in Davison et al. (2009) and extended by Taipale et 

al. (2008) in the relative transmission approach.  

 

In addition, every hour a 5-min mass scan was performed, which included an 

extended suite of 8 compounds other than those included in the flux mode. 
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1 2 

b 
d 

c a 

Figure 2.2-1. The setup in Castel Porziano: a) tower with sonic anemometer and the 

sampling inlet tubing (photo by Neil Cape); b) close-up of the sonic anemometer (photo 

by Neil Cape); c) schematic of the setup d) data acquisition by two PTR-MS 

instruments – Pawel Misztal running Edinburgh PTR-MS (photo by Neil Cape). 

 

2.2.3.2 Lag-time approaches tested 

 

As both the PTR-MS instruments were subsampling from the same line the 

measurements could serve as an intercomparison of the two instruments. Provided 

that an agreement in concentrations is close for a compound then the two 

independent flux methods can be compared. For consistency in these comparisons all 

validation criteria and quality control procedures were exactly the same for the flux 

data from the CEH instrument processed by the author and the flux data from the 

Lancaster University (LU) instrument processed by Ben Langford. Details of the 
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common protocol used are described elsewhere (Davison et al., 2009; Appendix II-

B). The only difference was in the technicality of lag-time derivation, which is 

described below.  

 

Two different processing programs were used relying on similar common procedures 

and were checked by deriving very similar (almost identical) sensible heat fluxes. 

The lag time in both programs was derived independently for each half-hour period 

and compound. The approach used by the author relied on a combination of the 

MAX and the VIS methods, which were recently described by Taipale et al. (2010). 

In the MAX method the lag time is obtained from the maximum point in the 

covariance function. Although this approach worked well for abundant species such 

as methanol, the peak was not always obvious in the case of other compounds, so the 

MAX method could lead to a wrongly identified lag time. The LabVIEW routine was 

designed by the author in order to enable the VIS method to aid the MAX method. 

For each half hour the program prompted the user for an input of the lag time based 

on the displayed covariance function. In obvious cases the user could simply press 

the button which passes the value from the MAX method or could input the same 

value manually. In the cases where the MAX method was evidently erroneous (e.g., 

when a spike on the covariance function rather than the true peak was selected) the 

user could input the correct value. Finally, in the ambiguous cases the user could 

press the “reject” button which would mark the flux point as invalid. 

 

The approach used by the Lancaster team was different in the sense that a MAX 

method was constrained by a lag time derived from the humidity sensor mounted 

inside the tube just before the PTR-MS2 inlet and further accounted for the time of 

the cycle length and an approximated travel time in the internal tubing. The VIS 

method was not used. 
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2.2.4 Results and discussion 

 

2.2.4.1 Concentration Timeseries 

 

The VOC concentrations from both the PTR-MS instruments are presented in Figure 

2.2-2a-e. An excellent agreement was found for methanol concentrations, which 

were the highest of all VOCs and were quantitatively within a 6% error (r2 =0.99). 

Slightly less good agreement was shown for concentrations of acetaldehyde; 14% 

error (r2 = 0.92). However, discrepancies in acetaldehyde measurements have been 

known to be significant (de Gouw and Warneke, 2007; de Gouw et al., 2003b), so the 

agreement at Castelporziano is thought to be rather impressive. The main 

discrepancy in acetaldehyde concentrations affecting the overall agreement is just 

after restarting PTR-MS1 measurements after the turbo-pump switched off because 

of overheating. As mentioned before, the turbo-pumps of the PTR-MS2 instrument 

were made by a different manufacturer and were more resistant to heat but less to 

shocks. One explanation for the discrepancy after the start-up could be a transient 

increase in O2
+ and NO+ ions, which were not monitored.  

 

The slope in acetone concentrations was 1.00 but the quality of correlation was not as 

good as for methanol (r2 = 0.95). There was an evident offset in the latter part of the 

campaign which was not fully compensated by the zero-air subtraction. This could be 

attributed to the small change in sensitivity for acetone in one of the instruments. 

Isoprene was the least abundant VOC, but the concentration agreement was 

nevertheless still quite good (r2 = 0.92; slope = 0.85). Since the calibration factors 

were empirical the difference falls well within the uncertainty in the transmission 

approach. However, towards the end of campaign, when the concentrations were 

particularly small, it could be seen that the less sensitive PTR-MS2 was prone to 

underestimation due to more zeros counted when the concentrations were low, even 

though the same instrument was reporting higher concentrations previously. Finally 

the agreement in the concentrations of total monoterpenes (derived from the sum of 
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m/z 81 and m/z 137) was qualitatively good (r2 = 0.93) but the difference in the 

absolute values was almost a factor of 2 (slope = 0.52). Clearly this can come from 

uncertainty in the transmission approach, which can be very high, particularly for 

higher m/z region. This is still within the limit of 100% provided by Steinbacher et 

al.(2004). Since both instruments used the same transmission approach the maximal 

cumulative uncertainty would be 200%. For example it could happen that the relative 

transmission approach led to overestimated sensitivities for the PTR-MS1 and/or 

underestimated sensitivities for the PTR-MS2. Because of these discrepancies 

monoterpene flux comparisons should be treated with caution. 
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a) 

Acetaldehyde Concentration Intercomparison
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Acetone Concentration Intercomparison
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Isoprene Concentration Intercomparison
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d) 

Monoterpene Concentration Intercomparison
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e) 

Figure 2.2-2. Intercomparison of both Lancaster and Edinburgh concentration data for 

a) methanol, b) acetaldehyde c) acetone d) isoprene and e) the sum of monoterpenes. 

 

Overall, a very close agreement can be seen in the summary of basic statistical 

parameters of the concentration data (Table 2.2-1) except for monoterpenes. The 

average values were very slightly higher from the PTR-MS1 instrument in the case 

of methanol, acetone and isoprene, but mean concentrations of acetaldehyde were 
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higher in PTR-MS2. For the reasons discussed earlier, PTR-MS2 reported a factor 

two higher monoterpene concentrations than PTR-MS1. 

 

Table 2.2-1. The summary statistics for concentrations (ppb) derived from CEH and 

Lancaster PTR-MS instruments. Only the CEH data have been derived by the author. 

The LU data are courtesy of Ben Langford. 

 Methanol 

(m/z 33) 

Acetaldehyde 

(m/z 45) 

Acetone 

(m/z 59) 

Isoprene 

(m/z 69) 

Monoterpenes 

(m/z 81+137) 

 CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU 

Mean 4.89 4.64 1.29 1.34 2.71 2.28 0.15 0.13 0.19 0.40 

Median 4.29 4.11 1.14 1.12 2.48 1.96 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.28 

SD 2.16 1.97 0.80 0.88 1.30 1.26 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.32 

Max 13.4 12.5 3.78 4.53 6.80 6.35 0.59 0.70 0.67 1.69 

Min 2.29 2.10 0.03 0.05 0.60 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 

95th 9.69 8.98 2.76 3.09 5.48 5.04 0.43 0.44 0.49 1.09 

5th 2.52 2.42 0.16 0.27 1.05 0.74 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.07 

 

2.2.4.2 Windroses  

 

The spatial distribution of VOC sources can be estimated from the dependence on 

wind direction of VOC concentrations (CVOC) multiplied by wind velocity (vw).  

Figure 2.2-3 presents polar graphs of such dependences for the measured VOCs, 

separately for the day (8:00 – 18:00 GMT) and night (18:00 – 8:00 GMT). The site 

was characterised by a sea breeze during the day time, and a land breeze (bringing 

polluted air from Rome) at night. The wind direction changed sometime in the 

morning, so a clearer effect would be observed if only 5 hours past noon were plotted 

for the day and 5 hours after midnight for the night. This was done in the paper by 

Davison et al. (2009) (see Appendix II-B) but the concentrations were not multiplied 

by the wind speed. In comparison, Figure 2.2-3 shows the complete data separated 
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equally into 12-h day and night (although the actual day-time was longer than night-

time). During the day-time the sources of all VOCs were distributed rather similarly 

since they were well within the Macchia footprint (see Chapter 2.2.4.4). However, 

during the night advection was possibly the highest contributor to the approximated 

source strengths since the turbulence was very small. The night advection was 

particularly evident in the case of monoterpenes which were carried from an oak and 

pine forest from the NW. Night time monoterpenes may indicate that monoterpene 

forest emissions were only temperature dependent, rather than light dependent also, 

unless the advection was from monoterpenes released during the day but residing in 

the shallow night-time boundary layer. However, the night time isoprene 

concentration was very small. 
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Monoterpenes m/z 81 night Monoterpenes m/z 81 day 

Figure 2.2-3. Polar graphs presenting the concentrations of VOCs multiplied by wind 

speed (ppb m s-1) and plotted against the wind direction. 

 

2.2.4.3 Flux results and intercomparison 

 

The fluxes measured by the Edinburgh and Lancaster PTR-MS instruments were 

processed independently, by different LabVIEW programs, but using similar 

principles and differing only in the lag-time approach (as discussed in Chapter 

2.2.3.2). The flux inter-comparisons are presented in Figure 2.2-4 a-e. The 

agreements in the fluxes were generally not as good as in the concentrations. 

However, flux processing is much more challenging. The main factors that could 

play a role were: sensitivity, noise of the covariance, and most importantly the lag-

time approach. The first two could be attributed to the different response times of the 

standard and high-sensitivity instruments. The former instrument would be prone to 

losses in the high frequency region. The remaining difference would most probably 

result from the different lag-time approach used. Bearing these in mind the 

agreement in fluxes was quite good with slopes of 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.2 and 1.0 for 

methanol, acetone, isoprene, acetaldehyde and monoterpene fluxes, respectively. The 

goodness of fit values measured as r2 were 0.67, 0.70, 0.72, 0.52 and 0.38, 

respectively. The correlation coefficients can be significantly degraded if just a few 

flux sign errors made by either method were present. This was particularly the case 

for monoterpenes, where the author’s method derived mainly deposition at night but 
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the method of the collaborating colleague showed small emission. The lag validity 

method and the internal median lag-method, which the author introduces in Chapter 

2.5, had not been developed at the time of the processing of the data for this 

campaign but could serve as a more thorough validation of the lag times. It seems 

that all the fluxes reported by the author’s method were slightly higher than the 

fluxes reported by the other researcher. Just the high frequency losses due to 

different response times of the instruments could explain these differences although 

they would be expected to be similar for the same compounds. However, 

discrepancies seem to be particularly exacerbated at small concentrations or with 

potentially depositing compounds. It would be possible that the fluxes from PTR-

MS1 had been overestimated if the MAX method had been used with only one data 

set, but as it was used in both the only difference was that one method was aided by 

the VIS method and the second was constrained by the lag time of the humidity 

sensor. However the latter method could potentially be prone to lag-time errors for 

the portion of data where the lag time was different from that of water. The results of 

lag-time developments by the author (chapter 2.5) and other researchers (e.g. Taipale 

et al., 2010) suggest that the lag-time can vary significantly from one integration 

period to another, which can be more due to the start of a QMS cycle than the 

effective residence time. In addition, the travel time from the inlet to the detector can 

be relatively long. The consequences of a mis-identified lag-time are underestimation 

or errors of the flux sign. Nevertheless, the overall agreement was quite good, which 

can be seen in the summary statistics presented in Table 2.2-2. 
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Monoterpene Flux Intercomparison
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e) 

Figure 2.2-4. Intercomparison of both Lancaster and Edinburgh flux data for a) 
methanol, b) acetone c) isoprene d) acetaldehyde and e) the sum of monoterpenes. 
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The summary statistics for fluxes derived by the two methods are shown in Table 

2.2-1. Despite the good correlations, mean fluxes derived by the author’s method 

were higher than the fluxes derived by the other method by 29%, 13%, 96%, 250%, 

and 1% for methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, isoprene and monoterpenes, 

respectively. Methanol and acetaldehyde seem to be therefore well within the flux 

uncertainty, but the difference in the mean fluxes for acetone and isoprene was very 

high. Paradoxically, monoterpene mean values were almost identical, since the 

difference in the concentrations reported earlier was compensated. However the last 

three compounds had the most challenging lag times to identify, and this was one of 

the reasons why the VIS approach or the humidity-sensor approach were used. Since 

the latter approach was automatic (i.e. the covariance function was not inspected 

manually) it would be very susceptible to misidentifications, in particular as there 

was no guarantee that the lag time of low concentration species would be similar to 

the lag time of water vapour. However, the author’s method was not perfect either, as 

it relied on the MAX method which can overestimate the small fluxes. The ideal 

solution would be the IMED method validated by the LTV test (see chapter 2.5). The 

expected fluxes could be somewhere in between the two methods. These methods 

could also answer the question whether the deposition of night time monoterpenes 

reported by the author was real. However, high concentrations of monoterpenes at 

night clearly advected from the forest imply that deposition was more likely. Since 

Macchia vegetation in its early phenological stage was a small monoterpene emitter 

during the day it would be unlikely to expect that it was emitting monoterpenes at 

night.  
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Table 2.2-2. The basic statistics for LU and CEH fluxes (µg m-2 h-1). Only the CEH data 

have been processed by the author. The LU data are courtesy of Ben Langford. 

 Methanol 

(m/z 33) 

Acetaldehyde 

(m/z 45) 

Acetone 

(m/z 59) 

Isoprene 

(m/z 69) 

Monoterpenes 

(m/z 81+137) 

 CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU CEH LU 

Mean 256 199 171 151 263 134 80.5 31.5 132 133 

Median 326 235 256 131 343 138 99.2 31.6 197 134 

SD 340 261 302 164 394 232 107 60 198 130 

Max 942 957 761 744 1980 854 490 324 585 509 

Min -477 -404 -489 -156 -425 -273 -177 -58.3 -232 -302 

95th 693 575 581 414 862 514 220 130 385 349 

5th -324 -193 -317 -104 -324 -186 -88.7 -44.5 -192 -104 

 

 

2.2.4.4 Footprint analysis 

 

The footprint analysis was made following the theory described in detail by 

Kormann and Meixner (2001). Intercomparison of turbulence parameters and 

footprints of different collocated sampling sites during the ACCENT campaign were 

the goals of the paper led by Cieslik et al. (2009; Appendix II-A). The key point of 

analysis performed by the author (Figure 2.2-5) is that 70% of the day-time flux was 

well within the Macchia footprint, so the day-time flux values reported by Davison et 

al. (2009; Appendix II-B) and the author can be regarded as representative for the 

Macchia area. The distance to the maximal flux (xmaxf) was completely within the 

Macchia area. The Korman and Meixner footprint model for non-neutral 

stratification was chosen as it was relatively simple and was valid under all 

atmospheric stability conditions. 
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Figure 2.2-5 Cumulative normalised footprints derived from the CEH sonic 

anemometer. The blue line represents the distance to the maximum in the footprint and 

the yellow and blue lines correspond to the fetches of 50% and 70% of the footprint, 

respectively. 
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2.2.4.5 VOCs derived from mass scans 

 

Concentrations of a further eight compounds, which were not included in the flux 

mode, were measured for 5 minutes every hour. The timeseries for these compounds, 

as volume mixing ratios (VMRs), are shown in Figure 2.2-6. Elevated VMRs of 

dimethyl sulphide (DMS) were noted during the middle of the day, particularly on 

the 10th and 12th of May 2007. However, in the first three days the level of DMS was 

low. 
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Figure 2.2-6 Timeseries for concentrations of additional compounds monitored in the 5-

min scans. 

 

The wind roses for these compounds (Figure 2.2-7) indicate that the elevated DMS 

was coming from the sea. Peroxyacyl nitrates (PAN) were elevated during the day, 

skewed towards evening and similar in trend to C-10 unsaturated alcohols and 

toluene, which may correspond to aged polluted air masses advected from Rome. 

This can also be seen in the windrose for the toluene-to-benzene ratio. Since the 

direction was similar to the direction of the forest, one could argue whether the 

elevated m/z 93 could not correspond to p-cymene or monoterpenes. This is not 

likely since the highest benzene-to-toluene ratios were observed from this direction. 

The recent research by Ambrose et al. (2010) suggested that the contribution from a 

high loading of monoterpenes to m/z 93 is insignificant. 
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Figure 2.2-7 Windroses of concentrations (as ppbv) of 8 additional compounds. 
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2.2.5 Conclusions 

 

The results presented in this chapter complement the findings reported elsewhere 

(Cieslik et al., 2009; Davison et al., 2009; Chapters II-A, II-B). PTR-MS instruments, 

which differed in response times, were able to provide almost identical results in 

terms of concentrations of the compounds that were calibrated by the use of an 

external standard. The difference in the absolute values of monoterpene 

concentrations was almost 100% even though the agreement in the pattern was very 

good. This suggests that the approach of deriving the concentrations from the 

transmission can be prone to a high error which has been known to be the case for 

compounds of high molecular weight. 

 

The use of the two flux methods differing in the type of lag-time approach used and 

type of PTR-MS suggested that the identification of the correct lag-time could be 

crucial for the precision of the absolute flux measurement.  

 

The coastal location at Castelporziano provides an example of a clear shore effect 

which has an impact on the transport of VOCs. The data suggest that deposition of 

monoterpenes was probable at night but the data were on the limit of the validation 

criteria which is typical for night times when the turbulence is low. 

 

Nevertheless, the results show the contribution of this vegetation type to atmospheric 

VOC concentrations, with implications for ozone formation downwind.  
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2.3 First direct ecosystem fluxes of BVOCs from oil palms 
 

This work was the part of my involvement in OP3/ACES campaign at oil palm 

plantation May/June 2008. It contains my work, which was inspired by myself and by 

suggestions/ discussions with the collaborating/participating team.For this chapter, 

only the data and analysis performed by the author is presented, otherwise the 

reference is clearly cited, for example if a comparison is made (i.e. other studies 

such as at the rainforest). Although deriving the micrometeorological parameters 

(such as u*),from the sonic anemometer and the latent fluxes from the LiCOR were 

not the responsibility of the author, they were derived independently by the author. 

These were later checked and found consistent with the official data. 

 

Collaborating persons:  

CEH: Neil Cape, David Fowler, Eiko Nemitz, Sue Owen 

The University of Edinburgh: Mat Heal 

University of Lancaster: Ben Langford, Annette Ryan, Nick Hewitt 

NCAR: Alex Guenther, Peter Harley 

EPA USA: Chris Geron 

Oregon Graduate Institute: Rei Rasmussen 

 

This chapter corresponds to a draft of an article to be published in ACP 2010: 

Please also refer to my articles as a co-author in appendix II (approximate 

contribution in parentheses): 

Appendix II-D: Hewitt, C. N., …, Misztal, P., et al.: Nitrogen management is 

essential to prevent tropical oil palm plantations from causing ground-level ozone 

pollution, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 106, 18447-18451, 

10.1073/pnas.0907541106, 2009. (10%; data collection and processing) 

 

Appendix II-E Hewitt, C. N., … , Misztal, P., et al.: Overview: oxidant and particle 

photochemical processes above a south-east Asian tropical rainforest (the OP3 

project): introduction, rationale, location characteristics and tools, Atmos. Chem. 

Phys., 10, 169-199, 20 (10%: writing, data collection, data processing) 
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The author has been also contributing to the following papers in preparation:  

a) MacKenzie, … Misztal … , et al. The atmospheric chemistry of trace gases 

and particulate matter emitted by different land uses in Borneo, Phil.Trans, 

in preparation 2010 (10% contribution with data analysis and results) 

b) Fowler, Nemitz, Misztal, …et al. Effects of land use on trace gas emissions 

and deposition in Borneo:  comparing  atmosphere-surface exchange over oil 

palm plantations with a rain forest. Phil. Trans. 2010 in preparation(25% 

contribution) 

c) Hewitt, …, Misztal…, et al. Isoprene emissions from tropical tree canopies 

are under circadian control (30% contribution), Nature, 2010 in preparation. 
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2.3.1 Abstract 

 

This chapter reports for the first time in South East Asia direct eddy covariance 

fluxes of reactive volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from oil palms to the 

atmosphere using proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS). Net 

midday isoprene eddy covariance flux constituted the largest fraction (84%) of all 

VOCs emitted, peaking at up to 30 mg m-2 h-1. For isoprene mostly upward fluxes 

were recorded, while oxidation products such as methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) and 

methacrolein (MACR) exhibited clear deposition. Approximately 15% of the VOC 

flux from oil palm trees can be related to floral emissions, which are thought to be 

the highest biogenic source of estragole and possibly also toluene. The basal 

emission rate for isoprene is adjusted in the Guenther et al. 2006 algorithm for 

MEGAN using oil palm canopy data and the parameterisation is performed for 

isoprene and other emitted VOCs driven by temperature and PAR. Upscaling oil 

palm VOC emissions to global contributions from oil palm plantations to the 

atmosphere yielded the value of 5 Tg a-1. This means that the high isoprene 

emissions constitute currently only 1% of global vegetative emissions. However, 

using the Niinemets et al. 2007 process-based model and predictions in the 

cultivation area, temperature rise and concentrations of CO2 it is shown that the 
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emissions can triple in the next 5 decades. We parameterise fluxes of depositing  

compounds using the Nemitz et al. 2009 resistance approach using direct canopy 

measurements of deposition. We propose that it is important to include deposition in 

models, especially for secondary oxidation products, in order to prevent flux 

overestimation. Nevertheless, the overall equivalent aerosol contribution from VOCs 

is high (1 mg m-2 h-1) which is exceeding that of the rainforest approximately by the 

factor of 3.   

 

2.3.2 Introduction 

 

Emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) constitute 

approximately 90% of all atmospheric volatile organic compounds (VOCs), half of 

which are contributed by one compound – isoprene, which has an estimated global 

annual emission from vegetation of ~ 600 Tg (Guenther et al., 2006 ). VOCs play 

many important roles in atmospheric chemistry, for example serving as sinks for OH 

radicals, and thus indirectly prolonging the lifetime of pollutants and greenhouse 

gases in the troposphere. They also contribute to the formation of tropospheric ozone 

and secondary organic aerosol, and thus indirectly impact regional and global 

climate.  

 

However, their representation in current models has high uncertainties because of the 

limited number of measurements, particularly in tropical regions, which are thought 

to contribute half of the global VOC emissions (Karl et al., 2004). In particular, there 

are practically no VOC data from South East Asia, where there are large land-use 

changes with rainforest being converted to oil palm plantations. It has only recently 

been found that oil palms (Elaeis guineensis) are very high isoprene emitters 

(Wilkinson et al., 2006). 

 

This thesis chapter presents the first above-canopy eddy-covariance measurements of 

BVOC fluxes from oil palms, by proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-

MS), which were part of author’s involvement in two overlapping projects: Oxidant 
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and Particle Photochemical Processes (OP3) and Aerosol Coupling in the Earth 

System (ACES). These projects made VOC flux and other atmospheric 

measurements at two contrasting sites: a secondary rainforest, and an oil palm 

plantation, about 80 km apart. The detailed list of measurements can be found in the 

introductory paper of the special issue of Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 

(Hewitt et al., 2010).  

 

There are currently 14 million ha of oil palm plantations worldwide (FAO, 2009), 

nearly 9 million ha of which are located in South East Asia. It is consequently 

important to understand the atmospheric chemistry occurring in this ecosystem, and 

the potential impacts on climate, following the change in land-use from rainforest. 

Although this paper focuses on oil palm, VOC fluxes from the rainforest are reported 

in the special issue by Langford et al. (2010). The lack of measured emission rates of 

BVOCs, especially from tropical regions, leads to significant uncertainties in 

modelling future global climate scenarios.  

 

Global modelling often has to rely on up-scaling from leaf level emissions without 

the constraints imposed by the corresponding ecosystem-scale measurements.  

Uncertainties arise not simply because of a lack of knowledge of leaf-level 

emissions, but also of the processes by which BVOCs are transported within and 

from the forest canopy, the possibility of deposition, and of chemical reactions 

within the canopy. Oil palms form a monoculture, which is ideal for constraining the 

scale-up of a frond-level measurement with above-canopy eddy covariance data. This 

comparison is more difficult for the rainforest, where there is great diversity of 

vegetation types, and where ecosystem scale measurements are particularly required.  

 

Emission algorithms have not yet been validated for the SE Asian tropics and 

therefore may need adjustment by parameterisation based on the above-canopy data. 

Below are presented parameterisations for BVOC emissions from oil palms, 

including factors to account for the circadian control of emission. The oil palm 

(Elaeis guineensis) has an unusual emission response to radiation and temperature in 

that emission rates exhibit an internal circadian cycle. Although most plants probably 
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do not follow circadian rhythms, Wilkinson et al. (2006) reported that the circadian 

rhythm in oil palms is particularly strong. It is likely, therefore, that use of a constant 

basal emission rate (BER) might lead to either overestimation or underestimation of 

emission rates depending on the time that a leaf-level BER is taken.  

It is also shown here that  parameterisation of the G06 algorithm (Guenther et al., 

2006) can compensate for a circadian rhythm, even with a constant BER. However, 

variabilities in BERs (Niinemets et al., 2010a; Niinemets et al., 2010b) regarded as a 

range of representative values, can be an issue for precise modelling, in particular 

because Elaeis guineensis is sensitive to various climatic variations, such as soil 

water deficit (Legros et al., 2009). 

 

2.3.3 Methodology 

 

2.3.3.1 Site and sampling system 

The experiment was conducted in the NE part of Borneo, in the Sabah province of 

Malaysia, in May-June 2008. The experimental site (5°14’52.67’’N latitude, 

118°27’14.96’’E longitude) was located within a flat 33 ha zone of commercial oil 

palm plantation surrounded by a much larger oil palm area belonging to the 

Sabahmas Oil Palm Plantation and owned by Wilmar International Ltd. The nearest 

town is Lahad Datu at a distance of 28 km NE.  The palms were 12 year old E. 

guineensis × E. oleifera hybrids of the progeny “Gutherie”, with an average height of 

12 m, a single-sided leaf area index (LAI) of about 6, and a commercial planting 

density of 150 trees ha-1. A summary of atmospheric measurements as part of the 

OP3 and ACES projects at this site was presented in the introductory paper of the 

special issue (Hewitt et al., 2010). The instrumentation was as described by Misztal 

et al. (2010c) (see also chapter 2.7). The sampling inlet of a 20 m PTFE tube (1/4” 

OD) was attached at a height of 15 m, close to a 20 Hz Solent Gill R3 sonic 

anemometer, on a pump-up mast. The other end was connected to a 35 L min-1 pump 

and the PTR-MS sub-sampled continuously at a flow rate of 0.4 L min-1. The 

ground-level section of the tubing, including the solenoid valves, was heated by a 

resistance heating tape (Omega, UK type SRF3-2C self-regulating heat cable) to 40 
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ºC and insulated by a polymer foam sleeve in order to prevent water condensation. 

The high flow rate in the main line had two purposes: (1) to maintain a high 

Reynold’s number (Re > 6000) in the tubing, as required for measuring the turbulent 

eddy covariance flux, and (2) to ensure low pressure, thereby protecting against 

condensation.  

2.3.3.2 Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry 

(PTR-MS) 

The concentrations and eddy fluxes of biogenic volatile organic compounds 

(BVOCs) were measured by a Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-

MS) operated in continuous flow disjunct eddy covariance (cfDEC) mode, or in the 

virtual disjunct eddy covariance (vDEC) mode, described in the next section. The 

instrument was the high-sensitivity model (Ionicon, Austria, s/n 04-03) which was 

equipped with an additional turbomolecular pump for the detection chamber and 

incorporated Teflon®, instead of Viton®, gaskets in the drift tube. Since the 

characteristics of instrument design and operation have been thoroughly described in 

the literature (Blake et al., 2009; de Gouw, 2007; Hansel et al., 1995; Lindinger et 

al., 1998; Warneke et al., 2001), only a general overview specific to running at high 

humidity will be given here.  

 

The principle of PTR-MS is the soft ionisation of VOCs by hydronium ions formed 

in a hollow cathode ion-source from pure water vapour; these effectively transfer 

protons to all molecules with proton affinities (PA) greater than that of water. Most 

VOCs have sufficiently large PA for effective ion transfer, but a few low-weight 

molecular compounds, with PA only slightly higher than water (e.g. formaldehyde), 

may require specific optimisation to minimise the impact on sensitivity of humidity 

dependent back-reactions. The conditions inside the reaction chamber are dependent 

on both electric field (E) and the number density of the buffer gas (N) and the ratio of 

these (E/N) determines the degree of fragmentation and clustering. At typical 

ambient conditions this ratio is kept in the range 120 – 140 Td (1 Td = 10-17 V cm2). 

However, for a constant E/N ratio the sensitivity is proportional to N and thus 

operation at 2 mbar or larger is recommended (Warneke et al., 2001). The protonated 

ions are filtered through a quadrupole mass filter (QMA 400) and counted with a 
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Secondary Electron Multiplier (Pfeiffer SEM-217) coupled to an ion-count pre-

amplifier (Pfeiffer CP-400). The radio-frequency and direct current is generated from 

an RF box (Pfeiffer QMH400). Since the sampled VOCs undergo protonation, they 

are detected at a mass to charge (m/z) ratio equal to one unit greater than their 

molecular weight. The soft ionisation method means that most compounds can be 

detected as their parent ion. For heavier compounds (m/z >100) two or more 

protonated masses may need to be taken into account. This is the case, for example, 

for monoterpenes (m/z 137, 81) (e.g. Tani et al., 2003) and sesquiterpenes (m/z 205, 

149) (Kim et al., 2009). Because some compounds fragment more than others, 

appropriate calibration and calculation approaches have to be applied (sections 

2.3.3.3 and 2.3.3.4). 

 

The optimisation of the PTR-MS and the sampling system sought a compromise 

between reliable measurements at very high humidity and sensitivity for VOCs. Tani 

et al. (2004) showed that sample humidity has a significant impact on fragmentation 

patterns at normal E/N ratios, but has no influence if E/N is kept around 140 Td. The 

range of water vapour pressures tested by these authors was from 0.59 to 2.4 kPa. 

However, the vapour pressures encountered at the oil palm site were much higher, 

ranging from 2.5 to 3.2 kPa (2.75 kPa on average) due to high relative humidity 

(88% on average) accompanied by high temperatures (22 – 31 C). Humidity effects 

on PTR-MS measurements were also studied by Warneke et al. (2001), who noted 

decreasing sensitivities at higher humidities, although again the levels of specific 

humidity encountered in Borneo were not tested by these authors. Although the 

sensitivity could be enhanced by increasing the drift tube pressure to 2 - 3 mbar this 

approach was not possible for the conditions here, because the high flow in the 

sampling line and the high specific humidity would have required operation at a 

detection pressure close to or above the set points of the instrument. In addition, 

higher drift tube pressure would have increased the likelihood of internal 

condensation.  

 

Therefore, the optimal operating conditions were determined experimentally to be a 

drift tube pressure of 1.6 mbar, inlet and drift-tube temperatures of 45 ºC and drift 
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voltage of 485 V, giving an E/N value of 140 Td. This was maintained constant 

throughout the experiment. Our subsequent measurements in the laboratory revealed 

less than 5% reduction in sensitivity when operating at 1.6 mbar drift tube pressure, 

compared to 2.2 mbar at the same E/N ratio. However, high ambient water vapour 

pressure had an impact on the sensitivities, and normalisation for the presence of 

water clusters was required (Davison et al., 2009; Tani et al., 2004). The overall 

reduction in sensitivity was estimated at 20% with respect to operation at temperate 

humidities.  

 

The system was automated to run continuously in 3 modes: (1) m/z 21-206 scan of 

ambient air; (2) multiple ion detection (MID) of 11 pre-selected VOCs at 0.5 s dwell 

time each (0.2 s for additional m/z 21 and 37 corresponding to H3
18O+ and 

H3
16O(H2

16O)+, respectively; and (3) m/z 21-206 background measurement of humid 

VOC-free air. Mode 1 was set to run for the first 5 minutes of each hour, then 25 min 

was devoted to mode 2, then mode 3 for 5 min and again mode 2 for the remaining 

25 min. The switching between modes was automated through a solenoid valve 

system operated from the 12 V DC power port of the PTR-MS power supply unit and 

managed through a QS422 sequence. The online preview and logging of volume 

mixing ratios and fluxes was done using the DDE feature of the Balzer sequencer 

communicating with a LabVIEW program which logged the sonic anemometer data 

together with the PTR-MS data to one file, so that each 25-min file contained 30000 

wind rows and 210 PTR-MS rows of data synchronised in time, but not yet corrected 

for the lag-time associated with the residence time in the tubing (see Sect. 2.3.3.4).  

 

Direct calibration used a VOC gas mixture supplied by Apel-Riemer Environmental 

Inc., USA, which contained methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, isoprene, acetonitrile 

and formaldehyde, each at 1 ppmv, and d-limonene at 0.18 ppmv. This standard was 

checked after the campaign by reference to a GC-MS calibrated with a different 

isoprene standard (BOC gases, UK) and a d-limonene standard prepared from a 

diluted (with methanol) liquid standard (Sigma Aldrich, UK) injected directly onto 

the column. Agreement for isoprene was within 4% and about 10% for 

monoterpenes. Other VOC were compared with another gas standard delivered by 
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Apel-Riemer (at 0.5 ppm concentration per VOC) which was 2 years older and 

contained the same VOCs plus MVK, and other organics. The agreement was within 

18%; the older standard showed 8-18% smaller concentrations for all VOCs except 

for acetaldehyde, which was 8% higher possibly through contributions of fragments 

from other organic species (e.g. MVK) that were not present in the other mixture. It 

has been assumed that the calibration standard was within the certified 5% standard 

precision for isoprene and other VOCs at the time of calibration. A larger uncertainty 

of 20% has been attributed to MVK sensitivity, which was not present in the 

calibration standard in the field, but which was inferred from the comparison of the 

sensitivity curves in the laboratory derived from the MVK containing standard. It 

was also assumed that the sensitivity for the sum of MVK+MACR is the same as for 

MVK only.  

2.3.3.3 Volume mixing ratios (VMRs) 

The signal intensities measured as counts per second Imz (cps) for each of the 

monitored m/z channels were first converted to normalised counts per second Imz 

(ncps) (Davison et al., 2009; Rinne et al., 2007b; Tani et al., 2004) in order to 

compensate for fluctuations in the primary ion, water vapour and drift-tube pressure, 

as presented in Appendix II-H 

Equation 2.3-1 

6

21 37

( ) 10
( )

( ) 500 ( )
mz dnorm

mz
d

I cps p
I ncps

I cps I cps p


 

 
 

 

where I21, and I37 are the instantaneous counts (cps) of H3
18O+

 (approximately a 

factor of 500 lower than H3
16O+), and H3

16O(H2
16O)+, respectively. The m/z 21 

channel instead of m/z 19 was selected for monitoring primary ions in order to 

prevent detector saturation. Generally a ratio of 500 is used in the calculation (Kuhn 

et al., 2007; Langford et al., 2009a; Rinne et al., 2007b) although the use of a slightly 

lower precise ratio of 487 was proposed (Taipale et al., 2008). In fact, the true ratio 

might differ slightly depending on the location (e.g. close to oceanic waters) and one 

of the purposes of normalisation is to make the results uniform for comparisons with 

other results, where the level of primary ions used was different. In our case the level 
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of primary ion counts was 6.5-7.5 x 106 cps. The volume mixing ratios (χ) were 

obtained for each VOC as in      Equation 2.3-2 

. 

ncps/ppbv)(

)ncps(ncps)( )(

mz

zeromzmz
VOC S

II 


      Equation 2.3-2 

Here, Imz(zero)(ncps) is the background normalised count rate for the given m/z 

channel, and the Smz (ncps/ppbv) is the normalised sensitivity for a given compound. 

The Smz for compounds present in the gas standard was obtained from the slope of a 

6-point calibration line in the range 0 to 500 ppbv (0 to 90 ppbv for monoterpenes) 

corrected for background Imz (ncps).  

 

The primary ions were typically maintained at 7 × 106 cps during the whole 

measurement period and during calibration . The standard was appropriately diluted 

in clean Tedlar bags using VOC-free air, generated by purging ambient air through a 

Pt/Al2O3 catalyst heated to 200°C. This catalyst removed most VOCs effectively, but 

did not significantly affect water vapour concentrations, thereby avoiding problems 

arising from using dry calibration gas. However, normalisation for water clusters was 

always performed (eqn. Equation 2.3-1). For compounds not present in the standard, 

the empirical sensitivity S’mz was approximated from the relative transmission curve 

(RTC) (Davison et al., 2009;Taipale et al., 2008).  Only the sensitivities of non-

fragmenting compounds which are known not to deviate from the RTC (e.g. 

methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, acetonitrile) were used to derive the relationship 

between the sensitivities and the transmission coefficients from using the reaction 

rate coefficients for the proton transfer reaction taken from (Zhao and Zhang, 2004). 

Since no large m/z compounds were used in calibration, the RTC approach was 

limited to the 21-71 range, and was extended later after comparison to the classical 

transmission coefficients using higher MW compounds such as xylene and camphor. 

The calibration error using the standard is assumed to be less than 5% while that 

from using reaction rate constants can be up to 100% (Steinbacher et al., 2004). 

However, the relative transmission approach used here can offer less than 30% 

relative error (Taipale et al., 2008). 
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2.3.3.4 Flux derivation and validation 

PTR-MS, with its relatively frequent sampling rate, is a perfect tool for application in 

direct, eddy covariance, but when more than one m/z are monitored the timeseries are 

not continuous any more, but disjunct. As typically several compounds are selected, 

the instrument can serve as a disjunct sampler, such that the quadrupole analyses one 

m/z after another during continuous flow. Its use in this manner has been termed 

‘virtual disjunct eddy covariance’ (vDEC) (Karl, 2002) or ‘continuous flow disjunct 

eddy covariance’ (cfDEC) (Rinne et al., 2008; Rinne et al., 2002); both names denote 

the same approach. Files containing 25-min arrays of wind and PTR-MS data were 

validated for periods of breakdown or other disturbances according to the log file. 

After a careful examination, no raw data files have been marked for despiking or 

detrending. Double coordinate rotation has been applied to the wind speed vectors in 

order to account for tilts of the anemometer. Each data row corresponding to a given 

VOC was converted to ppbv (as described in section 2.3.3.3) and subsequently to mg 

m-3 using instantaneous pressure values from the Vaisala sensor attached close to the 

sonic anemometer. For PTR-MS and wind data, the gaps between PTR-MS rows 

were filled with “NaN”s in order to align the frequency of the two time series, and 

the covariance function was then obtained by computing separately for each VOC 

the covariance between the instantaneous deviation in mixing ratio (χ’) and the 

instantaneous deviation in vertical wind velocity (w’ ) (i.e., cov<w’χ’>) for each time 

lag step (0.05 s) expressed as a shift in the wind row versus concentration row. If a 

clear maximum in the covariance was found within the time lag window, which was 

defined as at least twice the theoretical lag time and not less than twice the cycle 

length, then the time lag was recorded for this 25 min period and applied in the final 

computation of the flux as below: 

   )()(  iiVOC wwF
       

Equation 2.3-3 

 

where wi and w  are the instantaneous value and mean over an integration period, 

respectively, for vertical wind velocity,  i  is the lag-time adjusted instantaneous 
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value for the mixing ratio and  is the mean mixing ratio over the same integration 

period.  

 

The optimum time lag was found automatically from the maximum covariance using 

a LabVIEW program. If no acceptable maximum was found, or if the flux value was 

below the detection limit (defined as 3 times the standard deviation of the covariance 

for lag times well outside the possible window (Spirig et al., 2005)), then the data 

point was marked as invalid and was normally not included in further analysis. 

Finally, the accepted lag times were manually examined in terms of their variability. 

If the lag time exceeded the theoretical lag time (based on sample flow rates) by the 

cycle length, or if the lag time found from the covariance functions of shorter 

integration time periods (e.g. 5 min) was found variable within the 25 min period, 

then any peak in the covariance found by the program was marked unreal 

(pseudopeak). However, the lag time value was allowed to be variable by not more 

than 30% within a 25-min period (as found on 5-min integration times).  

 

In addition, the data were labelled according to routine tests commonly used in eddy 

covariance for filtering purposes (Clement et al., 2009; Foken and Wichura, 1996; 

Langford et al., 2009a; Moncrieff et al., 1997). The lower limit for the friction 

velocity was normally set to 0.15 m s-1 and points below this threshold were not 

included in analyses unless for specific tests. According to the FLUXNET criteria for 

ideal conditions described by Foken et al.(2004) the turbulence was quite well 

developed at the site, with 90 % of data in the first 3 classes and no data ranked in 8th 

or 9th category. However, at night, friction velocities were typically below the 

threshold of 0.15 m s-1. According to the tests proposed by Foken and Wichura 

(1996) the data were not included in further analysis if the deviation from the ideal 

integral similarity characteristics was higher than 60%, and were labelled lower 

quality if they were within 30-60% of the ideal. A stationarity test (the value for the 

flux integrated over 25 min compared with the average of 5 values of fluxes 

integrated over 5 min segments of the same averaging period) was used to exclude 

non-stationary data when the difference was above 60% and to label as low quality 
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periods with differences between 30 and 60%. These tests were done on the sensible 

heat data and the affected periods were also removed from the VOC flux datasets.   

 

Flux losses associated with signal damping due to residence time in the tubing were 

assessed by comparing latent heat fluxes derived from m/z 37, calibrated using 

specific humidity converted from relative humidity (Vaisala sensor), with latent heat 

fluxes from the an open path gas analyser (Coyle et al. 2010)1. A close agreement 

(Figure 2.3-1) suggested that no additional corrections (e.g. Webb density correction) 

were required. 
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Figure 2.3-1 Comparison of latent heat fluxes derived by PTR-MS and open-path Li-

COR 

 

Finally, low frequency losses were examined by comparison with fluxes with longer 

averaging periods (Langford et al., 2009a) and the error introduced by disjunct 

sampling was estimated by comparing disjunct series for sensible heat flux 

(corresponding to times when PTR-MS data were available) with continuous data for 

sensible heat flux (Langford et al., 2009b). The overall flux losses were found to be 

below 10% and no corrections have been made.  

                                                 

 
1 Coyle et al. in prep.  
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2.3.3.5 Parameterisation of flux algorithms for oil palms 

2.3.3.5.1 Isoprene emission 

 

The isoprene flux was measured by the disjunct eddy covariance technique 

(continuous flow mode) relatively close to the oil palm canopy and thus it could 

serve as a validation and constraint tool for emission models for this vegetation type. 

The G06 algorithm (Guenther et al., 2006) is an empirical model driven by two 

environmental variables: temperature and photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and 

is an improvement of the former G95  model (Guenther et al., 1995) by including 

data on the past history of those variables. The past history contributes to isoprene 

emission control through their effect on enzyme (isoprene synthase) kinetics (Fall 

and Wildermuth, 1998) and substrate (dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP)) 

availability, and allows for a better representation of short- and long-term variability.  

Normally these algorithms are designed to operate on leaf-level data and hence on 

leaf temperature. However, measurements by eddy covariance above canopy use the 

ambient temperature from a sensor close to the sampling inlet. Temperature of the 

foliage (Tc) can be approximately 2 C higher than the ambient temperature (Ta (zm)) 

at the measurement height zm (Figure 2.3-2). The former temperature should be used 

in parameterisations of emission and deposition. For the latter the resistance analogy 

(e.g. Nemitz et al., 2009d; Singles et al., 1998) was used, where the canopy can be 

regarded as a big leaf.  
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Figure 2.3-2 Comparison between the ambient (Ta(zm)) and canopy (Tc) temperatures. 

Inset showing regression and higher variability in the upper range. 

 

The Guenther et al. (2006) model (G06) is the most advanced empirical model for 

terpene emission, which is a significant advancement from previous Guenther et al. 

models (Guenther et al., 1999; Guenther et al., 1995; Guenther et al., 1993) in that 

the parameters which used to assume constant values (i.e., α, Cp, Topt and Eopt) were 

extended to simulate variations in enzymatic kinetics andisoprene substrate 

availability, caused by previous history of temperature and PAR, as tested in a range 

of field studies (Geron et al., 2000; Hanson and Sharkey, 2001; Monson et al., 1994; 

Petron et al., 2001; Sharkey et al., 1999). In addition, the algorithm has an 

incorporated environmental model so it can directly simulate canopy flux (mg m-2 h-

1). This also makes it convenient for canopy flux measured data, such as from eddy 

covariance, to be used for model testing, constraining and parameterisation. Ten 

empirical parameters have been chosen and labelled analogously to those in 

equations presented for estragole emission parameterisation by Misztal et al. (2010c). 

These equations for the temperature and PAR dependent activity factors (T and P) 

were merged together into one equation so the parameterised flux is represented as 

below (Equation 2.3-4) with the 10 parameters marked as b1-b6, Tb, P0, CT1 and CT2 to 

be optimised to fit the experimental data from oil palms. The dependent variables 

were the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and the canopy temperature (T) 

estimated from an ambient temperature using the resistance approach (see Sect. 2.7). 
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The P24 and T24 are the 24 h averages of previous PAR and T, respectively; and P240 

and T240 are the previous 10-day averages. 
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2.3.3.5.2 Methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) and methacrolein 

(MACR) deposition 

 

MVK and MACR fluxes were measured by the same technique as isoprene fluxes, 

and were shown to be downwards.  

The fluxes presented in Sect. 2.3.4.6.2 have been used to derive MVK+MACR 

deposition velocity (Vd) using Equation 2.3-5, 

Equation 2.3-5 

Vd (zm) = - F  χ(zm)-1        

 

where F is the measured flux of MVK and MACR, and χ(zm) is the measured volume 

mixing ratio of MVK and MACR at the measurement height (15 m). 

The deposition velocity of the sum of MVK and MACR (Vd(zm)) can also be 

represented as using the resistance approach (Nemitz et al., 2009d; Singles et al., 

1998; Sutton et al., 1995) as in Equation 2.3-6. 

Equation 2.3-6 

 a b

1
 dV (z)

cR z d R R


  
      

where Rb is the laminar boundary layer resistance close to the surface of the leaves, 

Rc is the canopy resistance, and d is the displacement height. Ra and Rb were obtained 

from measured micrometeorological parameters as described by Nemitz et al. 

(2009c), and the molecular diffusivity in air Da for MVK (1.00  10-6 m2 s-1), 

required in the Schmidt number which is part of the Stanton number which in turn is 

part of the Rb equation, has been obtained from the molecular structure online 

calculator (EPA, 2007) as the average value of the Wilke and Lee (WL), the Fuller, 

Schettler and Giddings (FSG) and the FSG with LaBas molar volume (FSG/LaBas) 

estimation methods of diffusion coefficients in air. For modelling the MVK+MACR 

flux timeseries the canopy resistance (Rc) is required, which was obtained by 

substituting Vd(z) in Equation 2.3-6 and rearranging the equation to yield Rc. 
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The maximal deposition at a leaf surface is constrained by the maximal deposition 

velocity (Vmax), (Equation 2.3-7). 

Equation 2.3-7 

Vd max = (Ra (z –d) + Rb)
-1     

 

2.3.4 Results 

 

2.3.4.1 Volume mixing ratios (VMRs) of dominant VOCs 

The diverse VOC mix of compounds recorded by PTR-MS can be seen on an 

averaged mass scan for the entire measurement period (Figure 2.3-3). In addition, 

summary statistics of the 10 most dominant compounds selected for the flux mode is 

tabulated separately for the total period (Table 2.3-1) and for the midday time range 

(Table 2.3-2) The most abundant compound at the plantation was isoprene, which 

was released by the fronds in response to temperature and PAR reaching mid-day 

averages of around 13 ppbv (maximal values peaking at 26 ppbv), which constituted 

nearly half of the total VOC mixing ratios during the daytime (Figure 2.3-6a) and 

one third over the entire period (Figure 2.3-6b). The lower latter contribution is 

because isoprene was not emitted in the dark so due to its short atmospheric lifetime 

the mixing ratio was close to zero at night.  

 

During the day isoprene oxidation was responsible for the formation of the first-order 

oxidation products MVK and MACR, which followed a very similar diurnal pattern 

with a mid-day average of 2.2 ppbv. Their ratio with respect to isoprene was the 

smallest in the middle of the day amounting to 0.2, when the production rate of 

isoprene was exceeding the photochemical turnover, whereas ratios as high as 0.4 

were observed either in the morning or in the afternoon.  

 

Another important oxidation product of isoprene which derives from MACR is 

hydroxyacetone (HA), which most probably was reflected in the m/z 75 signal. 

Although attribution of this ion channel to HA has been recently reported as reliable 
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(Karl et al., 2009, ACP) it is likely that this m/z could also receive interferences from 

propionic acid and/or biogenic esters (mainly propionates), some of which are known 

kairomones of the oil palm weevil (Gries, 1994), and so may have been present in the 

air. This could lead to an overestimation of the HA to isoprene ratio, which was 0.1 

in the morning, 0.2 during midday and sharply increasing in the afternoon to about 1, 

when isoprene emissions were small. However HA has a relatively long atmospheric 

lifetime of 4 days (Orlando et al., 1999) with respect to OH, so can potentially 

accumulate in the shallow boundary layer after its collapse in the evening.  

 

Although the palm fronds are probably responsible for the majority of VOC 

emissions, the flowers (thousands on one inflorescence) release estragole with a 

response of a few hours delayed relative to temperature and PAR (Misztal et al., 

2010b). The details of estragole floral emissions by palms are thoroughly described 

in chapter 2.4, so only a general information is brought forward to here. On account 

of relatively short lifetime (1 hour) estragole may make a significant contribution to 

regional photochemistry. Estragole mixing ratios were 3.0 ppbv in the middle of the 

day but increased further later in the day (3.8 ppbv) and in the evening (4.5 ppbv) 

which could be the effect of the potential thermogenesis of the flowers and the 

accumulation in the shallow boundary layer. Estragole is important for the oil palm 

industry as it attracts the pollinating weevil (Hussein et al., 1989) enhancing the crop 

yields. 

 

Very high signals (corresponding to 1.7 ppbv) were detected at m/z 93, typically 

assigned to toluene. Earlier biogenic toluene emissions have been reported by Heiden 

et al. (1999) from sunflowers, and also recently by White et al. (2009) from alfalfa, 

although the absolute levels were smaller. Although atypical contributions at m/z 93 

cannot be excluded, the known interferences from p-cymene, hydrated 

hydroxyacetone, monoterpenes or chloroacetone were tested and found unlikely. 

However, the analysis of the fluxes (Sect. 2.3.4.6.5) suggests that the source for this 

m/z must be below the canopy and the pattern clearly indicates a biogenic source. 

Initially it was thought that the emissions of toluene were related to the fungus which 

is commonly found to live in a symbiosis with the fronds (pinkish spots). Small 
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levels of toluene were found in some of those fronds which had those spots. 

However, much higher levels were subsequently found in the flower enclosures 

which were undertaken for the purpose of estragole source screening (Misztal et al., 

2010c).  

 

Toluene was only detected in the adsorbent tubes sampled from male inflorescences 

although it may have been lost in the much more abundant estragole level of female 

inflorescences, which saturated the GC-MS detector. Formation of toluene in the 

CEH desorption system has been noted in the past, so it should be considered as a 

possible artefact. However, it was not detected in any of the female-flower tubes (run 

in a female-male-female-male sequence) nor in any other tube from the same batch 

(e.g. blank, a part of the study at the rainforest)). Another argument is that the diurnal 

pattern of toluene in Figure 2.3-7 is shifted towards later in the day as is the case for 

the florally-emitted estragole. Toluene appears to be a known flower component of 

many other species such as Anthurium (Kuanprasert et al., 1998), Ophrys orchids 

(Borgkarlson et al., 1985; Borgkarlson et al., 1987), Prunus trees (Baraldi et al., 

1999) and kiwi fruit (Tatsuka et al., 1990). However, toluene has not been reported 

as a constituent of oil palm emissions. As the winds were commonly blowing from 

the S no evident contributions were identified from either the oil palm mill or 

residential areas, although (Oram, 2008)   noted methanol spikes over a mill plume. 

Methanol, however, was very low. In addition, acetonitrile, as apparent from the 

mass scans, lacked spike features typical for anthropogenic occurrences and no m/z 

79 signal typical for benzene was recorded.  

 

On the other hand, acetone (m/z 59) and hexanals (m/z 83), both at an average 1.0 

ppbv midday level, may have originated outside of the area of measurement, since 

their relatively high mixing ratios did not perfectly correspond to the flux and well 

might be subject to deposition and reemission.  

 

Finally, the monoterpenes (MT) and sesquiterpenes (SQT) were frequently below the 

detection limit for m/z 81 (> 50% of data) and m/z 205 (~70% of data), respectively. 

For that reason the values below the detection limit were replaced by half of the 
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detection limit value. In addition the signal at m/z 81 could have been overestimated 

by a contribution from hexanals, but statistical comparison of the less sensitive m/z 

137 showed similar absolute values. Leaf level measurements (Owen et al., 2010) 

found small levels of monoterpenes but their presence was not confirmed  in all 

fronds, which indicates that oil palms may not be typical monoterpene emitters, 

although some of the monoterpenes were detected in the flower enclosures.  

 

However, estragole with a similar BSOA yield to that of monoterpenes, and also 

possibly toluene might be the highest contributors to the aerosol mass at the 

plantation, whereas isoprene may be not as important in this respect due to its lower 

aerosol yield, or might even lead to aerosol inhibition by effective scavenging of OH 

(Kiendler-Sharr, 2009). 
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Figure 2.3-3 VOC composition at the oil palm plantation; averaged data of the 

campaign. 
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2.3.4.2 Mixing-ratio distributions, detection limits and 

statistical summary 

 

Reliable reflection on the most representative values of derived volume mixing ratios 

is only possible when statistically sufficient amount of data covering the entire 

period is available. Since PTR-MS collects thousands of samples in a half hour, a 

half hour mean can be considered statistically valid but only if the measured values 

exceed the limit of detection (LOD). The commonly used approach for the derivation 

of an LOD (e.g. Davison et al., 2009; Langford et al., 2009a; Langford et al., 2009b; 

Misztal et al., 2010c; Rinne et al., 2007b; Taipale et al., 2008) is twice the standard 

deviation of the noise (as normalised counts of the representative zero air 

measurement divided by the normalised sensitivity).  

 

The detection limits can vary between compounds, and depend also on the 

instrument and on the given measurement period. Typically, for low weight m/z 

channels high background can be the most significant factor affecting LOD. High 

backgrounds for methanol and acetaldehyde, are sometimes encountered by PTR-MS 

users (Eerdekens et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2010) and they were relatively high in 

Borneo both at the rainforest (Langford et al., 2010) and the plantation (this work). 

However, the same instrument had a very low detection limit for those compounds 

during the ACCENT-VOCBAS campaign in Italy (Sect.2.3 ;Davison et al. (2009). 

The cause for these differences is not clear although isotopic O2
+ signal may be in 

part responsible for the interference at m/z 33. One could speculate about the not 

highly probable internal generation of methanol in the system at high humidity. More 

probable is noise from methanol forming adducts with water cluster at high humidity. 

The backward proton-transfer reactions should also be considered since the proton 

affinity of methanol is not much higher than that of water. For the higher molecular 

m/z channels (e.g. 137, 149, 205) the background noise variations are not as 

significant as the reduction in sensitivities caused by the fringing effect of the 

quadrupole (Kim et al., 2009) related to decreases in transmission efficiency. 

Nevertheless, the LODs for isoprene, MVK and acetone were very low even despite 

the relatively high E/N ratio used as a compensating measure for high humidity.  
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The optimal situation is when all data points for a compound exceed the detection 

limit, but it is quite common for environmental data sets to contain mixing ratios 

almost at a zero level, for example at night, and how best to treat those data is an 

under-discussed general problem.  For compounds which have a proportion of their 

concentration data below the LOD, but whose concentration distributions follow 

normal or lognormal distributions, the data below the LOD value can be replaced by 

the half the LOD value to produce a reliable average (Caudill et al., 2007; Clarke, 

1998; Porter et al., 1988). This approach usually works better than the regression 

methods to back-estimate the data below LOD from probability plots (e.g. Helsel, 

1990), mainly because of the uncertainties of the predictions of the missing 

distribution. If values lower than LOD were not replaced by the half-LOD value then 

a calculated mean would be biased downwards by zero values if the data below 

detection limit were replaced by zeros and biased upwards if the data below LOD 

were totally disregarded when averaging. 

  

The distributions of mixing ratios of the targeted compounds (i.e., those included in 

the flux mode) and their detection limits are shown in Figure 2.3-4. Based on this the 

compounds selected to undergo a statistical treatment of the data below detection 

limit were methanol, monoterpenes (MT), sesquiterpenes (SQT), acetaldehyde, 

hexanals, and toluene, whereas acetone, estragole, isoprene and MVK+MACR were 

considered representative in their full set. It could be argued that isoprene and 

MVK+MACR whose values decreased practically to zero during the night might 

have also needed a replacement of their data below detection limits which were in 

the order of tens of pptv. Those compounds had a multimodal distribution so the 

method could not be applied. However, the error related to retaining the data below 

their LOD in their data sets would be less than a percentile and well within the 

reported uncertainty of 10% for the compounds in the calibration mixture. 
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Figure 2.3-4 Distributions of the volume mixing ratio values of the compounds 

measured in the flux mode. Green areas correspond to detection limits. 

 

In the summary statistics for the whole measurement period (day and night data) 

(Table 2.3-1) the LOD values, means and standard deviations are compared with 

those derived from the relationship of the ranked data with standard normal 

cumulative distributions (example cases in Figure 2.3-5). For the data which had 

lognormal distribution, which are common for environmental datasets, the 

exponential of the slope of the lognormal line corresponds to the geometrical mean 

(and the exponential of the intercept corresponds to the geometrical standard 

deviation). The geometrical LOD can be found from the exponential of the slope 

break. For the normally-distributed data, the slope of the line of non-logarithmic 

VMR values versus normal cumulative distributions corresponds to the arithmetic 

standard deviation and the intercept to the arithmetic mean. For compounds whose 

distributions were multimodal (e.g. isoprene, MVK) the graphical methods were not 

applicable.  
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Figure 2.3-5 An example of the graphical estimation of the limit of detection and other 

statistical parameters from lognormal data values (a) and normal data values (b) 

plotted against normal cumulative distributions.   

 

 The summary statistics for the volume mixing data during the mid-day period (10:00 

– 14:00) (Table 2.3-2) shows that most compounds had much higher values during 

the day and therefore the relative percentage contributions of each compound (Figure 

2.3-6)  
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Table 2.3-1 Statistical summary (11 days 0:00 – 0:00) of volume mixing ratios (ppbv) of 10 targeted VOCs. 

m/z 33 45 59 69 71 81* 83 93 137* 149 205 
Compound 

Methanol 
Acet-
aldehyde 

Acetone Isoprene 
MVK+
MACR 

MT Hexanals Toluene MT Estragole SQT 

Arithmetic mean 0.75 0.54 0.67 4.28 0.86 0.33 0.49 1.62 0.33 2.98 0.17 
Arithmetic mean 
[graphical] 

0.79 0.48 0.63 n/a n/a 0.31 0.40 1.50 0.36 2.84 0.13 

Geometric mean 0.59 0.42 0.61 1.29 0.22 0.28 0.34 1.22 0.30 2.70 0.14 
Geometric mean 
[graphical] 

0.55 0.48 0.61 n/a n/a 0.30 0.38 1.73 0.36 2.83 0.18 

 0.63 0.40 0.28 6.15 1.30 0.19 0.40 1.08 0.19 1.31 0.12 

 [graphical] 0.26 0.40 0.28 n/a n/a 0.16 0.40 1.14 0.24 1.42 0.15 

geo 1.88 2.02 1.49 5.10 6.31 1.73 2.47 2.33 1.50 1.59 1.75 

geo [graphical] 2.14 1.97 1.52 n/a n/a 1.64 2.56 3.39 1.64 1.72 1.65 

Median 0.39 0.48 0.61 0.86 0.22 0.18 0.40 1.51 0.25 2.81 0.10 

Max 4.40 2.50 1.90 26.0 6.06 1.00 2.42 5.5 1.08 8.10 0.90 

Min <0.39 <0.20 0.26 0.00 0.00 <0.18 <0.10 <0.20 <0.25 0.51 <0.10 

5th percentile 0.39 0.20 0.33 0.17 0.02 0.18 0.10 0.20 0.25 1.23 0.10 

95th percentile 2.04 1.28 1.14 18.5 3.73 0.71 1.25 3.47 0.83 5.28 0.42 

N 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 
% filled with 
0.5LOD 

66.5 43.1 0.00 0.0 0.0 55.2 29.4 8.0 84.9 0.00 67.3 

LOD [2ZA/Snorm] 1.5 0.50 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.35 0.42 0.43 0.62 0.5 0.28 

LOD [graphical] 0.78 0.40 n/a n/a n/a 0.32 0.20 0.41 0.46 n/a 0.20 
* Monoterpenes (MT) were calibrated to yield absolute concentrations independently at m/z 81 and m/z 137. A more sensitive signal at m/z 81 was used. 
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Table 2.3-2 Statistical summary (midday 10:00 – 14:00 LT) of volume mixing ratios (ppbv) of 10 targeted VOC and hydroxyacetone (HA). 

m/z 33 45 59 69 71 75* 81 83 93 149 205 

 Methanol Acetaldehyde Acetone Isoprene MVK HA1 MT Hexanals Toluene Estragole SQT 

Arithmetic mean  0.92 0.61 0.93 13.1 2.56 2.35 0.42 0.94 1.81 3.16 0.13 

Geometric mean 0.72 0.48 0.91 11.7 2.06 2.22 0.37 0.88 1.66 2.91 0.12 

 0.68 0.41 0.20 5.35 1.45 0.81 0.21 0.33 0.67 1.00 0.06 

Median 0.39 0.57 0.88 13.8 2.52 2.18 0.43 0.95 1.73 2.96 0.10 

geo 1.99 2.10 1.21 1.70 2.11 1.41 1.74 1.48 1.62 1.49 1.43 

5th percentile 0.39 0.20 0.71 4.16 0.41 1.43 0.18 0.49 0.79 1.78 0.10 

95th percentile 2.19 1.29 1.39 21.4 5.20 3.92 0.86 1.47 2.84 5.01 0.26 

N (N<LOD) 88 (45) 88 (34) 88 88 88 40 88 (28) 88 88 (2) 88 88 (74) 

*derived from 5-min hourly mass scans; 1upper limit due to interferences with propionates at m/z 75. 

 

Figure 2.3-6 Composition of 

VOCs in terms of their 24 h (a) 

and midday (10:00-14:00 LT) 
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2.3.4.3 Diurnal trends of mixing ratios 

 

Campaign-averaged diurnal variations in the volume mixing ratios of the dominant 

VOCs are presented in Figure 2.3-7a-k. A clear diurnal pattern in mixing ratios was 

present for isoprene, MVK+MACR, estragole, hydroxyacetone, toluene, acetone and 

hexanals. In contrast, methanol, acetaldehyde, monoterpenes (MT) and 

sesquiterpenes (SQT) did not follow a clear diurnal course, which could be because 

of the higher distance to their sources, small emissions from below the measurement 

height and the values being in a range close to the detection limits. Isoprene and 

MVK were very well correlated with temperature and PAR during a day. Estragole 

had its two main peaks shifted to later in the day with respect to isoprene, as its 

mixing ratios were also correlated with temperature and PAR but with a few hours 

delay, which might have been related to the storage of the compound inside the plant 

before subsequent release (see chapter on estragole). In fact the pattern for toluene 

also showed a positive time shift and its level increased gradually, similarly to that of 

estragole, but it had only one broad peak. This might also suggest toluene being a 

flower component, although its release mechanism may differ from those of 

estragole or possible may only be released by female inflorescences. Hydroxyacetone 

starts increasing at the same time as isoprene and MVK+MACR but stays longer 

elevated, probably due to its longer atmospheric lifetime. A diurnal trend in a ratio of 

MVK+MACR to isoprene and of hydroxyacetone to isoprene is in addition presented 

in Figure 2.3-7l. Hexanals and acetone had a similar diurnal pattern, which was 

different from that for the other compounds. It might suggest that these compounds 

may be originating from a similar kind of source/process, for example, from leaf 

wounding, stress from herbivores or growth processes, litter or soil. The trend in 

methanol mixing ratio was quite noisy but was gradually increasing in the day. As 

later shown in the flux section it was mainly deposited so may well have formed 

above as a product of oxidation (e.g. of methane), and as such would be expected to 

increase in the afternoon. 
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Figure 2.3-7. Daily average diurnal mixing ratios of dominant VOCs (a-k) at the oil 

palm plantation; ratios of isoprene oxidation products (l). Error bars denote day-to-day 

variability (1 standard deviation). 
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2.3.4.4 Fluxes of dominant VOCs 

 

Not all the compounds which were abundant in terms of mixing ratios displayed this 

abundance in fluxes. The summary statistics for compounds monitored in the flux 

mode are presented in Table 2.3-3 for the entire period (12 days) and Table 2.3-4 for 

the midday range (10:00-14:00 LT). In addition, values are given in parenthesis for 

the gap-filled data with the G06 algorithm optimised specifically for isoprene, 

estragole and toluene, and with the big-leaf resistance approach for MVK+MACR. 

The results of the parameterisations are given later in Sect. 2.3.4.8. In some cases 

gap-filling can change the averaged values quite substantially, since all the near-zero 

values are taken in the computation. Without the gap-filling only the available data 

would be averaged so they would be skewed towards larger values such as 

encountered during a day when there is a higher probability to fulfil the quality 

criteria for the flux. In this sense the gap-filling approach makes the dataset look 

more representative, in particular since the agreement of the measurement and 

optimised models was very good even for floral species such as estragole and 

possibly floral toluene. On the other hand, gap-filling with an emission-only model 

does not reflect deposition, which is probably a minor component and could be 

accounted for as a loss in emission.  

 

The relative percentages of VOC fluxes for the different compounds in relation to the 

absolute fluxes, emission only or for gap-filled data for the entire period are showed 

in the pie-charts in Figure 2.3-8 (a-c) and for the midday period (10:00 – 14:00 LT) 

in Figure 2.3-9 (a-c). Isoprene had the clearest flux with the least number of 

rejections based on the criteria discussed in Sect. 2.3.3.4. It dominated the fluxes 

constituting 82% (74% if gap-filled) when considering the entire period, which is 

nearly 3 (2.5) times more than the relative isoprene share in the mixing ratios. It is 

clear that some longer lived compounds such as estragole, or toluene could persevere 

in the shallow nocturnal boundary layer, whereas their fluxes were minimal due to 

inhibited transport and typically also could not be captured at night conditions due to 

the low turbulence. However, the high values for isoprene mixing ratios during a day 

quickly disappeared due to enhanced photooxidation but also owing to the circadian 
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control of isoprene emissions (Wilkinson et al., 2006), both of which were 

responsible for a shorter daily peak of isoprene emissions in comparison with those 

from the rainforest. For VOC measurements of concentrations and fluxes at the 

rainforest in which the author collaborated with the Lancaster team the reader is 

referred to Langford et al. (2010).  

 

The second most abundant flux was that of estragole, a floral component, which 

constituted approximately 10% of total isoprene fluxes (~ 20% if the data were gap-

filled). The third highest clear flux was recorded for toluene, a suspected floral 

component, which was mainly emitted at rates close to those of estragole for the 

available data but only half of those if the data were gap-filled.  

 

Toluene was only found in the enclosed male inflorescences, but its level found 

therein probably cannot fully explain the relatively higher values observed in eddy 

covariance, so it is not certain whether there could be an additional source such as a 

fungus on the fronds. Methodology used during enclosures is presented in the next 

chapter (2.4). However, as described later, toluene emission was very closely 

dependent on temperature and the parameterisation did not change significantly the 

G06 parameters with respect to those originally designed for isoprene. In other 

words, isoprene parameterisation resulted in more radical changes to the parameters 

than that for toluene, which is interesting. Toluene was earlier seen in floral 

emissions of palm trees (Arecaceae family)(Knudsen et al., 2006) but has not been 

reported so far from African oil palms (Arecaceae Elaeis guineensis Jacq).  

  

Small emissions were noted for acetone, acetaldehyde and hexanals, which 

altogether would be less than 1 % of total emissions. However it has not been tested 

whether cutting branches or other stresses could induce enhancement of these 

emissions. Another finding is the clear deposition of isoprene first order oxidation 

products (i.e., MVK and MACR) whose downward fluxes less than -1 mg m-2 h-1 

were recorded during enhanced isoprene oxidation. Another almost purely depositing 

compound was methanol, which constituted approximately one third of the average 

deposition value for the sum of MVK and MACR. It is expected that hydroxyacetone 
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could also be subject to deposition but it was not measured in the flux mode. The 

relatively small number of validated fluxes for monoterpenes suggests that they were 

mostly deposited, with only a few episodes of emission, giving a net deposition of 

0.026 mg m-2 h-1. Leaf level measurements suggested that monoterpene emissions 

from the fronds were small , sometimes not even detected (Owen et al., 2010) but 

small amounts were found subsequently in the flower enclosures, so it seems that oil 

palms may be a sink for monoterpenes. Sesquiterpenes were probably emitted at a 

low rate but the number of validated data points was too small to ensure 

representativeness so they are omitted from the results section. 
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Table 2.3-3 Summary statistics for eddy covariance BVOC fluxes at oil palm (total measurement period). In parentheses are given statistics values 

for fluxes gap-filled using approaches discussed in Sect. 2.3.4.8 

m/z 33 45 59 69 71 81 83 93 149 

 Methanol 
Acetaldehyd
e 

Acetone Isoprene MVK+MACR MT Hexanals Toluene Estragole 

Max  0.345 0.473 0.270 28.94 (28.94) 0.398 (0.398) 0.378 0.813 3.390 (3.390) 2.073 (2.119) 
Min -0.360 -0.183 -0.092 -2.392 (-2.392) -1.423 (-1.423) -0.966 -0.436 -0.367 (-0.367) -0.774 (-0.774) 
Mean -0.044 0.010 0.012 4.394 (2.121) -0.119 (-0.053) -0.026 0.012 0.353 (0.186) 0.440 (0.398) 
Median -0.024 0.004 0.002 1.104 (0.027) -0.064 (-0.003) -0.023 0.014 0.152 (0.009) 0.249 (0.165) 
 0.107 0.074 0.050 6.369 (4.701) 0.212 (0.144) 0.227 0.180 0.513 (0.382) 0.629 (0.497) 
5th percentile -0.223 -0.102 -0.041 -0.063 (-0.018) -0.512 (-0.247) -0.450 -0.264 -0.103 (-0.005) -0.341 (0.000) 
95th 
percentile 

0.100 0.137 0.096 19.22 (12.84) 0.054 (0.008) 0.328 0.255 1.178 (0.990) 1.606 (1.437) 

N 163 173 167 213 (633) 205 (529) 81 77 153 (633) 109 (633) 
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Figure 2.3-8 Relative percentages of the flux averaged over the entire measurement period; (a) for both emission and deposition fluxes (b) for 

emission only and (c) for fluxes with main VOCs gap-filled using optimised G06 algorithms for isoprene, estragole, toluene and N09 resistance 

approach for MVK+MACR. 

 

a) b) c) 
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Table 2.3-4 Summary statistics for mid-day fluxes (10:00 – 14:00 LT). In parentheses are given statistics values for fluxes gapfilled using approaches 
discussed in Sect. 2.3.4.8 
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Figure 2.3-9 Relative percentages of the flux averaged over the mid-day periods (10:00 – 14:00 LT); (a) for both emission and deposition fluxes (b) 

for emission only and (c) for fluxes with main VOCs gap-filled using optimised G06 algorithms for isoprene, estragole, toluene and N09 resistance 

approach for MVK+MACR. 

m/z 33 45 59 69 71 81 83 93 149 
 Methanol Acetaldehyde Acetone Isoprene MVK+MACR MT Hexanals Toluene Estragole 
Max  0.226 0.473 0.194 28.94 (28.94) 0.398 (0.398) 0.373 0.483 3.390 (3.390) 1.635 (1.821) 
Min -0.342 -0.154 -0.076 -2.392 (-2.392) -0.973 (-0.973) -0.502 -0.382 0.102 (0.020) -0.088 (-0.088) 
Mean -0.098 0.041 0.030 9.707 (8.370) -0.220 (-0.173) -0.042 0.029 0.763 (0.684) 0.807 (0.920) 
Median -0.098 0.033 0.026 8.446 (7.025) -0.154 (-0.123) -0.057 0.043 0.605 (0.560) 0.718 (0.866) 
 0.120 0.094 0.054 7.185 (6.957) 0.237 (0.210) 0.237 0.234 0.582  (0.551) 0.542 (0.405) 
5th percentile -0.278 -0.052 -0.037 0.862 (0.477) -0.617 (-0.529) -0.477 -0.334 0.144 (0.061) 0.003 (0.315) 
95th 
percentile 

0.066 0.177 0.120 20.62 (20.03) 0.013 (0.003) 
0.351 0.417 

1.751 (1.776) 1.601 (1.636) 

26 (100) 45 (100) N 44 52 53 64 (100) 60 (88) 18 20 

c) a) b) 
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2.3.4.5 Diurnal trends of fluxes 

 

Fluxes of the most abundant compounds are presented as diurnal time series in 

Figure 2.3-10. Isoprene fluxes peaked during the middle of the day at around 11:00 

LT. It was typical for a heavy rain episode to occur at around 12:00 LT causing a dip 

in PAR, which also can be seen in the pattern for the isoprene flux. This differed 

from the rainforest where rain typically occurred in the afternoon (Langford et al., 

2010). The second, smaller peak in isoprene flux was observed around 14:00 LT. 

Despite the very high positive fluxes during the day (peaking close to 30 mg m-2 h-1), 

the isoprene emissions ceased quite early with their fluxes falling below 1 mg m-2 h-1 

at 17:00 LT. This is typical for isoprene emissions when PAR and temperature fall 

markedly, but an additional narrowing of the peak could be also due to the circadian 

control (see Sect.2.3.4.9). Estragole had a larger emission peak in the afternoon 

compared to the morning peak, so typically the flux of estragole exceeded that of 

isoprene at around 15:00 LT. Toluene flux had a pattern more similar to that of 

isoprene flux although there was no dip associated with the rain events around noon. 

There was also no such dip in the toluene mixing ratios, in contrast to both isoprene 

and estragole, but the mixing ratios seemed skewed towards later in the day which 

was not reflected in the fluxes. This suggests that emissions of toluene may be only 

temperature dependent and not PAR dependent. In addition toluene’s relatively long 

atmospheric lifetime may lead to accumulation later in the day, although the flux is 

not much higher in the afternoon as was the case for estragole. Consequently, another 

hypothesis is that due to “stickiness” of toluene the prolonged memory effect in the 

sampling tube may have led to elevated mixing ratios at the end of a day but this 

does not produce a covariance with vertical wind speed at the same time. Only small 

emissions of acetone and hexanals were observed despite an evident pattern which 

can explain only a portion of their mixing ratios. A clear deposition pattern can be 

observed for the sum of MVK and MACR and methanol. This suggests the primary 

source for these compounds is in the troposphere from photooxidation, in particular 

as the deposition of MVK and MACR is enhanced in the late morning coexistent 

with the highest isoprene emissions. However, methanol seems to be deposited at a 

more or less constant rate throughout the day and its primary source is most probably 
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the photooxidation of methane although it could also be direct emission of methanol 

from decomposing pectin (Fall, 2003) found in oil palm fruits (Henderson et al., 

2001) and its subsequent wet deposition due to its high water solubility. 

Monoterpenes, and to a lesser extent acetaldehyde, exhibited mixed diurnal 

deposition, which could be due to variable gradients from scattered sources at the 

edge of the footprint, and oil palms being the net sink for those compounds. 

 

 

Figure 2.3-10 Daily averages of VOC fluxes with one standard deviation 
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2.3.4.6 Characterisation of abundant VOCs 

 

2.3.4.6.1 Isoprene (m/z+ 69) and its oxidation 

Isoprene was the most abundant compound measured at the oil palm plantation both 

in mixing ratios and fluxes during a day but it was not emitted at night. Isoprene also 

dominated a different VOC mix at the rainforest where its absolute values were 

several times lower than those presented here (Langford et al., 2010). Oil palm has 

been known before to be a very high isoprene emitter (Wilkinson et al., 2006) but 

these are the first direct eddy covariance measurements, using the PTR-MS as a 

sensor.  

 

It is still not entirely clear why the plant gives off isoprene since it requires 

substantial metabolic effort of 20 ATP and 14 NADPH molecules per one isoprene 

molecule (Sharkey et al., 2008). Most probably isoprene emission encountered in oil 

palm is a result of a specific thermotolerance mechanism (Sharkey and Schrader, 

2006) although it could also potentially serve as a protection against herbivores 

(Laothawornkitkul et al., 2008) or as a stimulant to flowering (Terry et al., 1995). 

The latter hypothesis would seem consistent with a good correlation with 

temperature history in floral estragole (Sect. 2.5, Misztal et al. (2010c)). Finally 

isoprene may be protective against an oxidative stress (Loreto et al., 2001) but on the 

other hand ozone can inhibit isoprene production (Fares et al., 2010). However, 

ozone level at the plantation was typically less than 10 ppbv (Coyle, 2010) although 

other reactive oxygen species could possibly be present.  

 

Isoprene detection by PTR-MS at m/z 69 shows a good agreement with GC-MS 

reported in various studies (de Gouw, 2007; Kuster et al., 2004), despite a notable 

interference at this m/z ratio potentially deriving from a fragment of prenol (2-

methyl-3-buten-2-ol) (Holzinger et al., 2005), and/or 1-penten-3-ol (Karl et al., 

2001b), both of which can also be detected at m/z 87. However, no elevated signal at 

m/z 87 was observed and neither of these compounds were detected in leaf cuvettes 

air by GC-MS (Owen et al., 2010). Another potential interference could be from 
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furan, a tracer of biomass burning (Christian et al., 2004) and a few anthropogenic 

compounds (de Gouw et al., 2003a), but the signal of acetonitrile at m/z 42, another 

biomass burning compound, and of benzene at m/z 79, an anthropogenic indicator, 

were both very low in the mass scans. Therefore considering the magnitude of 

isoprene emissions and its clear diurnal trends it is extremely unlikely that any 

interferences were significant.  

Isoprene fluxes were mainly emission, and its fluxes were well correlated with 

canopy temperature (Tc) (r
2 = 0.84 of the exponential fit), PAR (r2 = 0.91 of the 

quadratic fit); they were linearly well correlated with sensible heat flux (H) (r2 = 

0.8), in contrast to its first oxidation products MVK and MACR (schematic of 

oxidation in Figure 2.3-11), which exhibited mainly deposition and negative 

correlation with H (see Sect. 2.3.4.6.2 below). 

 

 

m/z+ 75 

m/z+ 71 

m/z+ 69 

 

 
Figure 2.3-11 Basic schematic of isoprene photooxidation with branching ratios 

(adopted from Karl et al. (2009b)  

 

The timeseries for isoprene volume mixing ratios and fluxes are shown in Figure 

2.3-12. The graph presenting the flux timeseries shows the pattern following closely 

the variation in PAR and temperature. The exponential relationship with temperature 

can be observed both in the mixing ratios and the fluxes provided that the PAR is 

greater than zero (Figure 2.3-13 a and b respectively). The isoprene flux-temperature 

relationship for the rainforest (not presented here) also showed an exponential fit but 

the line was much steeper for the oil palm, which suggests higher sensitivity of oil 

palm emissions to temperature. From these dependencies it is clear that an increase 
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in global temperatures could dramatically increase oil palm emissions (see Sect. 

2.3.5.1).  

 

The main oxidation products MVK and MACR, and in addition hydroxyacetone 

(HA), are discussed below in Sections 2.3.4.6.2 and 2.3.4.6.4, but there are also 

many other photooxidation products of isoprene such as C5-carbonyls, 

glycolaldehyde, glyoxal and methylglyoxal (Taraborrelli et al., 2009), but which are 

not reported here. For example glycol aldehyde might be picked up at m/z 61 (Kim et 

al., 2010) but coinciding with acetic acid or ethyl acetate, which could also be 

present. Some short lived intermediate compounds may not be detected either, but 

recent interest sparked by analytical improvements in tandem mass spectrometry 

with collision-induced dissociation (CID-MS/MS) has been in measurements of 

isoprene epoxides and peroxides (Paulot et al., 2009), whose inclusion into models of 

low-NO isoprene chemistry can positively affect their predictive capabilities  of OH 

radical concentrations (Kleindienst, 2009), and which are suspected contributors to 

isoprene-derived SOA (iSOA). With no negative ion mode, a standard PTR-MS 

cannot distinguish between isoprene hydroxyhydroperoxides (ISOPOOH) and 

isoprene dihydroxyepoxides (IEPOX) which are isobaric so both should be detected 

at m/z 101 in the PTR-MS systems which utilise an energetic ion de-clustering phase. 

Thus, the diurnal pattern of approximate mixing ratios of the sum of these two 

species might be reflected in Figure 2.3-14, although it cannot be confirmed by any 

alternative technique. Contribution of isoprene emission to biogenic secondary 

organic aerosols (BSOA) is discussed in Sect. 2.3.5.2. 
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Figure 2.3-12 Isoprene (m/z 69) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u* and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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Figure 2.3-13 Exponential relationships between temperature and isoprene mixing ratios (a), and fluxes (b), coloured according to magnitude of 

PAR.
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Figure 2.3-14 Suspected isoprene peroxides and epoxides coinciding at 101 m/z ion 

channel. 

 

2.3.4.6.2 Methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) and methacrolein 

(MACR) (m/z+ 71) 

MVK and MACR are the first-order oxidation products of isoprene which form the 

majority (over 50%) of all oxidation products. The sum of those two isomers can be 

detected reliably at m/z 71 and the timeseries of mixing ratios and fluxes are 

presented in Figure 2.3-15. There was a strong positive correlation of MVK+MACR 

with isoprene in the mixing ratios (r2 = 0.80, slope 0.19±0.04). A similar slope of 

correlation was found at the rainforest (Langford et al., 2010) despite a large 

difference in the measurement heights. However, the slope of this correlation in 

measurements from the Amazon (Karl et al., 2009b) was more than two times higher 

which might indicate a higher oxidative capacity at Amazon, different chemistry 
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caused by different recycling mechanisms or differences in the oxidation product 

losses due to the wet deposition. On the other hand, the correlation in the fluxes was 

negative because more of the MVK and MACR is formed higher in the troposphere 

so the gradient is such that MVK and MACR can be efficiently deposited to the 

surfaces of the fronds (Figure 2.3-16) at a deposition velocity (Vd(zm)) exceeding 1 

cm s-1 during the mid-day and reaching maximal deposition velocity (vmax) at times 

(1.5 to 2 cm s-1).   
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Figure 2.3-15 MVK plus MACR (m/z 71) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u* and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and 

PAR. Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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It is likely that other oxidation products of isoprene are also effectively deposited as 

was also found in other studies (Karl et al., 2009b;  Karl et al., 2007;  Kuhn et al., 

2007) where the highest deposition was noted at the top of the canopy and the 

integrated source/sink distribution over the entire canopy indicated that the primary 

source for these OVOCs was above canopy. Inclusion of such high deposition 

velocities into models can significantly improve the agreement of model with 

measurements (Pugh et al., 2010). Eddy covariance measurements of deposition are 

therefore particularly important, since deposition cannot be measured in the 

photooxidation chambers. At the nearby rainforest an in-canopy BVOC profile 

analysis by Ryder et al. (2010) indicated that MVK/MACR were emitted at the top of 

the canopy but eddy covariance flux measurements at 75 m, integrated over a much 

larger footprint (Langford et al., 2010), revealed a small net emission in the morning 

and deposition in the afternoon. From the Henry’s law constants listed by Sander 

(1999), it seems that the constant for MVK is about 20 – 40 M atm-1, which is  

approximately 3 orders of magnitude larger than the Henry’s Law constant for 

isoprene and 1 order of magnitude smaller than for methanol. Therefore, it could be 

expected that MVK and MACR are subject to both dry and wet deposition whereas 

the latter would be the dominant process for methanol deposition (Sect. 2.3.4.6.6.). 
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Figure 2.3-16 MVK+MACR downward flux (blue), deposition velocity (green) in 

relation to maximal theoretical velocity (Vmax) and the positive isoprene flux (red) for 

comparison. 

 

2.3.4.6.3 Estragole (m/z+ 149) 

Since estragole (methyl chavicol) emissions are described in detail in Sect. 2.5 and in 

Misztal et al. (2010c), here only a summary of data is presented for comparison 

purposes. From the mixing ratio and flux time series (Figure 2.3-17) it can be 

observed that the elevated mixing ratios still persisted in the low u*
 conditions but 

this is not reflected in the fluxes due to insufficient turbulence. As this compound 

was found to be a flower component, the late peaking mixing ratios may be the result 

of thermogenesis which typically turns on when the ambient temperature declines. 

Thus, estragole could be volatilised later than it was synthesised, which could be 

seen in the maximal correlations of mixing ratios with the past temperature and PAR 

history (3.5 h average lag). Estragole was mainly emitted, with occasional deposition 
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periods in the early morning or in the evening, and its emission can be modelled by 

the modified Guenther et al. (2006) algorithm (see Sect. 2.3.4.8.4). 
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Figure 2.3-17 Estragole (m/z 149) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u* and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.4 Hydroxyacetone (HA) (m/z+ 75) 

 

Due to the limited number of compounds which could be measured in the eddy 

covariance mode, m/z+ 75 was not included in the flux mode, so only the results for 

VMRs, which were derived from the hourly 5 min scan data, are presented (Figure 

2.3-18). It should be noted that 5 min corresponds to 3 full-range cycles, giving 

altogether 1.5 s (3 x 0.5 s) per each m/z in an hour so offering only a small fraction of 

time resolution compared to the other compounds presented here that were included 

in the flux mode. The major source of HA is the oxidation of MACR (Carter and 

Atkinson, 1996). However, the correlation with MVK+MACR mixing ratios was 

quite weak (r2 = 0.4, slope 0.4±0.1) so it is highly probable that this m/z ion channel 

received contributions from compounds such as biogenic esters which are known to 

appear at this m/z (e.g. propionates or propionic acid). Alternatively there could be a 

different source of HA other than from MACR oxidation. Karl et al. (2009b) found 

ten times higher HA/(MVK+MACR) ratios than predicted from the MACR → HA 

reaction scheme (Figure 2.3-11) and suggested another source within the isoprene 

oxidation scheme but faster than the MACR production, other sources of HA such as 

from oxidation of peroxides or from oxidation of acetone. Due to relatively high 

uncertainties associated with compound attribution to this m/z the data should 

currently be treated with caution in deducing the oxidation rates of MACR.  
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Figure 2.3-18 Hydroxyacetone (m/z 75) volume mixing ratios in relation to u*. The data were retrieved from less frequent mass scans since m/z 75 was 

not included in the flux mode. Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.5 Toluene (m/z+ 93) 

Although one can never be absolutely certain when relying predominantly on the 

PTR-MS data of any potential contributions/interferences, it is extremely probable 

that this ion channel m/z 93 received contribution from toluene. The toluene mixing 

ratio in comparison with u* and flux time series in comparison withare Tc and PAR 

are presented in Figure 2.3-19. In various measurement campaigns conducted in 

conjunction with GC-MS, the m/z 93 channel was validated as toluene with good 

agreement (Apel et al., 2008; de Gouw et al., 2003b; de Gouw et al., 2003c; de 

Gouw, 2007; Warneke et al., 2001). The only known significant other contribution 

found so far has been from p-cymene (Maleknia et al., 2007; Tani et al., 2003), a 

C10H14 compound, which is similar in structure to monoterpenes but has an aromatic 

ring instead of cyclohexanyl, cyclohexenyl or cyclohexadienyl ring. Monoterpenes 

could also contribute to this m/z but the relative abundance at this m/z is up to around 

1% or less (Tani et al., 2004; Tani et al., 2003) irrespective of the E/N values 

commonly used. The author conducted a detailed experiment with the range of 

monoterpenes and p-cymene (see Sect. 2.8 on monoterpene discrimination) covering 

a wide range of E/N ratios. The parent ion for p-cymene is detected at m/z 135 and no 

signal was observed at this ion channel at the oil palm plantation. However, p-

cymene is so easily fragmented that at higher E/N ratios its abundance is close to 

zero. In this case, however, relatively high signals would have to be present at m/z 

119, m/z 43 and also at other less abundant ions such as m/z 53.  It is therefore 

unlikely that p-cymene would appear only on m/z 93, unless its mixing ratios were 

small so the minor fragments would be lost in the noise. No correlations were found 

at m/z 119 and m/z 43 with m/z 93.  

 

In fact, toluene was detected in GC-MS in the ambient air although its peak was 

much smaller than that of estragole. Small levels of o-cymene were also detected in 

the ambient air by collaborators and the levels of toluene of similar abundance to that 

of estragole were subsequently found in flower enclosures (but only male 

inflorescences). As previously mentioned, toluene is a known constituent of many 

floral scents, although usually is only a minor component. However, Hadacek and 
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Weber (2002) found toluene-rich scents (referred to as ‘medicinal odour’) in 

Sauromatum guttatum belonging to the same family (Arecaceae) as oil palm. These 

scents were observed to be attractants of tephridid flies. Considering all pieces of 

information, the signal at m/z 93 was ascribed with the highest probability to toluene, 

although one cannot totally exclude small contributions from o-cymene. The toluene 

flux showed good quadratic correlations with temperature (r2 = 0.77) and PAR (r2 = 

0.69); the exponential relationships were much worse than those for isoprene flux. A 

correlation with PAR does not necessarily mean that toluene emission is PAR 

dependent as both temperature and PAR variables are strongly autocorrelated.  
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Figure 2.3-19 Toluene (m/z 93) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.6 Methanol (m/z+ 33) 

 

Methanol is an oxygenated VOC, which is of interest for atmospheric chemistry and has been 

widely studied in various environments (Brunner et al., 2007; Custer and Schade, 2007; Seco 

et al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2007). It is a very important alcohol because of its high impact on 

tropospheric oxidation (Tie et al., 2003). Due to an unexpectedly high background 

encountered at this m/z value less than a half of the data exceeded the higher than normal 

detection limit (see explanation in Sect. 2.3.4.2). The timeseries for the mixing ratios and 

fluxes are presented in Figure 2.3-20. It seems that methanol mixing ratios exceeding LOD 

were well correlated with friction velocity during the day and that the majority of the vDEC 

flux was negative, making methanol the second most highly depositing compound after MVK 

and MACR.  However, with its high Henry’s law constant methanol is very likely to be wet 

deposited. Previous studies have found net flux of methanol always positive with only partial 

deposition, but the high humidity encountered in Borneo could be a factor. Our findings at 

the rainforest (Langford et al., 2010) also indicated a net deposition of methanol at the 

rainforest. Most probably the primary source of methanol depositing at the oil palm 

plantation can be a result of methane oxidation higher in the troposphere, since methane flux 

was considerable at the site (Siong et al., 2010) although methanol emission due to pectin 

decomposition from senescing biomass  (Fall, 2003) or from leaves as a result of growth or 

stress (Davison et al., 2009; Folkers et al., 2008) could be responsible for the exchange in the 

opposite direction. Nevertheless, methanol deposition can be important globally as the 

conversion rate from methane is currently not known, nor how much is diverted to the surface 

due to wet deposition, hence a need for more eddy covariance studies. 
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Figure 2.3-20 Methanol (m/z 33) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit.
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2.3.4.6.7 Acetaldehyde (m/z+ 45) 

According to recent 3-D modelling (GEOS-Chem) constrained by in-situ and 

satellite observations, the largest acetaldehyde source in the atmosphere is from 

hydrocarbon secondary oxidation (128 Tg a-1) with only 23 Tg a-1 emitted directly 

from the biosphere including emission from decaying plants (Millet et al., 2010). In 

plants acetaldehyde has been shown to derive from ethanol fermentation under 

anoxic conditions in roots and leaves (Jardine et al., 2008; Winters et al., 2009) with 

much enhanced emissions after anoxic and wounding stress (Jardine et al., 2009), the 

latter probably resulting from fatty acid peroxidation by accumulated reactive 

oxygen species. The exchange of acetaldehyde is bidirectional because it can be 

taken up and consumed metabolically (Fall, 2003). However, it is suspected that 

isoprene oxidation can be a significant source of acetaldehyde in high isoprene 

environments, where it is mainly formed from photolysis of MVK (Atkinson et al., 

2006) through propene degradation and could also be generated from the ozonolysis 

of isoprene (Taraborrelli et al., 2009). Millet et al. (2010) reported that the total 

acetaldehyde yield from isoprene, depending on low or high NOx level, respectively, 

is 1.9% - 2.5% in GEOS-Chem, 4.7% - 4.3% in MCMv3.1 and estimated at 2% by 3-

D modelling using the Mainz Isoprene Mechanism 2 (MIM2) (Taraborrelli et al., 

2009).  

 

At the plantation, acetaldehyde constituted 4% of VOC mix in mixing ratios and only 

0.2% in the flux. The detection limit for this compound was elevated leaving 57% of 

valid data for the mixing ratios, which are presented along with the fluxes in Figure 

2.3-21. Although acetaldehyde was found to be the main compound detected at m/z 

45 the agreement with GC-MS was not always good quantitatively because of 

potential artefacts including acetaldehyde generated from ozone (de Gouw, 2007). 

There were no correlations in the mixing ratios of acetaldehyde with ozone, which 

was low (less than 6 ppb), or any other VOC, and it was lacking a clear diurnal trend 

(Figure 2.3-7k) although in the full timeseries periods of correlation with u* are 

evident and the data had a clearly lognormal distribution (Figure 2.3-4).  
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However, a clearer trend could be obtained in the fluxes (Figure 2.3-10i) with 

prevailing periods of emissions, and with deposition periods in the morning or in the 

evening or around the rain episode at noon time. The lack of structure in the mixing 

ratios, but a reasonable small positive flux, could suggest acetaldehyde flux to be 

possibly originating from ethanol oxidation under the anaerobic soil conditions (soil-

moisture dependent) with periods of deposition of photochemically formed 

acetaldehyde. The acetaldehyde yields from isoprene obtained in the chambers may 

be overestimated if they do not account for the deposition of this species. 
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Figure 2.3-21 Acetaldehyde (m/z 45) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.8 Acetone (m/z+ 59) 

Acetone has been shown to be reliably detected by PTR-MS at m/z 59 with a minor 

(0-10%) possible contribution from propanal (de Gouw, 2007). Potentially, glyoxal 

could be detected at this m/z but its detection would require an aerosol-capturing inlet 

(Hellén et al., 2008). Acetone is regarded as a dominant VOC in the atmosphere 

(Singh et al., 1994) with the major source from oxidation of VOC precursors. 

Various campaigns have reported elevated acetone levels above various vegetation 

types (Karl et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2010; Warneke, 2002) and aircraft PTR-MS 

measurements showed particularly elevated acetone levels above tropical rainforests 

(Pöschl et al., 2001; Karl et al., 2004). Among other sources are direct emissions 

from plants, biomass burning and decomposing biomass (Fall, 2003). In plants it is 

thought that acetone is formed through cyanogenesis and decarboxylation of 

acetoacetate.  

The timeseries for acetone mixing ratios and fluxes from this work are presented in 

Figure 2.3-22. Acetone mixing ratios were linearly correlated with canopy 

temperature (r2 = 0.55), PAR (r2 = 0.30) and logarithmically with MVK and MACR 

(r2 = 0.56) and isoprene mixing ratios (r2 = 0.55), although surprisingly the highest 

degree of linear correlation (r2 = 0.65) was obtained with hexanals (m/z 83; Sect. 

2.3.4.6.10), which are regarded as wounding stress compounds. Acetone has not yet 

been reported as a stress compound, but there have been studies which also found 

agreement of acetone and hexanal mixing ratios. Davison et al. (2008) reported a 

high correlation in the fluxes, after cutting, of acetone and hexanals (r2 = 0.73), 

which was the second highest correlation after hexenals. There is also some scarce 

evidence suggesting that biogenic production of acetone is enhanced after stress 

(Bubenheim et al., 2004). Agreement in the fluxes of acetone and hexanals at the 

plantation was worse, probably due to differences in the deposition. Acetone has a 

relatively long lifetime and its relatively high mixing ratios may not always result in 

the high surface flux (Karl et al., 2004). The 95th percentile value for acetone flux 

was only 0.10 mg m-2 h-1, and the mean value was 0.012 which was very similar to 

the value obtained at the rainforest 0.12 mg m-2 h-1 and 0.012 mg m-2 h-1 (Langford et 

al., 2010). This is somewhat at odds with model estimates from GABRIEL 2005 

campaign which was estimated at 0.35 mg m-2 h-1 (Eerdekens et al., 2009) despite 
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agreement in the mixing ratios. Physical losses of acetone due to deposition may be 

responsible for this discrepancy. 
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Figure 2.3-22 Acetone (m/z 59) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.9 Monoterpenes (m/z+
 81, 137) 

Timeseries for monoterpene (m/z 81) mixing ratios and fluxes are presented in Figure 

2.3-23. Monoterpenes were measured in the flux mode at m/z 81 and m/z 137. 

Normally a sum of the signals at these m/z ratios is used for quantification of total 

monoterpenes in order to account for variabilities in the relative proportion between 

m/z 81 and m/z 137 signals at variable humidity (Tani et al., 2003). High humidity 

can have an impact on the sensitivity (Tani et al., 2004), which was much better at 

m/z 81 than at m/z 137, and therefore both ions were calibrated separately but the 

signals were not merged in order to avoid introducing noise from the less sensitive 

channel. However, the statistical methods presented in Sect. 2.3.4.2 showed good 

agreement between the absolute values of the total monoterpenes derived from either 

m/z. However, only 45% of the mixing ratios exceeded the detection limit for m/z 81, 

and the rest was filled with half of the detection limit value. Thus the average mixing 

ratio was found to be 0.33 ppbv which is higher than a corresponding 0.24 ppbv 

value for the rainforest, although much lower than for isoprene. Nevertheless the 

value of 0.33 ppbv seems higher than the results from leaf cuvettes (Owen et al., 

2010) so it is likely that ambient monoterpenes were originating from flowers as they 

were subsequently found in the flower enclosures. However, the ambient mixing 

ratios were not correlated with temperature (r2 = 0.10) or PAR (r2 = 0.07). Also the 

correlation with m/z 83 was small (r2 = 0.16) making contributions from hexenals 

unlikely. The flux was dominated by deposition periods giving overall net deposition 

of -0.026 mg m-2 h-1 which is in contrast with clear emission pattern from rainforest 

at net average of 0.241 mg m-2 h-1. 
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Figure 2.3-23 Monoterpene (m/z 81) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.10 Hexanals (m/z+ 83) 

Hexanals belong to a green leaf volatile class of compounds which are known to be emitted 

under stress (e.g. Davison et al., 2008; Filella et al., 2007; Karl et al., 2001b). The timeseries 

for mixing ratios and fluxes are presented in Figure 2.3-24. The VMRs were characterised by 

a clear diurnal trend and they were linearly correlated with acetone (r2 = 0.66), and canopy 

temperature (r2 = 0.51) and weakly with PAR (r2 = 0.38). Interestingly this m/z was 

logarithmically correlated with MVK+MACR (r2 = 0.57) and isoprene (r2 = 0.54), which was 

similar to what was earlier observed for acetone so it might suggest that acetone and hexanals 

might be formed in the isoprene oxidation chain or/and may be emitted in response to the 

depositing oxidation products. 
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Figure 2.3-24 Hexanals (m/z 83) volume mixing ratios (top graph) in relation to u*, and validated flux (bottom graph) in relation to Tc and PAR. 

Crosshatch zones correspond to power interruptions and a red line to the detection limit. 
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2.3.4.6.11 Sesquiterpenes (m/z+ 205) 

Sesquiterpene quantification is of great interest to atmospheric chemistry due to their 

high reactivity and large aerosol formation potentials, and because of limited data 

due to analytical challenges faced in their reliable measurement. Despite the 

inclusion of m/z 205 in the vDEC flux mode with the hope of capturing emission 

episodes, the proportion of VMR data points above the detection limit (LOD 

[graphical] = 0.2 ppbv) was relatively small (33%). Measurement of low mixing 

ratios of sesquiterpenes is difficult because of humidity effects, detection limits, and 

decreasing sensitivity at the higher end of the m/z spectrum (Kim et al., 2009). Using 

the statistical method (Sect. 2.3.4.2) an average value for the mixing ratios was 

estimated at 0.13 ppbv which is approximately 3 times less than the value for 

monoterpenes and 33 times less than the value for isoprene. Small emission of 

sesquiterpenes from fronds was also detected in the leaf cuvettes (Owen et al., 2010). 

Due to flux quality assessment criteria the number of flux rejections was too high to 

include the fluxes in this work with just a few validated points for emission (e.g.,  

0.154 mg m-2 h-1 on 30/05/2008 15:00 LT, 0.111 mg m-2 h-1 on 02/06/2010 10:00 LT; 

0.159 mg m-2 h-1 on 4/06/2010 16:00; 0.124 mg m-2 h-1 on 07/06/2010 9:30, and 

0.096 mg m-1 h-1 on 08/06/2010 11:00) and deposition (e.g. -0.098 mg m-2 h-1 on 

01/06/2010 17:30). If the criteria were lowered to permit the fluxes of the lower 

quality (rank 4 – rank 6) the resulting flux would be a small emission (0.007 mg m-1 

h-1). Although these data suggest that sesquiterpenes could be definitely present and 

that their relative proportion was likely to be small it is not possible to give a more 

precise flux estimate. The uncertainty bandwidth for sesquiterpenes in relation to 

mixing ratios was ±150% related to the uncertainty in the reaction rate constant and 

transmission plus estimated at ±50% due to sensitivity variation as a function of 

relative humidity (Kim et al., 2009).  

 

2.3.4.7 Carbon loss 

Despite the fact that the total reported concentrations and fluxes of the total VOCs 

exceed many times those encountered at the rainforest (Langford et al., 2010), oil 
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palms appear to be a much higher CO2 sink than the rainforest.. The net 

photosynthetic carbon loss (Figure 2.3-25) integrated over a day amounted to 0.8% 

due to the total VOC emission. This was derived by dividing the total VOC flux of 

128 mg C m-2 d-1 by the total CO2 downward flux of 17100 mg C m-2 d-1. The value 

of 0.8% is double that found for the SE Asian rainforest (Langford et al., 2010) but 

still lower than the values reported for the Amazon rainforest (Karl et al., 2004; 

Kuhn et al., 2007). Although this value may seem relatively small, the implications 

of this portion of the carbon for atmospheric chemistry are huge due to its reactivity, 

aerosol formation potential, and influence on the oxidative capacity of the 

atmosphere.  
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Figure 2.3-25 Net canopy carbon loss due to BVOC emissions at oil palm. 

 

The data, which were used to derive the diurnal trend in the carbon loss, are 

presented separately in Figure 2.3-26. It is interesting that the peak associated with 

regular noon rain episodes which is reflected in both the total VOC flux and the CO2 

flux data occurred slightly later in the previous graph (Figure 2.3-25). This could be 

due to the fact that the ratio was obtained for each half hour and the variability in this 
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ratio was very high in the afternoon as seen from the standard deviations of the 

individual fluxes in Figure 2.3-26. 

 

 

Figure 2.3-26 Diurnal trend of total VOC flux in comparison with CO2 flux. The data 

for CO2 flux are courtesy of Mhairi Coyle (CEH). The data sets correspond to the same 

2 week period.  

 

2.3.4.8 Use and parameterisations of flux algorithms 

2.3.4.8.1 Isoprene emission (empirical G06) 

The program used to fit ten empirical variables in the G06 algorithm was performed 

using the solver feature of Microsoft Excel software, which employs the Newton-

Raphson iteration method. This method could change the parameters freely until the 

best possible fit of the algorithm and the measured canopy flux data was obtained. It 

is shown in Table 2.3-5, that the parameterisation can change some of the parameter 

values remarkably while not altering others. Also a sign of a parameter may be 

reversed. These changes lead to improvement in the overall fits with the 

measurement data even when the ambient temperature Ta(z) is used, which can be up 
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to two degrees lower than the actual leaf temperature and therefore cause estimation 

of a smaller BER from the measurement. The CT1 and CT2 temperature response 

parameters and the maximal isoprene synthase temperature (Tb) have been 

previously measured in the lab by Wilkinson (2005). Comparison between the 

original G06 model using Ta(15 m), 3 meters above the canopy, and the measurement 

is presented in Figure 2.3-27a, and the analogous comparison but using the canopy 

temperature (Tc) in the G06 model in Figure 2.3-27b. Clearly the use of canopy 

temperature improves the fit. Which temperature is used impacts on the absolute 

value of BER that is required to achieve a 1:1 slope of the fit. It is therefore obvious 

that modellers who use leaf-level estimates of BERs may not use the available 

ambient temperature (e.g. from a weather station) without a conversion to the canopy 

temperature (see Sect. 2.3.3.5). There is currently no BER value for oil palm plant 

functional type (PFT) present in the MEGAN model (Guenther et al., 2006) and the 

value for crops is just 1 mg m-2 h-1, so 8 times smaller than the BER value required to 

make the slope of the original G06 (Tc) and oil palm canopy scale measurement 

equal to 1. However, even despite the fact that the BER value of 8 mg m-2 h-1 would 

be sufficient for the model to achieve a quantitative agreement in the average flux, 

this value would not be a true BER because the original algorithm does not deal with 

species which are under strong circadian control of emissions (i.e. which have a 

diurnal pattern in BERs) and thus the response function parameters need adjustment. 

The measured leaf-level values of BER (at 1000 µmol m-2 s-1 PAR and 30 ºC) are 

much higher, e.g. 14.5 mg m-2 h-1 in 2003  (Wilkinson et al., 2006) or 19.25 mg m-2 

h-1 (Owen et al., 2010). However, the leaf level BER can be variable depending on 

the time of a day it is taken despite setting PAR and temperature to the constant 

values. The parameterisation on the measured canopy flux using a constant basal 

emission rate (BER) and Ta(15 m) improves significantly the linear fit of the G06 (r2 

= 0.91). Replacing Ta(15 m) for Tc in the parameterised model increases the 

coefficient of determination to 0.93 (Figure 2.3-27c). The corresponding time series 

are presented in Figure 2.3-28 and are almost identical. The modelled timeseries are 

used afterwards to gap-fill the data used in providing the global estimates (Sect. 

2.3.5.1). 
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Table 2.3-5 Empirical parameters from G06 for isoprene. 

G06 parameters G06 original (Tc) 
Oil palm optimised 

Ta(zm) 
Oil palm optimised (Tc) 

CT1 95 130 174 

CT2 230 235 2750 

b1 0.004 -0.00005 0.0007 

b2 0.0005 -0.00003 0.00002 

b3 0.0468 0.0977 0.116 

b4 0.6 3.7 0.58 

b5 2.034 2.608 3.790 

b6 0.05 0.042 -0.01 

Ta 313 313 317 

200 (sun leaves) 
P0 204 200 

50 (shaded leaves) 

    

BER  
12.8* 18.8 22.8 

(mg m-2 hr-1) 

    

R2  
0.75 0.91 0.93 

vs measured 

*derived from mean mid-day flux value (11:00 LT) over 12 days. 

         derived from M. Wilkinson’s thesis (Wilkinson, 2005) 

 

An important feature of oil palms is that they exhibit a circadian rhythm for isoprene 

emission (Wilkinson et al., 2006) which is expected to influence the modelling of 

emissions from this ecosystem type (Hewitt et al., 2009b). The comparison of the 

original and the parameterised G06 model outputs for oil palms has a quadratic 

relationship (Figure 2.3-27d), which can be due to the parameterisation 
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compensating for the circadian character of the oil palm emissions despite a constant 

BER used in these algorithms.  For the adjusted BER to 1:1 slope with measurement 

the original G06 has a tendency to overestimate the small flux region (morning, 

afternoon) while underestimating the high fluxes (noon). As a result of the circadian 

rhythm of isoprene emission, the daily peaks of the measured isoprene flux and the 

parameterised G06 are narrower than that of the original G06.. This comparison is 

presented in Figure 2.3-29 where an 11:00LT mean BER is used in the original G06. 
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d) 
c) 

Figure 2.3-27 Comparison of measured fluxes with the original G06 using ambient 

temperature at a constant BER of 12.8 mg m-2 h-1 (a), with the original G06 using 

canopy temperature at a constant BER of 12.8 mg m-2 h-1 (b), and the parameterised 

G06 optimised for oil palm plantation using canopy temperature at a constant BER of 

22.8 mg m-2 h-1 (c). The relationship between original and optimised G06 model is 

shown in (d). 
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Figure 2.3-28 The timeseries of measured isoprene fluxes and the parameterised G06 

algorithm. 
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Figure 2.3-29 Comparison of the daily patterns of measured flux, and fluxes from the 

original and the parameterised G06 algorithm. 

 

The best agreement can be achieved by using a dynamic BER for oil palm emissions 

(Sect. 2.3.4.9), when the goodness of fit between measured and modelled fluxes 

increases even further (i.e., from r2 of 0.93 to 0.95). By introducing hourly BERs 

(Wilkinson et al., 2006) the daily peak can be made slightly narrower, closer to 

measured values. However, as demonstrated earlier, the agreement for the 

parameterised algorithm with a fixed BER was already very good since the circadian 

effect could be embedded in the parameterisation. The consistency of BER definition 
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may seem enigmatic in the modelling practice, as it could be just a value from a leaf-

level measurement under the normalised PAR (1000 µmol m-2 h-1) and temperature 

(30 ºC) conditions, a range of those values, or an average of the values (Niinemets et 

al., 2010a; Niinemets et al., 2010b; Guenther, 2010; Niinemets, 2010).  

 

There is also a question whether those normalised values for PAR and temperature 

are optimal for all the plants, since there might be a saturation in some of them or a 

too high value leading to a stress for a plant (Possell et al., 2010). Apart from that, 

when considering the circadian rhythm in BERs there may be a problem with which 

BER value is best to use, what time of day is the most appropriate, or whether an 

average of measurements spanned over a day would be better. For the circadian 

species, taking the noon BER would probably lead to significant overestimations 

while taking a morning or an afternoon BER would underestimate the fluxes. 

Another possibility could be parameterisation of the algorithm for the use of the 

average BER  from a day (10:00 - 14:00 LT). 

 

Finally, the parameterisation for oil palm reveals several significant differences from 

that for the rainforest reported by Langford et al. (2010), where most of the 

parameters did not change as a result of the parameterisation, which suggests that 

only the BERs required updating for the MEGAN model. The fit of the model to 

measurement was much better at the oil palm plantation than at the rainforest mainly 

because of the lower sensor height, higher concentrations, minimal dilution effect, 

and a higher sensitivity of the PTR-MS for isoprene at the oil palm site. However, 

estimating the canopy temperature at the rainforest from the ambient temperature at 

75 m and the heat fluxes improved the agreement significantly, although factors such 

as advection, transport delays, chemical reactions, etc. could be more pronounced 

than over the oil palms. 

 

One of the conclusions could be that the original G06 cannot be used for oil palm 

without parameterisation or appropriately collected hourly BERs or at least updating 

the BER used in MEGAN for oil palms with an adjusted BER of 8 mg m-2 h-1. For 

precise modelling, a combination of an appropriate diurnal function of BERs (Sect. 
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2.3.4.9) and optimised empirical parameters in G06 is essential for simulating correct 

oil palm isoprene emission with MEGAN.  

 

2.3.4.8.2 Isoprene emission (process based models (N99, A07) 

Despite an excellent agreement of a semi-empirical algorithm such as G06 after 

parameterisation for the oil palm isoprene emission, process-based emission 

modelling may become more important if one would like to investigate the 

influences of the past or future climates at significantly different CO2 levels (Possell 

et al., 2005), assuming that the potential future increase in CO2 will not be 

compensated by a related increase in the CO2 sinks such as the soil respiration rate 

(Heath et al., 2005). Briefly, in the Niinemets et al. (1999) model (N99) isoprene 

production is primarily dependent on dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) and 

isoprene synthase activity. The model assumes that there is only a certain fraction of 

electrons available to reduce CO2 to isoprene and that metabolic pathway strength is 

proportional to the total isoprene synthase activity in leaves. The model of Arneth et 

al. (2007) (A07) is an extension of the N99 model, which takes into account the CO2 

concentrations, which may impact on the induction of the inhibition of the emissions, 

through accounting for the limitation of a substrate for isoprene synthesis. The 

intercomparison between the models and measurements is shown on a diurnal graph 

(Figure 2.3-30). 
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Figure 2.3-30 Diurnal profile of the measured flux in comparison with different models. 

 

By using the parameterised G06 model for oil palm it is possible to achieve the best 

fit to the measurement. The process-based A07 model has almost an identical course 

as the parameterised G06 model but there is a small overestimation in the morning 

(6:00 to 10:00 LT) and in the afternoon (14:00 to 18:00) which might be because the 

process-based model is a leaf-level model in comparison and G06 is the canopy 

model. However, the process-based models seem the right ones to use at leaf-level 

scale, since the photosynthesis is directly linked to the circadian effect. The old N99 

model has a significantly worse performance especially in the morning and 

afternoon. As explained above, the original G06 does not account for the circadian 

rhythm and therefore it is unable to fit the measurements very well. 
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2.3.4.8.3 MVK/MACR deposition  

 

As was shown earlier in Figure 2.3-16 the Vd(zm) of MVK and MACR was often 

close in value to Vmax, the maximum adsorption capacity of leaf surfaces. However, 

the deposition rates were not always close to Vmax so it would be interesting to find 

out whether leaves could actually take up MVK or MACR for returning back a 

portion of the lost carbon. Some VOCs such as acetaldehyde are known to be taken 

up by stomata (Rottenberger et al., 2004), although they can also adsorb to cuticular 

waxes. The deposition fluxes were parameterised similarly to Nemitz et al. (2009a) 

(N09) except that instead of taking the average value of Vd,  the fitting of a diurnal 

function to the available Rc timeseries was made, and the modelling of flux 

timeseries relied on the available measured mixing ratio data (χ(zm)) and Vd derived 

as in Equation 2.3-6. 

Equation 2.3-8 

m

a

( )

( )MVK MACR
b c

z
F

R z d R R


  

    

The fluxes modelled in this way were used for gap-filling and the resulting timeseries 

combining measured and modelled fluxes are presented in Figure 2.3-31. 

 

Figure 2.3-31 Measured MVK+MACR flux gapfilled by modelled flux (resistance 

analogy, N09) 
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2.3.4.8.4 Parameterisations for other VOCs 

 

The success of the model depends, among other things, on the dependence of 

emissions on environmental driving variables. For the temperature and PAR-

dependent emission G06 seems to be an ideal model, which is relatively easy to 

parameterise. The individual parameters in that model may have a biological 

meaning, since many of them were derived in leaf-level measurement. Here, the 

parameterisation is applied freely with a goal to investigate how well the model can 

be made simulate the measurement and the application for gap-filling of the fluxes to 

achieve a higher representativeness of the reported fluxes. If the driving parameters 

are not associated with light and temperature responses then parameterisation would 

not succeed in producing a good fit. Therefore only isoprene, estragole and toluene 

were found to be strongly temperature dependent, although the last two had a 

delayed response with temperature and PAR, most probably because the floral 

biochemistry and release are different from those of the leaves but also because of 

the longer atmospheric lifetimes compared with isoprene. It is also possible that 

toluene emissions might be mainly temperature dependent, but the relationship with 

temperature was not exponential as is typically the case for isoprene and 

monoterpene emissions. In Table 2.3-6 are listed the default parameters of G06 in 

comparison with the optimised parameters for each of the 3 emitting VOCs. 

Surprisingly the CT1 and CT2 for toluene did not change in the parameterisation 

compared to the original parameters in MEGAN for isoprene. The b1 and b2 

components of the activity factor associated with PAR response decreased by orders 

of magnitude to very small values but b3 increased by a few factors. The empirical 

components of temperature-related activity factors rose relatively weakly, 2.5 times 

in b4, and by a tiny fraction in b5 and b6. The maximal enzyme temperature decreased 

by 1 degree. The modelled data were used for gap-filling, as shown in Figure 2.3-32. 
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Table 2.3-6 Comparison of G06 optimised parameters for isoprene, estragole, and 

toluene. Canopy temperature was used in all cases. Values for estragole were taken 

from Misztal et al. (2010c). 

G06 

parameters 
G06 original 

Oil palm 

optimised 

Oil  palm 

optimised 

Oil palm 

optimised 

compound isoprene isoprene estragole toluene 

CT1 95 174 131 95 

CT2 230 2750 542 230 

b1 0.004 0.0007 0.031 0.0002 

b2 0.0005 0.00002 0.0030 -6  10-6 

b3 0.0468 0.116 0.0453 0.174 

b4 0.6 0.58 -0.32 1.5 

b5 2.034 3.790 1.812 2.161 

b6 0.05 -0.01 -0.21 0.06 

Tb 313 K 317 K 307 K 312 K 

200 (sun leaves) 
P0 200 200 200 

50 (shaded leaves) 

     

BER  
7.8 22.8 0.80 0.53 

(mg m-2 hr-1) 

     

R2  

vs measured 
0.75 0.93 0.64 0.71 

*derived from 1:1 slope of the fit with the measurement.         derived from M. Wilkinson’s thesis 
(Wilkinson, 2005) 
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Figure 2.3-32 Toluene flux timeseries gap-filled with modified G06 for oil palm toluene. 

 

2.3.4.9 Circadian control of isoprene emissions 

 

Some of the data in this chapter contributed to a paper in preparation led by N. 

Hewitt (Nature, under review) 

 

As demonstrated earlier, the optimisation of G06 parameters could provide a good fit 

to the measured data and thus optimise the algorithm for the response compensate  to 

the circadian rhythm. Since MEGAN is the global model the optimal situation would 

be to leave the parameters as they are in the original model but adjust only the BER 

value for oil palm (currently 1 mg m-2 h-1 for crops) so that the average of an output 

value is the same as the average of the measurement. This could be achieved by 

using as the BER for isoprene the 7.8 mg m-2 h-1 value (reduced compared to the 

measurement). However, for precise modelling, especially of oil palm isoprene 

emissions, whose BERs are strongly circadian, it is necessary to update also the G06 

parameters because of the following reasons: firstly, the enzyme optimal 

temperatures are different for oil palms than for other species; secondly, the 

temperature and PAR responses obtained from leaf-level studies are different than 

for the non-circadian species (Wilkinson, 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2006); and thirdly, 

it is not possible to match the diurnal profile of the flux by only adjusting a constant 
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BER. Another solution could be the use of variable BERs, which can be obtained by 

dividing the measured canopy flux by the activity factor in the original G06.   

Figure 2.3-33a shows that the variable BERs collected that way were similar in 

pattern to BERs obtained in leaf-level measurements by Wilkinson et al. (2006), 

although in the former case the absolute BER values derived were smaller, which 

was an analogous situation to a constant BER, also reduced, obtained from the fit 

with G06. Consequently, the use of variable BERs does not totally relax the need for 

the parameterisation, mostly because of the different optimal enzyme temperatures 

and responses of oil palm with regard to other species. A perfect agreement both in 

patterns and absolute values can only be achieved if variable BERs are used, for 

example, as a function (Figure 2.3-33b) fitted to the average diurnal data of measured 

canopy BERs. The best function to describe canopy BERs at the oil palm was the 6th 

order polynomial, which was applied instead of constant BER in the G06 model. In 

order for both the pattern and the absolute values to agree well with leaf level 

measurements (Owen et al., 2010) the variable BERs would require the division of 

canopy flux by the parameterised G06 activity factor. The comparison of the diurnal 

flux outputs of the G06 model with the variable BERs and the constant BER with the 

measured flux is shown in Figure 2.3-34a.  

 

Figure 2.3-33 a) Comparison of BERs derived from canopy measurement in blue (this 

work) in comparison with BERs obtained at leaf level in the lab (Wilkinson et al., 

2006); b) Polynomial fitting of the canopy BERs for use in the variable-BER G06 

algorithm. 
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Previously the author suggested that an appropriately scaled (reduced) constant BER 

in the original G06 could minimise the discrepancy in terms of daily mean 

(overestimating morning and afternoon; underestimating middle of a day). This claim 

could be justified by scaling the BER using the direct canopy flux. However, leaf-

level BERs are commonly measured during the middle of a day, and should they be 

introduced as such to the G06 model the discrepancy in the overall flux could be up 

to a factor of ten in the morning and a factor of 2 in the evening (Figure 2.3-34b). 

 

 

Figure 2.3-34 (a) Comparison of the G06 models depending on the type of BER used 

(constant or variable), and the measurement; (b) the percentage difference between 

these models flux outputs. 
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There may be other circadian species aside from oil palm where variable BER would 

be applicable. Another issue could be with seasonality in BERs (Barkley et al., 

2009), and therefore more atmospheric eddy covariance BER measurements are 

required. 
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2.3.5 Discussion 

2.3.5.1 Estimation of regional and global emissions from oil 

palm plantations 

According to the latest estimates, in 2008 oil palm plantation area extended globally 

over 14.586 MHa (FAO, 2010) with 5.000 MHa in Indonesia and 3.900 MHa in 

Malaysia, which corresponded to approximately a 5% global increase with reference 

to the values for the previous year 2007 (FAO, 2009). Therefore, a global flux could 

be estimated simply by taking the representative average over the entire period (incl. 

night times and gap filling) and converting to an annual flux per hectare. Such a 

simplified approach assumes no seasonality, which is, to first approximation, true for 

the oil palm which yields fruits all year round, although there might be mild season-

related differences. Another assumption which must be made is that the palm tree 

density at the measurement location is representative for other plantations, since the 

average global density of oil palms is not known.  

 

For the compounds which can be well modelled using the approaches presented 

earlier (2.3.3.5) the flux integration period could be extended for a 2 week longer 

period when temperature and PAR had been recorded before the PTR-MS 

measurements started. This may increase the representativeness, since the 

temperatures were higher in the preceding period. As an example an extended time 

series of isoprene flux is shown in Figure 2.3-35. The inclusion of the additional 

modelled series for isoprene flux increases the mean isoprene flux value from 2.121 

mg m-2 h-1 (N = 633)  to 3.962 mg m-2 h-1 (N = 1251). This almost doubling is due to 

the emissions being very sensitive to the temperature (exponential dependence). An 

analogous increase was noted for toluene flux from 0.186 mg m-2 h-1 (N = 633) to 

0.328 mg m-2 h-1 (N = 1251), but less so for estragole, i.e. from 0.398 (N = 633) to 

0.452 mg m-2 h-1 (N = 1251) because of the weaker responses of estragole emissions 

to temperature and PAR. The summary of the global estimates of net BVOC 

emissions from oil palms is shown in Table 2.3-7. 
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Figure 2.3-35 Extended time series for isoprene flux. The temperatures in the period 

preceding the measurements were higher which had a strong effect on the higher flux 

due to an exponential increase. 

 

Table 2.3-7 Global and regional estimates of BVOC oil palm emissions (Gg a-1). 

Isoprene, estragole and toluene timeseries were gapfilled and extended through 

modelling. 

 Methanol 
Acetal-

dehyde 

MVK+ 

MACR 

Hexanal

s 

Estragol

e 
Acetone Isoprene MT Toluene

Global 12.8 15.3 5070 15.3 419 578 

Malaysia 3.42 4.10 1400 4.10 112    155 

Indonesia 

si
nk

 

4.38 5.26 1700 

si
nk

 

si
nk

 

5.26 144 198 

 

Even despite such high isoprene emissions from oil palm, this type of ecosystem 

delivers only 5 Tg annually, which is approximately 1% of estimated global isoprene 

emissions from vegetation. However, the regional impact is expected to be very high 

for the Malaysia and Indonesia region where most global oil palm plantations are 

concentrated. The sum of global estragole and toluene emissions is approximately 1 

Tg which might be important contribution to aerosol chemistry (Sect. 2.3.5.2). Other 

compounds, due to their low flux or deposition, do not seem to have a high global 

contribution from this ecosystem but the finding of deposition for isoprene products 

and for species with high Henry’s law constants are important since yields of these 

species obtained from chambers may be effectively overestimated if the deposition is 

not considered. 
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2.3.5.2 BVOC effects on BSOA – land-use change 

implications 

It is well established that BVOCs are large contributors to organic aerosols although 

the exact mechanisms of gas/aerosol chemistry and partitioning are not entirely 

explored (e.g. Camredon et al., 2007). The majority of studies have been conducted 

in photooxidation chambers (e.g. Barley and McFiggans, 2010; Fuentes et al., 2010; 

McFiggans et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2009; Alfarra et al., 2006) which are very 

useful for defining the aerosol yields, properties and mechanisms. These studies, in 

combination with in situ measurements of the atmospheric aerosol composition and 

fluxes (e.g. Allan et al., 2003; Beddows et al., 2004; Coe et al., 2006; DeCarlo et al., 

2008; Dall'Osto et al., 2004; Dall'Osto et al., 2006; Dorsey et al., 2002; Gallagher et 

al., 2002; Huffman et al., 2009; Nemitz et al., 2009b; Nemitz et al., 2008; Rollins et 

al., 2010; Zorn et al., 2008) and atmospheric measurements of their precursors 

(Davison et al., 2009; de Gouw, 2007; Goldstein et al., 2004; Grabmer et al., 2004; 

Karl, 2004; Karl and Guenther, 2004; Karl et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2010; Langford et 

al., 2009a; Langford et al., 2009b; Rinne et al., 2007b; Rizzo et al., 2010), can help in 

better understanding of atmospheric chemistry, physics, and the biosphere-climate 

interactions.  

Large BVOC emissions from oil palm may have a high impact on BSOA formation. 

In Table 2.3-8 are listed SOA mass yields for the most dominant expected aerosol 

precursors which were used in Figure 2.3-36 to derive equivalent aerosol fluxes for 

the oil palm and rainforest. It seems that isoprene, due to its relatively small aerosol 

yield, is not as important as other compounds such as monoterpenes, estragole and 

toluene, although the significance of isoprene from oil palm may be considerable 

because of the very high emissions, although it is possible that these emissions may 

paradoxically lead to the inhibition of the aerosol formation due to OH scavenging 

(Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2009). Furthermore, the yield of isoprene takes into account 

its oxygenated products, which exhibited strong deposition at the site. Therefore the 

effect of isoprene on BSOA formation is quite uncertain but the parallel eddy 

covariance aerosol flux measurements at the site (Nemitz et al., 2010) show elevated 
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nitrate fraction coinciding in time with isoprene flux, which might be due to isoprene 

nitrate formation, which has recently been reported to have different isomeric forms 

with different lifetimes (Lockwood et al., 2010). On the other hand the most 

abundant organic fraction is shifted to later in the day, coinciding with floral 

estragole and probably also toluene. The total equivalent aerosol flux derived from 

VOC fluxes is in agreement to an order of magnitude with the total measured flux by 

the ToF-AMS. Perfect agreement would not be expected due to different reaction 

timescales within the measurement footprint. Therefore, this comparison cannot be 

used for making statements about the validity of the yields obtained in the chambers.  

 

Table 2.3-8 Comparison of mass yields and mean values of fluxes at oil palm plantation 

and rainforest  

RAINFOREST 

mid-day Flux (mg 

m-2 h-1) 

SOA  OIL PALM mid-day 

Flux (mg m-2 h-1) 
Compound 

mass YIELD (%) 

2 
Isoprene 8.6 2.1 

(Lee et al., 2006b) 

31-58 
Monoterpenes deposition 0.31 

(Lee et al., 2006b) 

40 
Estragole 0.5 ND 

(Lee et al., 2006b) 

30 
Toluene 1.2 0.0 

(Ng et al., 2007) 

15-18 

MVK/MACR (Ruppert and Heinz 

Becker, 2000) 

deposition 0.0 

Acetone small 0.2 0.2 
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Figure 2.3-36 Comparison of equivalent aerosol fluxes from dominant VOCs at the oil 

palm plantation (left, red) and the nearby rainforest site (right, blue).   

 

From the comparison of the two land uses it is clear that monoterpenes are the largest 

aerosol contributors at the rainforest whereas at the oil palm plantation monoterpenes 

were not primarily emitted but were net deposited. However, the absence of net 

monoterpene emission from oil palm is offset by the large estragole fluxes which 

have a similar SOA yield to monoterepenes. Considering only isoprene and estragole 

then clearly aerosol production from oil palm emissions exceeds that from rainforest 

emissions by approximately a factor of 2. Including the emissions of what has been 

identified most probably as toluene increases this domination of oil palms to SOA 
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formation to a factor of 3, as was shown in the bar chart of Figure 2.3-36. More 

comparisons are discussed in the next section (2.3.5.3). 

 

2.3.5.3 Major differences with rainforest 

The VOC concentrations and fluxes for rainforest can be found in Langford et al. 

(2010). The general difference was a different mix and total quantity of VOC over 

these types of ecosystem. The most striking difference was in isoprene fluxes and 

concentrations at the oil palm site which exceeded by 4 to 8 times the values at the 

rainforest. The other major feature of oil palms was a relatively high level of the 

floral pollinator attractant estragole which was not detected at the rainforest. On the 

other hand the fluxes of monoterpenes at the plantation were either very small or 

deposited, whereas they were very high at the rainforest with total monoterpene to 

isoprene ratio of 0.24 – 0.27 which is the second highest value reported so far from 

tropical regions. The impact of these main dissimilarities on aerosol formation was 

discussed in Sect. 2.3.5.2. A different ecosystem is likely to differ in various aspects 

such as biodiversity of plant and animal species. In this respect, oil palm is a very 

homogenous monoculture whereas rainforest is extremely diverse and heterogenic. 

Measurements were conducted at different heights at the two sites (i.e. 15 m at the 

plantation, and 75 m at the rainforest), which could have an influence on the mixing 

ratio values but the flux of non-divergent compounds was assumed to be independent 

of the height in this range. Therefore the comparison of the mass spectra relative 

fractions of the total ranges of VOC compositions at the two sites were compared in 

Figure 2.3-37. One can see that some compounds are dominant at one site while 

others can be more important at the other site, which can be better visualised in the 

bottom graph of this figure, where differences in the mixing ratios of the sites are 

divided by the sum of these mixing ratios, i.e. (cm/zOP-cm/zRF)/ (cm/zOP+cm/zRF). For 

example isoprene (m/z 69), MVK+MACR (m/z 71), HA (m/z 75), toluene (m/z 93), 

and estragole (m/z 149) are dominant at the oil palm, whereas acetic acid (m/z 61), 

monoterpenes (m/z 81, 137) and, possibly, methyl salicylate (MeSa) (m/z 153) are 

dominant at the rainforest. It has been reported that MeSa can be used as a stress 

tracer at an ecosystem scale (Karl et al., 2008). 
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Figure 2.3-37 Qualitative comparison of VOC compositions at an oil palm and a 

rainforest 

 

  

2.3.5.4 A future scenario 

Predictions from global climate models (IPCC, 2007) are for an increase in mean 

global temperature in the 21st century in the range 1.1 ºC to 6.4 ºC. The uncertainties 

in these predictions are high and variable depending on the model and related to the 

estimates in greenhouse gas emissions. The El Niño-Southern Oscillation has an 

inter-annual variability which may have a strong influence on the temperature rise 

although there may be large regional variations. A hypothetical scenario presented 

here assumes an annual increase of 0.02 ºC in temperature, 0.5% rise in [CO2], and a 

5% increase in oil palm plantation area. Taking these into a simulation for the year 

2058 (in 50 years time) an increase in temperature by 1 ºC, in [CO2] by 25% and a 
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250% increase in the plantation area is projected with reference to the measurement

period in 2008. Using the A07 model for such a scenario the increase of temperature 

of 1 ºC at unchanged [CO2] would increase the emission of isoprene by 

approximately 20%. This increase would drop to 10% if the increase in [

25% was considered. However, these are minor increases compared with the effec

of area expansion. Overall, for this 2058 scenario predicted global emissions of 

isoprene from oil palm plantations would rise from 5 Tg a-1 to 14 Tg a-1, which i

almost a 3-fold increase, and would correspond to 3% of current global isoprene 

emissions from vegetation. However, if biodiesel requirements rise dramatically d

to exhaustion of fossil fuels the rate of oil palm plantation expansion may be much 

higher than the current 5% p.a. 

 

CO2] by 

t 

s 

ue 

2.3.5.5 Levels of uncertainty 

Although much as ex f the quality and precision of 

 

rm a 

as very 

n the typical 

he errors from the derivation of mixing ratios were different for compounds present 

 for 

 effort w pended on optimisation o

the measurements presented, uncertainty nevertheless remains. The main sources of 

uncertainty are likely to result from the relatively short measurement period of 12 

days. As was shown using the temperature and PAR values recorded prior to the 

PTR-MS measurements, the emissions could be almost twice higher for isoprene.

However, using the combination of measurement and optimised modelling 

approaches the data for the 3 weeks could be reconstructed, which should fo

representative picture of the fluxes during the May/June period. The variations in 

temperature in different months should be considered although they are not 

significantly different since the climate in Sabah has only weak seasonality 

compared, for example, with the Amazon. The absolute humidity in Sabah w

high, which is not typically encountered elsewhere. This could have an effect on 

somewhat elevated detection limits for compounds such as methanol or 

acetaldehyde, although both the sensitivity and the detection limit were i

range for isoprene.  

 

T

in the calibration standard, derived using a relative transmission approach and were 

assumed higher for large m/z (Sect. 2.3.3.3). The errors deriving from disjunct 

sampling and the number of masses in a cycle and dwell time used were typical
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other vDEC setups. Most of these and other significant errors were discussed in Sect. 

 

2.3.6 Conclusions 

 

hese were the first direct canopy scale measurements of VOC mixing ratios and 

 the varied VOC mix, isoprene constituted almost half of the mixing ratios during 

as 

r due to 

exhibited clear deposition with the 

il palm has not been found to be a clear monoterpene emitter, and although small 

ailable 

 

palms can be the highest sources of BVOCs after isoprene 

from fronds since oil palm inflorescences contain thousands of flowers which emit 

2.3.3.4. The modelling approaches and parameterisations were performed with the 

main aim to use the optimised model for gap-filling. The fitted G06 coefficients 

should form a comparative basis with other studies, but the biological function of

these parameters requires more lab studies on the circadian control.  

T

fluxes from an oil palm plantation.   

 

In

the mid-day (10:00 – 14:00 LT) with an average 13.1 ppbv. In the mid-day fluxes 

isoprene dominated 84% of the emitted compounds at 9.7 mg m-2 h-1. The BER 

obtained from the fit of Guenther et al. (2006) activity factor and measurement w

7.8 mg m-2 h-1, which is almost 8 times higher than the default value used in 

MEGAN for crops. However, the values of BER obtained in the leaf level 

measurements and from the parameterised G06 algorithm were much highe

the circadian control of emissions from oil palm.  

The oxidation products of isoprene MVK+MACR 

maximal deposition velocities reaching 1.5 cm s-1. This may have an effect on the 

atmospheric modelling since deposition of MVK and MACR is typically not 

observed in the photo-oxidation chambers.  

 

O

amounts were detected, more precise studies are required to understand the 

mechanism of the small monoterpene emissions from oil palms. From the av

data it appears that they might not be typically temperature and light dependent but 

might be of more stress related in reference to fronds and also could be floral or from

outside of the footprint.  

Floral emissions from oil 
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anise-like odour of estragole, whose canopy fluxes were the second highest during 

the mid-day at 0.81 mg m-2 h-1 although its emission maximum was shifted towards 

later in the day. Our findings suggest that probably the flowers may also be a source

of toluene, which was emitted at a similar rate of 0.76 mg m-2 h-1 but had a quadratic

relationship with temperature, which made it to be well described by a parameterised 

G06 algorithm. Toluene was earlier found emitted from vegetation but the emissions 

reported here are the highest biogenic source of toluene.  

Both estragole and toluene have a high BSOA formation potential. Their sum of 

equivalent aerosol fluxes including isoprene was estimated

 

 

 at approximately 1 mg of 

on of oil palm areas may lead to tripling of these VOC emissions 

lobally in the next 50 years. The findings suggest that much higher emissions of 

e 

is 
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2.4 Floral estragole from oil palms – specific case 
 

This chapter corresponds to the article led by me in a collaboration which was 

publish in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (Misztal et al., 2010; Appendix II-H). 

Here is only my contribution presented and therefore based mostly on PTR-MS 

measurement and analysis.  
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2.4.1 Abstract 

e 1-

s 

ly from flower enclosures. However, we did not detect 

is compound at a nearby rainforest.  Estragole is a known attractant of the African 

amerunicus), which pollinates oil palms (Elaeis 

 the biogenic emissions of estragole but 

iogenic emissions and 

atively high potential for secondary organic 

n and high reactivity with OH radical. We 

 measurements of estragole fluxes from tropical oil 

nct eddy covariance technique and compare them with 

emissions from Ponderosa pine. Flowers, 

ther than leaves, appear to be the main source of estragole from oil palms; we 

ate of estragole emissions from oil palm plantations of ~ 0.5 Tg 

y-1
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v

other V .

m

using a

resistance  

peak ev h

suggest th g

c

more imp

2.4.2 Introduction 

Estragole or 1-allyl-4-methoxybenzene (AMOB) is an oxygenated volatile organic 

compound (OVOC) with molecular weight of 148 and a boiling point of 216 ºC at 

During two field campaigns (OP3 and ACES), which ran in Borneo in 2008, we 

measured large emissions of estragole (methyl chavicol; IUPAC systematic nam

allyl-4-methoxybenzene; CAS number 140-67-0) in ambient air above oil palm 

canopies (0.81 mg m-2 h-1 and 3.2 ppbv for mean midday fluxes and mixing ratio

respectively) and subsequent

th

oil palm weevil (Elaeidobius k

guineensis). There has been recent interest in

it is normally not included in atmospheric models of b

atmospheric chemistry despite its rel

aerosol formation from photooxidatio

report the first direct canopy-scale

palms by the virtual disju

previously reported data for estragole 

ra

derive a global estim

. The observed ecosystem mean fluxes (0.44 mg m-2 h-1) and mean ambient 

olume ixing ratios (3.0 ppbv) of estragole are the highest reported so far. The 

alue for midday mixing ratios is not much different from the total average as, unlike 

OCs (e.g  isoprene), the main peak occurred in the evening rather than in the 

iddle of the day. Despite this, we show that the estragole flux can be parameterised 

 combination of a modified G06 algorithm for emission and a canopy 

 approach for deposition. owever, the model underestimates the afternoon H

en thoug  a similar approach works well for isoprene. Our measurements 

at this bio enic compound may have an impact on regional atmospheric 

hemistry that previously has not been accounted for in models and could become 

ortant in the future due to expansion of the areas of oil palm plantation. 
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atmospher sure, re should be regarded as a semi-volatile organic 

ter 

1-

 it 

ne 

 

ions 

 

f 

) 

is concentrated in Malaysia (3.8 Mha) and Indonesia (4.6 Mha) (FAO, 2009). The oil 

palm culti ere i elding cross between dura and pisifera forms 

ic pres  and therefo

compound. Although it is a C-10 compound (C10H12O) it is not classified as 

terpenoid because it is produced by the phenylpropanoid pathway rather than a 

terpenoid pathway. It has many synonyms, of which the most commonly used af

estragole are methyl chavicol, p-allylanisole, isoanethole, chavicyl methyl ether or 

methoxy-4-prop-2-enylbenzene. Estragole is the original name attributed to the 

compound and it is used throughout this article. It derives from “estragon”, the 

French and German word for tarragon (Artemesia dracunculus), a herb to which

gives its anis-like odour.  

Even though estragole was reported to be a major component of ponderosa pi

emissions almost 30 years ago (Altshuller, 1983), the growing interest in this 

compound in the atmospheric science community has been relatively recent. The

interest follows analytical improvements over the last decade which have extended 

biogenic emission studies to a wider variety of compounds, including estragole. 

Bouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) recently reported measurements of estragole emiss

and ambient concentrations from ponderosa pine trees and highlighted the 

importance this compound might have for atmospheric chemistry. Lee et al. (2006b) 

found that the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) yield from full photochemical 

oxidation of this compound was the highest of all oxygenated terpenes (40%) and

also that it was significantly higher than the SOA yield from its ozonolysis (6%) (Lee 

et al., 2006a). Emissions of estragole from oil palms have not yet been quantified 

even though, as shown later, they exceed many times those reported from other 

species, and thus their contribution to regional photochemistry is likely to be 

considerable. Estragole, like many other BVOCs, is suspected to be harmful to 

human health at high concentrations (EPA, 2002).   

The area of oil palm (Arecaceae Elaeis) plantations is rapidly expanding in South 

East Asia, in order to meet the global demand for palm oil. Globally the land area o

oil palm plantations is estimated at 13.9 million hectares, where the majority (60%

vated th s usually a high yi

of Elaeis guineensis Jacq., which is native to tropical Africa, or hybrids of E. 

guineensis with E. oleifera, which is native to Latin America. Plantation area has 
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increased in Malaysia from 55,000 hectares in 1960, to half a million in 1975, and 

million hectares were under cultivation in 1980 (Hartley, 1988). Nowadays th

is nearly 4 million ha.  

It was originally thought that the oil palm is mainly wind pollinated, until Syed 

(1979) showed experimentally that the oil palm is mainly insect pollinated. Estragole 

is the known attractant for the weevil (Elaeidobius kamerunicus Faust) which is 

specific pollinator of Elaeis guineensis flowers. E. guineensis is monoecious 

containing both female and male flowers on one tree which open at different times 

and which are pollinated a

a 

e area 

the 

ll year round (Henderson, 1986; Syed, 1979; Tandon et al., 

s 

n et al., 

e 

stry, 

r 

e 

~3  

ne 

ouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) 

2001).This weevil responds specifically to estragole and not its derivatives, as wa

experimentally shown by Hussein et al. (Henderson, 1986; Syed, 1979; Tando

2001). It is not native to Borneo but was introduced from Cameroon in 1981 for th

purpose of improving pollination and increasing crop yields (1989). The specificity 

of the pollinator and lack of predators led to a great success for the palm oil indu

saving tens of million pounds on hand pollination (Hartley, 1988). Estragole 

emissions are therefore of great importance to the oil palm industry.  

The lifetime of estragole in the atmosphere has been estimated for temperate 

latitudes by Bouvier-Brown et al. (Hussein et al., 1991) as 55 min and 18 h for 

reaction with OH and O3, respectively, suggesting that this compound can have an 

impact on regional photochemistry. Estragole oxidation is not included in the Master 

Chemical Mechanism (MCM)2, nor are any other aromatic species with methoxy o

2-propenyl substituents. The reactivity of estragole to OH might be expected to b

similar to that of methoxybenzene, or the methoxy-substituted aromatic ring (

10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1), with the side chain reacting similarly to a terminal alke

(M.E. Jenkin, personal communication). Recently, B

reported two consistent estimates for kOH of 5.7  10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 from 

ozonolysis studies performed by Lee et al. (2006a) and 5.4  10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 

derived using the Environmental Protection Agency’s Estimation Program Interface 

Suite (2006a; 2006b). These are similar to the kOH value for 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol 

                                                 

 
2 http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/ 
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(MBO). The same authors also estimated rate coefficients for the reaction of 

estragole with ozone (kO3) of 1.4  10-17 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and 1.2  10-17 cm3 

molecule-1 s-1 the same experimental and modelling approaches, respectively. It 

at 

 and 

e second most 

ion and 

 

al 

a a

 

would be anticipated that the initial stages of estragole degradation are efficient 

generating ozone, since 1-alkenes typically have photochemical ozone creation 

potentials (POCP) of around 100. On the other hand, if degradation leads to 

compounds of structures similar to benzaldehyde or nitrophenols, then the impact on 

ozone formation will be near zero or negative since these compounds lead to near-

irreversible sequestration of NOx and organic material into species which deposit 

efficiently or are incorporated into aerosol. But in that case, estragole would be 

expected to act as an efficient SOA precursor. In both instances estragole oxidation 

will likely have an impact on regional photochemistry. 

In May and June 2008 measurements of VOC fluxes by virtual disjunct eddy 

covariance (continuous flow disjunct) were made using proton transfer reaction mass 

spectroscopy (PTR-MS), and were supplemented by GC-MS study (leaf level

ambient) at an oil palm plantation in Sabah, Borneo3. Estragole was th

abundant BVOC (after isoprene) at the plantation and the observed concentrat

fluxes are the highest reported so far from vegetation. 

 

2.4.3 Methods 

2.4.3.1 Site and setup 

The experiment site was a flat 33 ha commercial oil palm plantation located at 

5°14'52.67 (N) latitude and 118°27'14.96 (E) longitude within a much larger oil palm

area belonging to the Sabahmas Oil Palm Plantation owned by Wilmar Internation

Ltd. (Figure 2.4-1). This location is 28 km NE of Lah d Datu in the Mal ysian 

province of Sabah in NE Borneo. The palms were 12 year old E. guineensis × E.

                                                 

 
3 Misztal, P. K., Nemitz, E., Langford, B., Coyle, M., Ryder, J., DiMarco, C., Phillips, G., Oram, D., 

Owen, S., Heal, M. R. and Cape, J. N.: First direct ecosystem fluxes of VOCs from oil palms in SE 

ss., in preparation for submission, 2010 Asia, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discu
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oleifera hybrids of the progeny “Gutherie”, with an average height of 12 m an

single-sided leaf area index (LAI) of about 6, planted at a commercial density o

trees per ha. The suite of atmospheric measurements at this site and a rainforest s

during OP3 and ACES measurement campaigns is summarised in the introductory 

paper of this issue (EPA, 2000) 
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Figure 2.4-1. Schematic of the sampling setup at the Sabahmas Oil Palm plantation, 

Borneo. Measurements of estragole (and other VOCs) were made at canopy and leaf 
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level using proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) and leaf cuvettes 

(Li-COR Li-6400 and ADC LCpro). ZA refers to the zero-air (pure air) generator, and 

TOF-AMS refers to a time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer deployed at the site. In 

addition, a portable gas chromatograph with a mass spectrometer (Hapsite Smart, 

Inficon, East Syracuse NY) was used (not presented here) for ambient air and 

in-situ analysis. 

 

2.4.3.2 Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer 

(PTR-MS) 

A Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) was employed to monitor 

the VOC concentrations and eddy fluxes of various compounds including estragole. 

The PTR-MS instrument was a high sensitivity model (Ionicon Innsbruck, Austria, 

s/n: 04-03) incorporating an additional turbopump for the detection chamber and 

Teflon instead of Viton rings in the drift tube. In addition in our instrument the 

Pfeiffer turbopumps have been replaced by their Varian analogues. Operational 

details have been described elsewhere (Hewitt et al., 2009), and very recently the 

PTR-MS technique has been reviewed by Blake et al.(e.g. de Gouw et al., 2003; 

Lindinger et al., 1998), hence only a brief description is presented here. The VOCs 

under study, whose proton affinities exceed that of water, are soft-ionised in a drift 

tube by collision with hydronium ions, formed in the hollow cathode of the ion 

source. The products of the proton transfer reactions are either protonated 

compounds or their protonated fragments or clusters. The magnitude of 

fragmentation/clustering can be optimised by adjusting the electric field (E) and the 

buffer gas number density (N) in the drift tube, so that the E/N ratio is most 

commonly in the range of 120-140 Td (1 Td = 10-17 V cm2). The relative abundance 

of the product cations, separated by the quadrupole mass filter, can be derived from 

the number of pulses counted by the Secondary Electron Multiplier (SEM) during a 

given dwell time. During the PTR-MS measurements at the plantation the E/N ratio 

was kept constant at 140 Td by adjusting drift tube parameters of pressure to 160 Pa, 

temperature to 45 °C and the drift voltage to 485 V. The sampling inlet and the 20 

about 15 m. A 20 m PTFE sampling line (1/4’’ OD, 3/16’’ ID) was used to draw a 

enclosure 

Hz sonic anemometer (Solent R3, Gill Instruments) were placed above the canopy at 
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flow rate of 35 L min-1 past the instrument, which sub-sampled at a flow rate of 40

mL min-1. The instrument and PTFE tubing were protected against water 

condensation by heating above the ambient temperature (approx. 50 ºC) using a 

heating tape. In order to get absolute volume mixing ratios, either calibration with

external standard is required, or less precise calculation can be made based o

calibrated transmission of th

0 

 an 

n the 

e instrument and the proton transfer reaction rate of 

stragole. As no estragole calibration standard was available for PTR-MS at the site, 

the instrument was calibrated itrile, 

acetone, acetaldehy  a monoterpene: d-limonene) and then the relative 

transmission curve was obtained to yield an empirical calibration coefficient for 

kes a 

O

e

 against several other VOCs (i.e. methanol, aceton

de, isoprene,

estragole (method described by Taipale et al., (2009)).   

The biggest advantage of PTR-MS is the high frequency of data acquisition, which 

makes it suitable for use in micrometeorological flux measurement techniques such 

as eddy covariance (EC). Here, data were processed according to the virtual disjunct 

eddy covariance concept (2008), where for each m/z of interest the PTR-MS ma

measurement which is sufficiently fast (as determined by the dwell and instrument 

response time), but discontinuous (while the PTR-MS scans the other m/z of 

interest), thus providing fewer data points than continuous EC. For the flux mode the 

instrument was running in the multiple ion detection (MID) for 25 minutes every half 

hour cycling through 13 m/z channels including estragole and remaining 10 VOC-

related protonated masses analysed at 0.5-s dwell time each, whereas a shorter 0.2 s 

dwell time was used for the hydronium (H3
18O+) ions measured at m/z 21 and water 

clusters (H2O)H3O
+ measured at m/z 37. This corresponded to a cycle length of 7 s 

with 210 PTR-MS and 30 000 wind rows in 25 min. The effective time lag 

associated with the residence time in the tubing was calculated from the cross-

correlation between vertical wind speed and the V C mixing ratio as a function of 

lag time (Karl et al., 2002; Rinne et al., 2001). If no true peak was present in the 

covariance function, or if it was smaller than the detection limit derived by 

multiplying the standard deviation of the noise over 180 s by 1.5, or if the lag time 

was not stable during an averaging period (25 min), then the flux data point was 

discarded. In addition, the data were filtered for stationarity using the criterion of 

Foken and Wichura (Davison et al., 2009; Langford et al., 2009; Rinne et al., 2007; 
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Spirig et al., 2005) , for low friction velocity (u* < 0.15 m s-1), and for rain events. 

More than one fifth of the data for estragole flux passed all these validatio

In order to assess the likely impact on the representativeness of the timeseries wh

followed the rejections, the volume mixing ratio (VMR) data corresponding to 

rejected flux periods was compared with the full VMR timeseries. Although their 

diurnal average pattern became noisier as a result of those rejections (as later sho

in Fig. 2.4-3), the total average VMR did not change by more than 0.1%. 

Estragole is detected at m/z 149 in PTR-MS as the protonated molecular ion. It was 

measured for the first time with PTR-MS in ambient air by Holzinger et al. (1996). 

This compound is relatively resistant to fragmentation at typical working conditio

with only small fragmentation to m/z 121, and thus PTR-

n criteria.  

ich 

wn 

ns, 

MS can be used reliably for 

07; 

 et 

t are of a 

monitoring its concentrations and fluxes. There are only a few known minor 

contributions to m/z 149 from other compounds that have been reported so far, of 

which the most significant are from sesquiterpenes (2005). When the volume mixing 

ratio of sesquiterpenes relative to estragole is very low, one can assume these 

contributions to be insignificant. In addition, a GC-MS was used to check the 

ambient air for any interference with the m/z 149 signal. Fluxes of other compounds 

measured with the PTR-MS at the oil palm plantation included isoprene, total 

monoterpenes and methanol. These results are presented in a separate paper (Misztal 

et al., 2010)4 and chapter 2.3 of this thesis. 

2.4.3.3  Parameterisations for Estragole emission and 

deposition 

There are many algorithms for modelling foliar emissions of BVOCs, some of which 

have been incorporated into models such as MEGAN (Bouvier-Brown et al., 20

Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009b; Helmig et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2008). The potential 

importance of floral emissions for atmospheric chemistry was recognized by Arey

al. (1991) who report linalool concentrations in an orange tree plantation tha

                                                 

 
4 Misztal, P. K., Nemitz, E., Langford, B., Coyle, M., Ryder, J., DiMarco, C., Phillips, G., Oram, D

Owen, S., Heal, M. R. and Cape, J. N.: First direct ecosystem fluxes of VOCs from oil palms in SE 

., 

Asia. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., in preparation for submission 2010 
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similar magnitude to the estragole concentrations observed in this study. However, 

floral emissions have not been included as a component of regional biogenic 

emission models due to both the limited quantitative emission rate data and the lack 

of suitable driving parameters. As a result, it is not known what contribution the

make to canopy emission. However, oil palms occupy a large land area, and as we 

show, the contribution of estragole emissions to total BVOCs can be very high. The 

actual estragole release and its magnitude are likely to be constrained by b

y 

iological 

o 

°C 

factors related to the pollination cycle. Temperature of vegetative surfaces can be 

different from ambient temperature above the canopy, and therefore it is important t

use the former in the parameterisations. 

Canopy temperature (Tc), as estimated from the resistance approach (Equation 2.4-1), 

was generally higher by approximately 2 °C during midday and lower by 0.2 

during the night than Ta  (the ambient temperature at the 15 m sensor height). 

     
pc

RzRH
zTzTT


)( bma

ma0c




 

          Equation 2

Here H is the sensible heat flux, Ra(zm) is the aerodynamic resistance, Rb is the 

laminar boundary layer resistance close to the surface of the leaves, ρ is air den

and cp is the specific heat of air. 

Since estragole may also exhibit occasional 

.4-1 

sity, 

deposition, for the highest accuracy 

atmospheric mo ld ei

emission flux or by including this compound in deposition models. The available 

where Fnet is the net flux above the canopy, F  is the parameterised emission from 

the vegetation, Vd(z) is the parameterised deposition velocity, and (zm) is the 

easured. For this modelling exercise we limit the investigation only 

of estragole.  

dels wou ther need to consider this as a loss of part of the 

data for validated measured deposition are insufficient for the implementation of the 

canopy resistance analogy (Guenther et al., 2006), in which  the overall modelled 

flux is  represented as:  

Fnet = F+ - Vd(z) χ(zm)          

         Equation 2.4-2 
+

concentration m

to modelling emission flux (F+) (Equation 2.4-3) and we neglect deposition (- Vd(z) 

χ(zm)), which is likely to be minor in relation to the emission 
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cBER T PF     
     Equation 

BERc is the canopy-derived basal emission rate (for standard conditions) which can 

be obtained from Eq. (2.4-3) by substituting F+ with the eddy covariance flux abov

the canopy (filtered to exclude deposition periods), T and P are the temperature an

PAR activity factors, respectively, compensating for changes in emission due to 

deviations from standard conditions: 

 

2.4-3 

e 

d 

2 2PAR /( 1 PAR )P PC      
     Equation 2.4-4 

2 1
opt

opt

1 1 1
C exp C

0.00831T T

T

T T
E

  
          

2 1 2
opt

1 1 1
C C 1 exp C

0.00831T T T T T

   
                

         Equation 2.4-5 

 

where CP, α, Eopt, and Topt can be expanded further: 

1 2 240b b ln( )P  
     Equation 2.4-6 

   0.6

3 2 24 0 240b exp bPC P P P          Equation 2.4-7


 

opt b 4 240T b 297T T          Equation 2.4-8 

   opt 5 6 24 6 240b exp bE    297 exp b 297T T     

 

iving 

      

Equation 2.4-9 

In the above equations PAR and T are photosynthetically active radiation (µmol m-2

h-1) and leaf temperature (K), respectively. The latter was approximated by der

Tc (Equation 2.4-1). The 24 and 240 subscripts correspond to 24-hour and 240-hour 

averages, respectively. CT1, CT2, Tb and b1…b6 are the empirical constants. 
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In the formalism of the G06 algorithm (Nemitz et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 1995), F+ 

(Equation 2.4-3) is a function of 

s 

ny empirical parameters, which used to have 

prescribed constant values (e.g. CP, α, Eopt and Topt) have been expanded to contain 

more parameters specific to the simulation of variations in isoprene emission in 

response to previous PAR and temperature history, which is related to the changes in 

enzyme-driven substrate synthesis for isoprene and phosphorylation dependent on 

ATP availability. The actual parameters in the original model derive from a number 

of measurements, where isoprene light and temperature responses as affected by 

many factors (PAR and temperature history, response to CO2 or ozone, and 

enzymatic kinetics) were studied (Guenther et al., 1999; Guenther et al., 1995; 

Guenther et al., 1993). Because of such diversity in empirical parameters this 

e measured estragole canopy flux. Since no light and temperature 

eters were constrained 

to a restricted range, so the  with 

caution in inferring any physiological significance. 

 Although the formalism of the Guenther et al. (2006) approach has been adopted, 

the fitted empirical constants were derived from the measurement data for estragole 

eddy covariance fluxes at the site. The Equa

one large equation and overall 10 empirical constants were optimised using the 

estragole flux data in order to achieve the best fit. The comparison be nal 

and modified parameters is given in Table 2.4-3. 

the lag-adjusted ambient temperature (T) and 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). The G06 algorithm is an advanced 

emission model simulating direct canopy scale emission (mg m-2 h-1) rather than the 

emission per dry leaf mass, as it has an integrated canopy environmental model. The 

G06 algorithm for isoprene is essentially similar to the earlier Guenther algorithm

(Guenther et al., 2006), except that ma

algorithm has many degrees of freedom, which was one of the reasons for its choice 

for fitting th

responses to estragole floral emissions are available, the param

 fitted values of these parameters should be treated

tions. (2.4-3 – 2.4-9 ) were merged into 

tween origi
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2.4.4 Results and discussion 

2.4.4.1 Estragole mixing ratios  

2.4.4.1.1 Specificity for oil palm and screening for anisoles 

Estragole, being p-allyl-anisole, belongs to the family of anisole compounds whose 

structure includes a methoxy group attached to a benzene ring. Emission of aromatic 

compounds from vegetation, although very interesting biochemically, is still not wel

represented in published data, but includes reports of biogenic emissions of typical 

anthropogenic compounds like toluene (e.g. Geron et al., 2000; Hanson and Shar

2001; Monson et al., 1994; Petron et al., 2001; Sharkey et al., 1999). During 

measurements in Borneo, estragole was only found at the oil palm plantation, and it

was not detected either above a rainforest canopy or in the screening of individual 

tree foliage in a jungle. In fact, in the rainforest, anisole and many of its derivativ

(e.g. p-vinyl-anisole, p-ethyl-anisole, p-ethylene-anisole) were detected lowe

canopy by PTR-MS, but not p-allyl-anisole (estragole), neither below nor above

canopy.  

By comparison, in the oil palm ambient air, estragole, but none of its derivatives, was

the second most abundant measured VOC after isoprene. It is worth noting that

high abundance of estragole in the ambient air above the oil palm canopy was 

recorded by both PTR-MS and GC-MS, while the leaf-cuvette study detected only 

very small concentrations of estragole and in only a 

l 

key, 

 

es 

r in the 

 

 

 the 

few percent of the samples. This 

dary 

 the flowers, one might argue 

bout possibly different sources (e.g. fruit, stems, etc.). Nevertheless, estragole has 

an intense aniseed scent and from observation of the weevil’s role in pollination it 

seems apparent that it is attracted to the flower (Binnie et al., 2002). Neither fruit nor 

leaves had an obvious smell of aniseed.  

clearly indicates that estragole is not primarily emitted by the fronds, but almost 

certainly is released by the flowers, which is not surprising, given its role in 

pollination. As leaf surfaces can adsorb and store significant amounts of deposited  

gases (Heiden et al., 1999) it is likely that small emissions from fronds are secon

to previous deposition, which was quite frequent for this semi-volatile compound. 

Due to the fact that sampling was not directly from

a
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2.

The time series for estragole m Figure 

2.4-2 and the diurnal average is pres a in comparison with 

temperature and PA

 

he eddy 

 

st 

ous. Based on the mass scan (m/z 21-205) performed on the PTR-MS every 

e 

e was 

l. 

4.4.1.2 Diurnal cycles 

ixing ratios recorded by PTR-MS is shown in 

ented in Figure 2.4-3

R. In addition, the box-and-whisker plot in Figure 2.4-3b 

illustrates its day-to-day variability. As most insects avoid tropical heat, the synergy 

of estragole maximum release with the likely feeding/pollinating time of the insect 

can be seen in the estragole diurnal cycles, which moderately correlate with 

temperature corrected by a lag of ~3.5 h, suggesting a short-term storage pool in the

plant before release a few hours later. It is possible that estragole accumulates later in 

the evening in the collapsing boundary layer, but its flux is not picked up by t

covariance flux due to insufficient turbulence at those times.  

The estragole mixing ratio from PTR-MS was moderately correlated with the 3.5 h

lag-adjusted temperature (r2 = 0.4) and the 4.5 h lag-adjusted PAR (r2 = 0.34), but 

without a lag correction no correlations were found. This is different for the case of 

other VOCs (e.g. isoprene), whose responses to temperature (or PAR) were almo

instantane

hour the highest correlations between estragole normalised signal at m/z 149 were 

found with m/z 95 (r2 = 0.38), m/z 75 (r2 = 0.33), m/z 47 (r2 = 30) and m/z 121 (r2 = 

0.24), which could be due to internal fragmentation. There were also weak 

correlations with some other m/z representing biogenic compounds (r2 < 0.2). The 

latter would be higher after applying the time lag of 3.5 h.  

It is common for some fragmenting compounds (e.g. isoprene) to deviate from th

relative transmission curve but it was assumed that fragmentation of estragol

not significant. The uncertainty of such empirical sensitivity approach lies between 

the error of calibration with a standard (typically 5-10%) and the error of deriving the 

mixing ratios from drift tube reaction kinetics and proton transfer reaction rate 

constants (up to 100%) (Mahbob, 2008) and was estimated at 30% by Taipale et a

(2008). 
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Table 2.4-1. Interco

amean over the measure nly ds o
(N=109), caccumulated adsp ; cit  touc er;

Site/ date / source 

mparison of estragole volume mixing ratios. 

ment period (N=537) bif o
in the enclosure (~40L he

PTR-MS 
(ambient 
15 m) 

the VMR points corresponding to perio
ace) might be possible that the tube

GC-MS (flower 
enclosure) 
enclosures done by Dave 
Edwards 
GC-MS analysis by Sue 
Owen and the author 

GC-MS (ambie
data from Alex 

f validated flux were taken into account 
hed the flow

nt) 
Guenther 

GC-MS 
(leaf) 
data 
from 
Sue 
Owen 

PTR-
MS/GC-
MS/TAG 
(9.3 m 
above the 
ground) 

Borneo (Oil palm) / 29-
11/06/2008  (e.g. Steinb
2004) 

05-2008 – 
acher et al., 

3.0a ppbv 
(3.0b 
ppbv) 

    

Borneo (Oil palm
(Misztal et al., 2010; A

) / 25-05-2008 
ppendix II-H) 

  

1.2 ppb (morni
3.0 ppb (early 
14:00) 
3.8 ppb (late af
16:00) 

ng 9:00 to 10:00) 
afternoon 12:00 to 

ternoon 14:00 to 

< 0.2 
ppbv 

 

Blodget Forest (ponder
(Bouvier-Brown et al., 
Bouvier-Brown et al., 2

osa pine)/ 
2009a; 
009b) 

    
few pptv – 
0.5 ppbv 

Borneo (Oil palm
17/5/2009 / (Misztal et 
Appendix II-H) 

)/ 15/5/2009 – 
al., 2010;  

Fe
1.3

pp

male flowers ~0.26– 
9 ppmc (60 ppmc) 

Male flowers        ~ 150 
b 
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b) 

Figure 2.4-3 Average diurnal cycles of estragole mixing ratios (left axis): a) average in 

relation to temperature (right axis) and PAR (colour scale); b) Box-and-Whisker plot 

of day-to-day variability, showing averages (blue line), median with 25th and 75th 

percentile (box), 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers) and outliers (dots). 

a) 
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2.4.4.2 Estragole fluxes 

Previous PTR-MS measurements over Ponderosa pines (Pinus ponderosa) showed 

concentrations of extragole to correlate closely with 2-methyl-3-butenol (MBO) 

(Misztal et al., 2010). However, MBO was not observed at the oil palm plantation, 

implying different biochemistries of conifer leaf and oil palm floral emissions. 

Therefore the method suggested by Bouvier-Brown et al. (Bouvier-Brown et al., 

2009a; Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009b; Holzinger et al., 2005) for inferring estragole 

emissions from correlations with MBO is not applicable for oil palm. A comparison 

of fluxes reported from other environments is shown in Table 2.4-2. The observed 

fluxes above oil palms are the highest reported so far, and for the first time reported 

from tropical oil palms. The flux time series is presented in Figure 2.4-4 in relation to 

canopy temperature (Tc), which is the most likely driver for estragole emission (or 

deposition). Estragole net emission can be decreased by periods of estragole 

position, which can be affected by delayed temperature response, and local 

radients caused by possibly slightly different release times of particular 

inflorescences. Night time emission and deposition are uncertain as the flux was 

generally below the detection limit and the turbulence was insufficient (small u*).  

However, the small estragole concentrations observed in the shallow night-time 

boundary layer confirm that night-time emissions are very small. The highest fluxes 

were normally observed during the middle of the day, peaking at approximately 2 mg 

m-2 h-1. There were also periods of apparent deposition for estragole, which is, 

however, less certain being often at the edge of the rejection thresholds and could be 

driven by varying gradients caused by different opening times of male and female 

flowers. On the averaged diurnal graph (Figure 2.4-5a) one can see the estragole flux 

in comparison with Tc and PAR (on the colour scale). Although in the mixing ratios 

there was a delayed correlation observed with temperature, it seems that there is not a 

large shift in the flux compared with the Tc but the afternoon peak is 

disproportionally higher in relation to Tc and PAR This is because most of the flux is 

 

de

g

transported by turbulent eddies, and thus as soon as mixing within the PBL decreases

it appears that there is an accumulation of estragole, which slowly decays overnight.                  

.
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Table 2.4-2 Comparison of estragole fluxes 

Site/ date / source 
S PTR-MS vDEC 

(ambient 15 m) 

GC-MS (flowers) 
enclosure by David Edwards; 
analysis by Sue Owen and the 
author 

GC-MS (fronds) 
data from Alex 
Guenther 

GC-FID and PTR-M
(branch level) 

Borneo (Oil palm) 
11/06/2008 (Miszta
Appendix II-H) 

/ 29-05-2008 – 
l et al., 2010; 

0.81a mg m-2 h-1 
0.44b mg m-2 h-1    

Borneo (Oil palm) 
et al., 2010; Appendix II-H) 

/ 25-05-2008 (Misztal 
  ~ 1 µg g-1 h-1  

Blodget Forest (ponderosa pine)/ (2009a)    0.20c mg m-2 h-1 

Borneo (Oil palm)/ 
(Misztal et al., 201

15/52009 – 17/5/2009 
0; Appendix II-H) 

 Female flowers ~ 0.2 mg m-2 h-1 d   

amid-day mean 10:  = 2
(Bouvier-Brown et ated  
the actual density a  sma

00 – 14:00 (N 6); b24-h average of 12 days of validated flux (N =109) cconverted from basal rate of 1.37 µmol m-2 hr-1 
al., 2009b); dexpected to be underestimated; the value was estim assuming 150 trees ha-1 average global density although
t the site was ller (124 trees ha-1)   
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Figure 2.4-4. Estragole flux with uncert
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Figure 2.4-5. Average diurnal cycles of the estragole flux: a) in comparison with canopy 

temperature (right axis), and shaded by PAR; b) Box-and-Whisker plots showing day-

to-day variability. 

 

a) 

b) 
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2.4.4.2.1 Contribution of estragole from oil palms to global 

emissions 

The 24-hour average canopy flux of estragole for the period 29/05 – 11/06/2008 (12 

days of measurement) including both emission and deposition was 0.44 mg m-2 h-1. 

Given the total area of oil palm plantations worldwide of 13.9 million hectares (Syed, 

1979) and assuming that this net flux is representative for the annual average (oil 

palms produce flowers and fruit all year) this average flux would yield 535 Gg (109 

g) of globally emitted estragole per year, with the regional 60% contribution for 

Indonesia and Malaysia of 321 Gg y-1. This is a very large flux in terms of regional 

contribution, and probably the highest global floral emission source, which is 

however three orders of magnitudes lower than estimates of global isoprene 

emission. 

2.4.4.2.2 Parameterisations for estragole flux 

It is worth noting the uniqueness of estragole emissions, for example in comparison 

with isoprene, which was the most abundant BVOC at the plantation and whose 

response to temperature and PAR was instantaneous rather than delayed. In Figure 

2.4-6 the ratio of estragole to isoprene flux is presented on a diurnal graph, which 

shows the dominance of isoprene emissions during midday, whereas estragole flux 

takes over after about 15:30 LT.  
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Figure 2.4-6. Diurnal trend of the ratios of estragole to isoprene flux, showing the 

morning and afternoon times when estragole flux dominated over the isoprene flux, 

which was very high during the day. The fluxes of these two compounds had simila

values at around 0800 and 1530 h local time (UTC + 8)   

This skewness of estragole emission response to PAR and temperature towards later 

in the day placed severe constraints on the parameterisation using empirical method 

such as the G06 algorithm. The m

r 

odelled emission and total flux are compared with 

measured flux in Fig. 9. The modelled flux was derived as described in Sect. 2.5 with 

the fitted parameters given in Table 3. The overall average of modelled total flux 

amounted to 0.48 mg m-2 h-1 which is only smaller by 0.04 mg m-2 h-1 than the actual 

measurement. Although the parameterised emission for isoprene gave an almost 

identical fit with measurements above the canopy5, the same parameterisation for 

estragole was unable to fully resolve the late peak of emissions, which is 

underestimated. Nevertheless, bearing in mind that flowers are governed by different, 

                                                 

 
5Misztal, P. K., Nemitz, E., Langford, B., Coyle, M., Ryder, J., DiMarco, C., Phillips, G., Oram, D., 

Owen, S., Heal, M. R. and Cape, J. N.: First direct ecosystem fluxes of VOCs from oil palms in SE 

Asia, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., in preparation for submission, 2010 
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often complex, mechanisms from leaves with stomata (e.g., different production, 

mechanical release), the overall agreement is rather impressive. This could be further 

improved if the model was adjusted to contain other factors such as thermogenesis. 

 

Figure 2.4-7. Diurnal patterns for measured estragole flux (solid blue) in relation to 

modelled emission by modified G06 (dotted red), modelled deposition using the 

resistance approach (dotted cyan) and total modelled flux (solid green). The current 

G06 algorithm is unable to accurately represent the second peak of estragole (occurring

at 1300-1800 h), which could be due to possible thermogenesis and/or specific circadian 

control of emission. 
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Table 2.4-3Comparison of empirical constants between G06 for isoprene and 

modified G06 for estragole. 

Parameter Type of activity Original G06 for isoprene Modified G06 fo

factor 

r 

estragole 

CT1 (eq. 5) T 95 131 

CT2 (eq. 5) T 230 542 

b1 (eq. 6) P 0.004 0.031 

b2 (eq. 6,7) P 0.0005 0.0030 

b3 (eq. 7) P 0.0468 0.0453 

b4 (eq. 8) T 0.6 -0.32 

b5 (eq. 9) T 2.034 1.812 

b6 (eq. 9) T 0.05 -0.21 

Tb (eq. 8) T 313 K 307 K 

P0 (eq. 7) P 200 µmol m-2 s-1 (sun 

leaves) 

200 µmol m-2 s-1 

50 µmol m-2 s-1  (shade 

leaves) 

 

It is possible that inflorescences of E. guineensis are thermogenic as has been 

reported for other oil palm species (FAO, 2009). Thermogenesis presumably helps to 

volatilise floral scents (in this case estragole) and serves as a cue for pollinators 

(Knudsen et al., 2001). However, although not explicitly tested during this study, 

thermogenic volatilisation after the decrease in ambient temperature could explain 

the delayed peak of estragole concentrations with temperature (Ervik et al., 1999). 

 

2.4.5 Conclusions 

Using data from this study it is estimated that approximately 500 Gg of estragole are 

emitted from oil palm plantations annually. Although three orders of magnitude less 

than global isoprene emissions from vegetation, these estragole emissions are 

probably the highest single floral contribution of reactive carbon to global 

atmospheric chemistry. Estragole is probably present also in the particle phase as 
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well as the gas phase and is also subject to deposition as well as emission. Sinc

estragole emissions are likely

e 

 to make a regionally-important contribution to BSOA, 

 direct  act

condensable oxidation products, it is possible that estragole emissio ve an 

fluen n regional clim Although the processes driving floral 

re les ll understood th r foliar emissions, we have shown that the 

 also b scribed type algorithm.  

 unc inties accompan ve conclusions, inclu

ely sho t measurement period; not always the same peri

measurement for the different techniques; seasonal variations in emissions; 

calibration precision; flux errors; and influence of high humidity on measurement 

e caveats, it is es ated that the overall measure ent error 

within ctor of 2 for the MS concentrations and fluxes, smaller for 

C-MS results, but much larger for data from the enclosures. Clearly, 

rch is ired to understa stragol

biotic and abiotic controls, and to qu  emission rates from other tropical 

species.  
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2.5.1 Abstract 

recise determination of the lag time between measurements of vertical wind speed 

nd chemical component in eddy correlation methods can be a challenging task 

ecause of the lack of lag-time validation tools. Errors derived from using the wrong 

r imprecise lag times can be very high but are generally underplayed in flux papers 

s it is commonly assumed without reservations that a valid lag-time determination 

as been made. The main focus of the eddy covariance flux community has been on 

flux validation and corrections, but these may be meaningful only when the lag time 

is correct. Recently it has been suggested that the widely used maximum-in-the-

covariance method is prone to overestimations (Taipale et al., 2010). This is 

consistent with the findings reported here. Although most of the currently-used 

approaches to finding the lag time have been described recently in the literature 

(Hörtnagl et al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2010; Turnipseed et al., 2009; Wolfe et al., 

2009), finding the true lag time is still a challenge especially for noisy covariance 

eddy covariance 
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nctions, which are typical for disjunct time-series obtained in PTR-MS and in 

u use of large uncertainties propagating into flux 

odels, if the lag time is not validated. Another problem is the great number of data 

to inability to find the lag time, which may impact on the 

presentativeness of the dataset. In addition, automation of the selection and 

v n

v g

covaria ti

could b t 

n -

(1 ta

th e 

ted

mes within an integration period. This method was tested and contrasted with one 

f the most common methods in which lag time is derived from the maximum point 

in the covariance function. The new automated method worked well also for low-

concentration species and could be validated. Although there has been recent interest 

 methods for the determination of lag times for disjunct systems as those studied 

net 

, 

 flux 

fu

particular for the low concentration compounds. It is suspected that the currently-

sed approaches may be the ca

m

rejections due only 

re

alidatio  of lag times is needed in order to reduce data processing time, which is 

ery lon  for low-concentration compounds where visual assessment of the 

nce func on has been the only possible way. However, the visual method 

e subjec to human errors and can be controversial.  This chapter introduces a 

ew non arbitrary “lag-validity” technique in an analogy to the Foken and Wichura 

996) s tionarity test, which identifies only true non-variable lag times and 

erefor provides a means for automatic lag validation. Subsequently a new 

automa  method is proposed based on the internal median of non-variable lag 

ti

o

in

here the means of automatic lag-time validation and quality control has not been 

done. Therefore, this new “lag-time validity” method could be added to the Flux

flux quality assessment criteria (Foken et al., 2004). Combination of the internal-

median method and validation of lag times by the proposed approach can exclude 

erroneous lag times derived from the covariance function, erroneous sign of the flux

reduce statistical error of the flux and prevent overestimation of emission and 

deposition. Finally, this approach can increase the confidence in reported fluxes by 

introducing quality control of the lag times in an automated manner, where the 

quality of the lag-time precision can be used as a label for marking individual

data.  
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2.5.2 Introduction 

 

Identification of the lag time (LT) between the measurements of the vertical wi

speed and the scalar of interest (e.g. concentration) is essential for correct flux 

derivation (Clement et al., 2009; Davison et al., 2009; Langford et al., 2009a).

Although there are different ways of estimating the LT such as volumetric 

calculation, cross-correlation, balloon test etc, the LT can be the biggest source of 

flux underestimation or which can lead to the uncertainty in the sign of the 

covariance. The most commonly used methods and associated errors were recently

described by Taipale et al. (2010). 

 

Particularly challenging in typical flux processing is to obtain the true flux for

signal-to-noise ratio data, which is often the case with low concentration spec

present in the atmosphere. Therefore validation approaches are necessary but wh

have so far been unavailable. Following the routine flux validation procedures  (e.g. 

Moncrieff et al., 1997) for some compounds may lead to a very high number of 

rejections of the data and it might happen that the remaining flux is no longer 

representative. Frequently, a large percentage of rejections can be due to the inability 

of finding the true peak in the covariance function even when all other criteria are 

fulfilled, or if the LT peak is erroneously identified in the noisy covariance functio

Therefore, an improvement in finding the correct lag time is critical for avoiding 

unnecessary data rejections. 

 

Moreover, the current rejection protocols practically exclude the night times and 

deposition events frequently occurring in the morning. One could argue that if 

night turbulence is low then there will be no flux anyway due to decoupling of the 

ground. However, if the turbulence is sufficient at night it might still be difficul

find the true peak in the covariance function as a result of small concentrations of 

many s

nd 

 

 

 low 

ies 

ich 

n. 

the 

t to 

pecies. What is frequently the case in such circumstances is that there might 

e short periods of acceptable conditions (shorter than the integration time), which 

become unacceptable after longer averaging. Or the conditions satisfy the quality 

criteria, but a clear peak in the covariance can only be obtained in the shorter 

b
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integration periods. If such short high quality periods can be elucidated from the 

enerally low-flux data then they might be applied to the lag-time determination, if 

n 

e et al., 

 

d). The 

ce in disjunct eddy covariance (DEC). A similar 

ethod to AVG has been used here, but instead of subjecting the covariance function 

d 

is 

r creating high frequency data for each of them 

eparated by relatively long gaps. Inter-comparisons of the disjunct (DEC) and the 

 

-

 

 

r 

g

other criteria are fulfilled.  

 

One of the methods to help visualise the LT is to average the covariance functio

before selecting the maximum in the covariance – the AVG method (Taipal

2010). This method had a lower error than the typical method where the lag-time is

derived from the maximal point in the covariance function (the MAX metho

authors proposed that the MAX method is prone to overestimation because of the 

noise superimposed on the covarian

m

to the averaging filter, the peak-detector function of the LabVIEW program was use

which disregarded the discrete spikes of the covariance function.  Such a method 

referred to as the PF method, which was independently found similar to the MAX 

method in the flux pattern but was free from overestimations. 

 

However, validation approaches for the LT are needed and one method is 

demonstrated here which can be easily implemented for any eddy covariance setup, 

although the processing of PTR-MS data is used here as an example. The main 

specificity of using PTR-MS as a chemical sensor is that it must be used in the 

disjunct mode, unless only one m/z is monitored, because the quadrupole filter 

analyses one m/z after anothe

s

conventional (continuous) eddy-covariance methods (EC) (e.g. Rinne et al., 2008)

show good agreement provided that the averaging time was sufficiently long in 

relation to the gaps. However, the covariance function is generally much noisier in 

DEC and therefore finding the lag-time in the covariance is more challenging.  PTR

MS does not require a sampler, which was initially combined with PTR-MS (Rinne

et al., 2001), because the mass filter itself serves as a disjunct sampler and hence the

name of the method is virtual disjunct eddy covariance (vDEC) (Karl et al., 2002) o

the continuous flow disjunct eddy covariance (Rinne et al., 2002), both names 

signifying the same method. However, early models of a standard PTR-MS 
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instrument could still benefit from using an external sampler because of longer 

response time (>0.2 s) of those instruments compared to the high sensitivity models 

introduced later. Langford et al. (2009a) demonstrated good agreement between DEC 

ith external disjunct sampler) and vDEC. For generalisation the name disjunct 

 

 

 the variable LT are 

umerous and they include pump fluctuation and changes in the ambient 

ially 

he 

rate 

ajor 

f 

(w

eddy covariance (DEC) will be used here with reference to all disjunct eddy 

covariance methods, even though the approach presented here has been tested on the

vDEC method. A similar approach can be applied to all conventional eddy-

covariance systems, such as Li-COR CO2 and H2O EC fluxes. 

 

Even in a continuous eddy covariance setup, but particularly in the disjunct mode 

offered by PTR-MS, it is likely too optimistic to expect a constant LT in the whole 

measurement period. The TYP approach, which uses the constant LT obtained from 

the average of several representative LTs, was found by Taipale et al. (2010) to have

the second largest error in flux underestimation after the CALC method where the 

constant time lag is obtained from the flowrate. The sources of

n

temperature, pressure and humidity. For the PTR-MS variable LT is espec

evident as additional sources can derive from quadrupole delays (generally very 

small ~fractions of seconds) and cycle length – as the cycle must be completed 

before the next m/z is analysed. Obviously if one uses mediating software (e.g. t

DDE server) for data acquisition, or the wind and tracer data are logged on sepa

computers/files, then additional delays might be introduced. 

 

Therefore, the method presented here adopts the notion that at least each averaging 

period (e.g. half-hour) should be assessed individually for its effective LT. The m

assumption for the method is that the LT is constant for the relatively short period o

time (e.g. 5 min) for the given compound but still can be different for different 

compounds, depending on their position in the cycle and the affinity to the tube 

surface. This time should not differ by more than the cycle length. This is only the 

case if no other delays are present, as mentioned above. 
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Finally the higher certainty of the LT makes the overall flux closer to correct. It 

actually not known how much the global estimates derived from eddy covariance 

methods differ from the real values as a result of imprecise lag approaches. On one 

hand, if small fluxes are not reported due to the lack of precise LT, this would lea

overestimation as high flux values only would be averaged. On the other hand

constant lag approaches lead to flux underestimation, and in contrast the MAX 

method to overestimation. However, the highest error is likely to derive from

flux signs, which can be the case for not validated lag-times (se

is 

d to 

 

 wrong 

e Sect. 2.5.6). 

he Lag Time Validity (LTV) method for validation and the internal median (IMED) 

e terminal distance to 

ent but is often neglected, and many 

 to spike a high 

oncentration of a compound at the sampling inlet while simultaneously blocking the 

transducer of the sonic anemometer so that the LT is determined from the difference 

T

method for lag-time determination are proposed here to be used with eddy 

covariance techniques. 

 

2.5.3 Current methods of LT determination 

 

2.5.3.1 Volumetric method (theoretical) 

 

The volumetric method is purely empirical and assumes that the LT is equal to the 

time taken by the volume of gas contained in the tubing to travel the distance of the 

tubing (outside and inside the instrument) to the detector. The result obtained by this 

method can deviate substantially from the real lag because th

the analyser is often the slowest segm

compounds exhibit chromatographic effects or are ‘sticky’. Nevertheless, it is good 

practice to use this LT calculation as a first approximate guideline. 

 

2.5.3.2 Balloon test (practical) 

 

The ballon test is a very popular method and commonly used (e.g. Davison et al., 

2009; Karl et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2005). The principle is

c
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in time between the concentration spike and the disturbance in the sonic data. Agai

the shortcoming of this method is that for highest precision it would require each 

individual compound to be tested. In addition, since LT typically varies in practice 

(see introduction) one would need to balloon-test frequently, which would be at the 

cost of measurement interruption. With PTR-MS the effective lag-time can diff

from the balloon test by the time of the cycle for a given measurement period. 

 

n 

er 

ods are the most common group of methods used with PTR-

S and other systems, and are particularly useful for variable LTs since each 

averaging period is individually assessed for LT. The covariance function is a cross-

correlation of the tion of LT tLT. 

he time window used for the CC function should be longer than the theoretical lag-

time plus the cycle length. Generally, if the peak in the covariance function is not 

clear then the data are discard nt of this method 

volves a fast Fourier transform to the frequency domain for the LT determination 

e difficult 

e visual 

ssessment method, referred to as the VIS method by Taipale et al. (2010), is 

typically employed when the MAX and AVG nsuccessful or if the lag-

time needs to be verified (e.g. uncertain deposition). The VIS method is controversial 

an error, but may have been the only possible method 

2.5.3.3 Cross-correlation methods (empirical) 

 

Cross-correlations meth

M

 (CC)  covariance between the w and the χ as a func

T

ed (Taipale et al., 2008). A subvaria

in

and then a back transformation to the time domain (Spirig et al., 2005). It is 

necessary that the gaps are not variable, but this is not always the case. Again, these 

methods are not free from weaknesses, the major one of which is the difficulty in 

assessing noisy covariance functions. Not only is the careful visual investigation of 

each half-hour period (or different period) time-consuming but it can also b

for the assessor to distinguish the peaks, which can be on the limit of noise or just 

pseudopeaks (from coincidental covariance of noise fluctuation). Th

a

methods are u

as it can be prone to hum

before the IMED method introduced later in this chapter. Using VIS one should 

permit only the obviously evident peaks.   
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Before the covariance function is derived it is necessary to bring the timeseries of w 

and χ to the same frequency. As PTR-MS uses dwell times typically ranging from 

0.2 s – 1 s in the flux mode, the concentration data are characterised by a lower 

frequency than the wind data. In addition, the size of the gap between each 

measurement is equal to the cycle length, dependent on the number of m/z in the 

cycle multiplied by their mean dwell time. For the case of 10 m/z at 0.5 s dwell-time 

ach (2 Hz), the PTR-MS cycle data row would be 0.2 Hz while the sonic data are 

typically at 10 – 40 Hz. In order to adapt the data to the same frequency one can 

either delete w datapoints when the PTR-MS data

pirig et al. (2005) fill those gaps with the previous PTR-MS data until the next one 

n are 

 

the 

e 5 

2.5-1).  

e

 are unavailable or as shown by 

S

is available. The first method can largely attenuate the high frequency region while 

the other is acting as a low-pass filter. Although corrections for such attenuatio

possible, a third method is used, which is a compromise which relies on filling the 

gaps with not-a-number symbols (NaN) and then shifting the w and χ time series 

against each other for producing the covariance function. 

 

2.5.4 Design of the new lag-time validity test 

 

The idea for the LT treatment comes by analogy with the stationarity check 

according to Foken and Wichura (1996), where it is assumed that the flux for the 

averaging period (e.g. Δt = 30 min) should not differ more than 30% from the 

average of fluxes derived from the 5-min subperiods of Δt. If the difference lies 

between 30% and 60% then the flux is of lower quality, and if it is above 60% then

the data are non-stationary and need to be omitted from the analysis. 

 

Here the new variable VLT is introduced, which is termed the lag time validity (LTV). 

The VLT can be defined as the percentage difference of the LT value found from 

cross-correlation for the half hour (or at least 25 min) averaging period tlag0 and 

mean lag-time (tlag1, tlag2, …, tlag6) found in the individual cross-correlations of th

min subperiods of that half hour (Equation 
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Equation 2.5-1 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0

6
100%

6
LT LT LT LT LT LT LT

LT
LT

t t t t t t t
V

t

     
      

 

If VLT is within 30% then the highest precision of the LT determination is achieve

(high LT precision). If the VLT spans between 30% - 60% such data could be 

conditionally accepted but tagged as low LT precision. This might be typical in the 

processing of low concentration fluxes when only some of the 5-min subperiods o

the averaging period have clear peaks in the covariance function. The additional 

condition must be made that at least three lag times of the 5-min subperiods must be 

clear and have a similar value in order to determine their internal median lag time 

(see Sect. 2.5.5 ). Finally, if the difference is more than 60% then the lag time is 

classified as not validated and such data would need to be discarded or the methods

of mean constant lag (such as CALC or TYP) could be potentially applied (but the

the quality of such a data point would need to be marked a

d 

f 

 

n 

s very low).  

Some vDE  user ample, for 

pling the zero air or performing a full m/z scan. In this instance only 25 min 

n 2.5-2 

 

C flux s use the first 5 minutes of the half hour, for ex

sam

would be used as an averaging period and the LT validity can be modified as in 

Equation 2.5-2: 

Equatio

 0 1 2 3 4 5

0

5
100%

5
LT LT LT LT LT LT

LT
LT

t t t t t t
V

t

    
      

 

Five consecutive days of a dataset from a measurement campaign in Borneo were 

e if 

teria have been selected for 

ssessing the goodness of lag-time validation: percentage of necessary rejections, 

taken and the new lag-time validity (LTV) method was tested. For this lag time 

experiment no standard rejection protocols were applied. The only rejections wer

the LTV was greater than 30%, and the remaining data were compared with 

corresponding points derived by the MAX method or PF method (analogous to 

Taipale et al 2010 AVG method). The following cri

a
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root mean square (RMS) error of the regression of the fit of the IMED 

method, number of flux sign errors, and lag time variability. Three compounds, 

which differed in the type of flux (emission, deposition, 

oise ratio, were selected for comparison.  

ll integration 

e would be the effect of the superposition of the covariances with two or more 

pump was not strictly controlled (i.e. no 

mass-flow control was used) or when applied to compounds at low con

Such compounds may make finding a clear peak difficult on the full integration time 

on which any temporal increases in concentration could be averaged out. Finally for 

uch compounds a peak in the covariance function can be very small, so very 

ion 

and the MAX 

mixed) and in signal-to-

n

 

2.5.5 Internal-median lag-time method (Lag IMED) 

 

This is the new method, which has been introduced to provide an unbiased lag-time 

based only on the non-varying subperiods of integration time. Although the lag-

validity test could identify the magnitude of internal variation between the lag times 

within the half hour, the IMED method derives the lag from the median value of lag 

times found on those subperiods. In other words, if the lag time did not vary during 

the half hour then the internal median will be the same as the lag-time value derived 

on the full integration time. In contrast, if the lag time was partly variable, i.e. 

constant in at least 3 subperiods and LTV was less than 30 % then the fu

tim

maxima. In this case, the standard methods such as the MAX method are likely to 

select the wrong peak which may result in the calculated flux being of the wrong 

sign. Therefore the IMED method was selected particularly for performing well on 

challenging data, where the flow to the 

centration. 

s

difficult to detect, even using the visual method (VIS) where it sometimes can be 

hard to judge if the peak is not noise-related even if it exceeds the limit of detect

derived from the noise sampled much further from the lag-time. If the peak is not 

real then the internal lag times would be variable (LTV > 60%). 

 

The software applied to processing the fluxes was written in LabVIEW ver.8.5 

(National Instruments Corp.). The raw files contained both the sonic and the PTR-
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MS data. The details of data acquisition made in the campaign from which the data 

are drawn for this lag-time development have been described elsewhere (Misztal

al., 2010a; Misztal et al., 2010c). The directory containing such half-hourly files w

filtered for short files and files with known 

 et 

as 

disturbances checked against the log 

ook. After such a segregation each of the files was sequentially opened and 

processed. The array was split into PTR-MS array and sonic array, and then the 

micromet data (e.g. u* ad been 

djusted using the planar fit rotation in order to correct for the sonic tilt (Wilczak et 

 

 

 

s 

 location of the peak 

 recorded as lag time tLT0. Using the peak detector resembles the AVG method 

e 

m 

b

, L, z0, etc.) were obtained from the sonic data which h

a

al., 2001). The process of flux validation, identification of low-turbulence and non-

stationary periods is performed independently and the appropriate information is

saved to the general comma-delimited output file, which additionally contains the 

quality tags for each output data row. Normally these tags are used to filter the data 

according to Fluxnet criteria. However, for the validity method, and in particular the

new IMED method, no filtration was made in order to test the sensitivity of the 

method also on the low quality data.  

 

The LT identification is made by the program subroutines in the following way. 

First, the whole 30 min (or 25-min) array of vertical wind velocity w data is shifted

by one 20-Hz step (for the 20 Hz sonic data) against the concentration data, with 

gaps filled by “NaN”, for the selected m/z, and the cov(w, χ) is calculated for each 

step. This process is repeated until the LT window of the specified maximal LT i

reached. For example, if the LT window is calculated to be 15 s and the sonic 

frequency is 20 Hz then the process is stopped after the 300th step and the values of 

the covariances vs time lag (with 0.05 s step) are plotted, thereby generating the 

covariance function for the 30 min (or 25 min) averaging period. The peak is 

detected either as the absolute maximum in the covariance (Lag MAX) or by the 

peak-detector feature (PF) implemented in LabVIEW, where the threshold is the 

limit of detection (LOD) as 3 standard deviations of the 20 s covariance noise 

periods sampled at 3 min and -3 min relative to the lag-time. The

is

proposed by Taipale et al. (2010) since the peak must be wider than 0.5 s and th

centre of the peak is considered as a valid lag time rather than the absolute maximu
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of the discrete spike on that peak. Therefore the PF lags were always smaller than th

maximum point in the covariance but were thought to be real. The reason for the 

MAX method overestimating the covariance function is because in DEC the greater 

noise is added to the covariance function, and the discrete spikes in this noise at t

peak lead to overestimation. Therefore in the IMED method the peak was alw

detected as PF. 

 

Subsequently in the IMED method, after calculating tLT0 for the full 30 min (or 25 

min) period, the w and χ data arrays were divided into six (or five if 25-min 

averaging period) 5 min arrays, which were subjected to the same process for 

selecting the peak in the covariance function. If no peak could be found then NaN 

was entered as a result. If more than one peak were present then the largest peak 

found by PF was selected. The lag time validity was then calculated and the validity 

tag (high precision, low precision, invalid) was added to the data based on criter

out in the previous section. If there we

e 

he 

ays 

ia set 

re no more than 2 NaNs, the median value of 

e tLT1….tLT6 was calculated with the following additional constraints: at least two 

 

n 

the 

 

er 

utput 

 

h 

cter of 

th

of the 5 min LTs could not be different by more than 5%; at least three 5 min LTs

had to exceed 3 standard deviations of the noise (as defined above); and the VLT had 

to be either high or low precision, in the valid region.  

 

In ideal situations, all the components of tLTx are more or less similar, but the media

was the correct method to use in order to reject any outliers which could make 

calculation on the full integration time invalid. This occurred more frequently at low

concentrations or low turbulence. Therefore this method could increase the numb

of valid lag-time points. This median lag-time was subsequently saved to the o

file and further applied to the calculation of the flux for that given m/z. The entire

process was repeated for the next m/z as the lag times may not be the same for eac

compound but may depend on the position of their m/z in a cycle and the chara

the compound.  
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2.5.6 Results and discussion 

 

Lag validity test results showed that not all lag-times found in typical integration 

periods were constant within these periods. By selecting these periods the method 

delivers a validation tool to the lag time derivation. In Figure 2.5-1, for the isopren

example, the tim

e 

e series of lag-time values (Lag 0 PF) calculated for 25-min 

tegration times are plotted against timeseries of the IMED lag times, i.e. medians 

ith the 

er half 

f 

t 

, 

r vary excessively. Most of 

e variable lags were common for night times when the turbulence and temperature 

 

um in the covariance method. In contrast, the Lag 0 IMED (solid 

d) was the most stable and was well within the cycle length during the entire 

eriod. This type of lag time was very similar or the same as the Lag 0 PF (derived 

by the peak detector on the peak of the covariance function for the full period). The 

in

of lag-times derived on the 5-min integration times. The ellipse encompasses the 

IMED data which both passed the LTV test (LTV < 30%) and also agreed w

PF method (full integration) within a half of the cycle-length period (3.5 s). Ov

of the data had lag times which agreed well with both the methods. However, half o

the remaining points (i.e., from outside the ellipse) had passed the validity test bu

the Lag 0 PF (i.e. the lag time found by PF in the whole integration period) was 

significantly different, probably due to inability of the PF to select the right peak if 

outliers were present. This means that the values of tlag0 for these points could have 

had an erroneous lag, which could result in underestimation and also the wrong sign

although the latter effect would be more typical for compounds which can also be 

deposited. Finally, approximately one quarter of all data points did not pass the 

validity test when the lag time could either be missed o

th

were low as can be seen from the size of the marker. However, it seems that even 

some of the smallest markers could have been valid but the conventional method 

(Lag 0 PF) would be likely to capture less of them reliably as seen from the 

comparison of the scatter of the two axes.  

 

When lag times for acetone example data are plotted together as the time series 

(Figure 2.5-2) it is immediately evident that the most variable lag time was the Lag 0

MAX (dashed blue), which was the lag time derived from the full integration period 

using the maxim

re

p
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difference n La  be attributed to the presence of 

utliers in the underlying lag times of 5 min periods (Lag 1, …, Lag 5) which were 

nt 

ed 

alidity 

er, 

 betwee g 0 IMED and Lag 0 PF can

o

denoted by thinner lines. However, all the lag times were in a reasonable agreeme

during the middle of the day (10:00-14:00). The timeseries of lag validity was plott

in reference to the right vertical axis with the 30% threshold represented by a green 

line. It seems that during a day the majority of the data were well below the v

threshold but at night or during heavy rain episodes the validity value above the 

threshold which could be linked to low turbulence and low concentrations. Howev

even at night there were periods of valid points and stable IMED lag times despite 

much higher variability in the MAX lag. 

 

 

Figure 2.5-1 Median of lag-times derived on 5 minute integration times vs lag time 

derived classically on the full integration period (here 25 min), using measurements for 

isoprene. The data points were coloured according to the LTV test and the size of a 

marker corresponds to the ambient temperature, which was high during day and 

at night.  

low 
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 line represents the validity threshold. 
integration period (25 min) although 

to be less variable. The internal 
 with small concentrations where lag 
V threshold of 30. Therefore the 
All lag-time series were smoothed by a 

Figure 2.5-2. Lag-time variation time serie

0 (IMED) derive
ot perform well. 
alidated lag tim

6-period running average.  

s for m/z 59 (acetone, glyoxal, propanal). The horizontal green
Outliers (e.g., caused by spiky covariance) can impact the instability of Lag 0 MAX derived on a full 
during the mid day it is similar to other lag time types. The lags derived by using peak finder (PF) seem 
median lag d by a median of lags 1-5 of shorter integration periods is the way of dealing
MAX cann Lag 0 (IMED) disregards the outliers and can be further validated by the LT
median of v es (derived on 5-min periods) can be the solution to finding the true lag time. 
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As different com

covariance functions, the lag tim
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pounds can have different lag times and different clarity of their 

e MAX method (most commonly used) and the IME

method were compared in terms of their lag time values and their effect on the fluxes for 

three different compounds, i.e. isoprene, MVK+MACR, and acetone. Iso

example of a pure emitter, whose flux was very high in the studied data set. MVK and 

MACR, detected on the same ion channel (m/z 71), were predominantly depositing and 

their concentrations were also very high, although lower than those of isoprene. The 

distance from the source must have been high in the atmosphere, which could be longer 

than the distance from the isoprene source (3 m from the top of the canopy). In addition 

m/z 71 picks up two compounds MVK and MACR, which despite being isom

have slightly different properties (e.g. affinities for tube surfaces) and th

times. Finally, acetone is an example of a low concentration compound, which could 

have two different sources (one biogenic or leaf litter and another from the VOC 

oxidation chain higher in the troposphere). Thus, this compound was expected to have a 

mixed character for flux and generally be difficult to detect lag time from

function because of the low concentrations.  

 

Isoprene was so abundant during the day that its peaks in the covariance function were 

generally very clear. Figure 2.5-3 shows the comparison of the isoprene fluxes derived 

by the IMED and MAX methods. The IMED lag time values are presented in this figure 

relative to the right axis. It seems that the MAX method overestimated only slightly the 

emission but the general agreement was very good (Figure 2.5-4). However, the

three points in the flux which were causing a scatter on the fit, as they correspond to L

MAX selecting the highest point in the covariance which could be wrong and suggested 

a deposition. In fact two of these points would not be stationary so would be rejected 

anyway, but the IMED method did not show deposition although the tw

be rejected by the lag-time validity test. The third point of those mentioned occurred 

during a rain episode on the second day. The MAX method identified that point as a 

small deposition which was outside the 95% prediction interval, the LTV was less than 

30% and the IMED lag method identified the same point as a small emis

D 

prene is an 

ers could 

erefore lag 

 the covariance 

re were 

ag 

o points would 

sion. 
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Figure 2.5-3 Comparison of isoprene fluxes derived with Lag MAX (grey), with Lag IM
validated (blue) and with invalid Lag IMED (LTV>30) (red). Series of IMED lag-time 
values are plotted in reference to the right axis. 

 

ED 

 

Figure 2.5-4 Regression of isoprene fluxes derived with IMED LT versus isoprene fluxes 
derived with MAX LT. Since isoprene flux had high signal-to-noise ratio, both methods
agree well, although the Lag MAX method overestimates the flux by 14%. One can see an 
outlier where the Lag MAX predicts deposition, which is not confirmed by the Lag IMED.
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Although the type of lag method applied could cause only a relatively minor difference 

in the fluxes derived for isoprene (14%), the use of the best method seems much more 

critical for other less abundant or depositing compounds. Figure 2.5-5 presents the 

comparison of the flux time series of MVK+MACR with lag method used. This time the 

agreement was not so good but clearly the IMED method provided less noisy fluxes. In 

contrast the MAX method resulted in the presence of several flux points suggestive of 

emission which were not observed when the flux calculation was made using the IMED 

method. It would be rather surprising to observe frequent flux sign changes in the middle 

of the day so in this respect the IMED method does much better. The flux sign error can 

be visualised more clearly from the regression of the fluxes derived in the two methods 

r excluding the outliers. Furthermore the 

MAX method overestimated fluxes by approximately 50%, which means that finding the 

lag time on the highest point in the covariance function is particularly not recommended 

for compounds whose fluxes are low. This is because the noise can have potentially 

much higher contribution to the absolute value which is added over the true peak by the 

value of the spike. Alternatively, if there are two or more peaks in the covariance 

function which have superimposed noise on them, it may happen that the MAX method 

selects the highest point on the virtually smaller peak but where contribution of noise 

was higher than the noise contribution to the true peak.  This could result in the wrong 

sign of the flux. The IMED method would not be prone to the same error as the noise is 

random so it would be unlikely that the noise would give the same contribution to the 

same portion of the covariance functions in each of the 5 min segments. Using a peak 

detector ignores the discrete spikes on the peaks so it may de facto resemble the AVG 

method but this can be even more effective when applied to shorter segments. The 

IMED method is therefore recommended for use with more difficult fluxes but should 

always be combined with the LTV test. 

(Figure 2.5-6), which are denoted as outliers in red. The fit of the regression is not as 

good as in the case of isoprene fluxes even afte
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Figure 2.5-5 Comparison of MVK+MACR fluxes derived with Lag MAX (grey), with Lag 
IMED validated (blue) and with invalid Lag IMED (LTV>30) (red). Series of IMED lag-
time values are plotted in reference to the right axis. 

 

 

Figure 2.5-6 Regression of MVK+MACR 
MVK+MACR fluxes derived with MAX L

fluxes derived with IMED LT versus 
T. This compound is an example of depositing 

VOC. Using Lag MAX without validations has a probability of producing an erroneous 
sign of the flux resulting in the false emission or deposition. These points are denoted as 
outliers, and were excluded from regression. Furthermore it seems that the Lag MAX 
method overestimates emission and deposition by approximately 50% compared to the 
IMED Lag method.  
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Processing small fluxes can be the most challenging for a flux investigator, some of 

which may be made even more complex by their bi-directional character. The example 

of such a compound was acetone whose fluxes obtained with the two methods are 

plotted as a timeseries in Figure 2.5-7 and as a regression in Figure 2.5-8. The degree of 

flux overestimation by the MAX method is slightly lower than in case of MVK + 

MACR, probably because the bi-directional character of the fluxes compensates the 

overestimated emission by overestimated deposition (i.e., underestimated negative flux). 

This is at the cost of the goodness of the fit. The MAX method provided a noisier pattern 

than was seen in the previously-discussed example compounds. The potential for 

the LTV of 30%. However, the small-flux points derived by IMED and which had a 

valid lag time (different nights) do not oscillate as much as those found by the MAX 

method. In addition, during the middle of the first day the absolute flux obtained from 

the MAX method had almost the same absolute value but its sign alternated excessively, 

which does not convince the author that the MAX method was correct there. From 

experience the author noticed in various VOC flux patterns that if the flux sign changes 

it does so during a rather gradual process, such that normally at least a few integration 

periods are needed for the value to decrease/increase to the same value of the inverse 

sign. The exception can be the times when the turbulence starts off quickly (morning) or 

suddenly fades out (evening) or during a heavy rain episode. However, such a fast 

change in the flux would often be associated with non-stationary conditions, so the flux 

would be rarely acceptable anyway. However, the IMED performed much better even 

during non-stationary periods, most of which coincided with the low LTV. It seems that 

non-stationary periods with a stable lag time, due to a rapidly changing flux, are 

particularly prone to flux outlier using the MAX method but the internal median 

 

t 

ar, 

overestimation can be seen clearly in the amplitude of the grey points at night. In the 

night time between the first and second days almost all points lacked a lag time within 

approach does not seem to derive a lag time which would cause the same outlier. So far

the comparison suggests that the LTV test is able to identify the variable lag times mos

of which can be the case for non-stationary periods. The mechanism is not entirely cle
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since one could expect that a non-stationary flux still producing in 5-min covariance 

functions the same maxima differing in an absolute magnitude rather than a location.  
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Figure 2.5-7 Comparison of acetone fluxes derived with Lag MAX (grey), with Lag IMED 
validated (blue) and with invalid Lag IMED (LTV>30) (red). Series of IMED lag-time 
values are plotted in reference to the right axis. 

 

 

Figure 2.5-8 Regression of acetone fluxes derived with IMED LT versus acetone fluxes 
derived with MAX LT. This compound is an example of a small flux VOCs, whose lag time 
can be challenging to find using the classical approaches and which could be both emitted 
and deposited due to different sources. The  use of Lag MAX may result in the flux of 
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erroneous and thus either  false emission or false deposition. These points are denoted a
outliers, identified as flux-sign errors and outside the 95% prediction intervals, and were 
excluded from regression. Furthermore it seems that the Lag MAX method overestimate

s 

s 
emission and deposition by approximately 40% compared to the IMED Lag method. 

 

However, during non-stationary periods temperature or humidity can change rapidly and 

this may affect pump efficiency or alter the affinity of a compound to the surfaces and 

therefore could lead to a different lag time. 

 

Finally, a general set of criteria was selected to compare the performance of the IMED 

and the MAX lag times. The comparison is presented in Table 2.5-1. The MAX method 

had the highest variability in the lag times increasing with the compound of decreasing 

signal-to-noise ratio. However, the lag times found by the IMED method were much less 

e MAX method simply finds the 

maximal point in the covariance which does not have to correspond to the true flux, 

particularly if the covariance function is noisy which happens more frequently in the 

small-flux compounds. Therefore, the MAX method cannot be simply applied in an 

automated manner as the majority of data of the low-signal-to-noise compounds would 

not be clear on the full integration time. In contrast, the IMED method, by decomposing 

the covariance function on the smaller segments, is promising as an automated method 

since it has clearly defined lag validation criteria and is not biased by taking the absolute 

maximum but it takes the maximal point of the peak centre found by the peak detector of 

set criteria. Such an approach produced 14% more valid lag times in the case of 

isoprene. However, the particular usefulness of this method is for less abundant species 

such as MVK+MACR and acetone for which 35% and 52% more valid lag times, 

respectively were identified using the IMED method rather than the MAX method in this 

example dataset. The MAX method has been used widely by the flux community and 

also by the author, which when combined with rigorous rejection criteria did not yield 

variable and were not sensitive to the type of compound. This suggests that the IMED 

method finds only the true lag times, whereas th

widely differing absolutely flux values for highly abundant compounds. However, the 

overestimation can be very high for trace compounds or even compounds whose 
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concentrations are elevated but where mixed character of flux is present. Therefore it is

not only the matter of overestimation but also the bias of the flux sign (mirror effect), 

which leads to a systematic error. The flux is not going to oscillate around zero if th

 

e 

g-time was found correctly. However, if outliers are excluded (many of which coincide 

60% higher in the MAX method.  For 

VK+MACR and acetone this error was 2.5 and 4.3 times higher, respectively, than in 

la

with non-stationary, non-turbulent or rainy periods) the overall agreement of the two 

methods is reasonable. However the statistical error of the fit is much higher for the 

MAX method, which even for isoprene was 

M

the IMED method. This clearly shows that the IMED method is much better to use, 

while the MAX method is only suitable for compounds with high abundance and uni-

directional fluxes. 
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Table 2.5-1 Comparison of the IMED LT method with the commonly-used MAX LT 

method in relation to 3 compounds with different flux characteristics. The IMED data 

were filtered by the LTV test (LTV<30%) and the same data points were removed from 

the MAX time series. The number of points left in each data set was 176. 

  
Isoprene (m/z 69) 

MVK+MACR (m/z 

71) 
Acetone (m/z 59) 

M
ai

n 

fe
at

ur
es

 

Character of flux emission deposition mixed 

 Signal to noise ratio high medium low 

Mean LT (s) 9.51 9.79 9.83 

LT (s) 1.24 1.16 1.23 

Mean Flux 

(mg m-2 h-1) 
1.95 -0.060 0.007 

RMS error 

(mg m-2 h-1)  
0.53 0.059 0.015 

L
T

 I
M

E
D

 

Sign error impossible impossible impossible 

 Valid points  

(%  LV<30) 
69% 74% 71% 

Mean LT 7.67 7.83 7.28 

LT 3.85 4.51 4.61 

Mean Flux 2.24 -0.108 0.009 

RMS error 0.84 0.15 0.065 

L
T

 M
A

X
 

Sign error rare (<1%) moderate (4%) frequent (10%) 

 % clear peak  

in the covariance 
55% 39% 28% 
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2.5.7 Conclusions 

he covariance 

nctions btained using short subperiod integration t were tested 

on a portion of a real dataset from ds which differed 

characteristics. The author’s findings that the Lag MAX method can greatly 

onsis he similar finding by Taipale et al., 2010, 

pared Lag MAX with other methods on large water vapour fluxes with 

ference da ere DEC was s by the additio

artificial n r, the com on for low con tion compounds has not been 

made befo he MAX method can lead to particu igh flux overest n of 

such com dition for ituations the bias caused erroneous sign can be 

important. Therefore conventional methods have had to limit the reports of small-flux 

com fficiently high. This could lead to so many 

re ions sentativeness of data could affect model precision or could not 

b plied ng at all. La ility wa nd it was f

g-times with  integration tim  guarantee high quality 

flux deriv

 

Therefore proposed that the L ethod is inclu  the Fluxnet crite

following tests by independent groups to examine if the LTV threshold of 30% produces 

the same confidence intervals for other PTR-MS syste d set-ups or othe

covariance variants. The autom V test a  meth

ubstantia ime needed to process difficult fluxes, especially where MAX 

and AVG methods can no longer perform well.  

 

 

This chapter introduced the first flux lag-time validation technique that can be 

performed in an automated way. In addition, a new method of lag-time determination 

was developed based on the internal median of the average maxima of t

fu o imes. These methods 

poun the field using com in their flux 

overestim

who com

ate the fluxes are c tent with t

re to LiCOR water flux ta wh imulated n of 

oise. Howeve paris centra

re and t larly h imatio

pounds. In ad these s

pounds to periods when their flux was su

ject

e ap

 that low repre

 to modelli g-time variab s explored a ound that 

only the least variable la in an e can

ations.  

 it is TV m ded in ria, 

ms an r eddy 

ation of the LT nd the IMED lag od can 

s lly reduce the t
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2.6.1 Abstract 

action Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) is a very useful tool for high 

equency detection and quantitation of gas-phase volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

T it  

m ed

d

discrim

(AD m

re  f  

an alter

detaching

of backgr

each mon

have been

for oth r

M rp

PTR-MS (Grabmer et al., 2004; Hayward et al., 2004; Noe et al., 2008;  Penuelas et al., 

pendent on the ambient humidity (Tani et al., 

ons which regulate the proportion of signal 

at m/z 81 and m/z 137. This proportion can even have diurnal variations but generally the 

sum of these ions should be more or less constant. There have been attempts to try to 

unravel the information behind monoterpene fragmentation but with only small progress 

to improving PTR-MS specificity in this respect. For example, Maleknia et al. (2007) 

showed different abundances of monoterpenes and related compounds depending on the 

drift voltage used, and tested at m/z channels 155, 137, 135, 121, 119, 109, 107, 95, 93, 

 

Proton-Transfer-Re

fr

o date  has only been possible to measure the sum of monoterpenes which have bee n

onitor  most commonly at m/z 81 and 137 at a constant drift voltage and a constant 

rift pre Hessure. re it is demonstrated for the first time that PTR-MS is capable of 

inating individual monoterpenes when operating in the alternating drift voltage 

ode). The approach is based on the principle that slightly different energies are 

quired or the fragmentation/clustering of a given monoterpene; or, in other words, in

nating drift voltage mode each monoterpene has a different time point for 

 a common or uncommon fragment. Therefore from a fragmentation analysis 

ound-sub acted standards it is possible to calculate the relative percentage of tr

oterpene in an absolute concentration of their sum. Although monoterpenes 

 chosen a  an example in this experiment, this method is likely to be effective s

er structu al isomeric species such as the sesquiterpenes or MVK/MACR. 

2.6.2 Monoterpene fragmentation regimes in PTR-MS  

onote enes as a total sum of isomers have been shown to be measurable reliably by 

2007). The sensitivity of the technique is de

2004; Tani et al., 2003) and drift tube conditi
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and 81. Although practically all the monoterpenes tested, including related compounds 

such as oxygenated monoterpenes (linalool, 1,8-cineole), gave high abundance signals at 

m/z 81 (except for p-cymene), not all the species had equally abundant signals at 137. 

terestingly, other m/z channels in addition to 81 and 137 showed a big variability in 

 

100 

 

y 

 

o 580 

. 

n 

Trap Mass ome

monoterpene fragmentation and focused on the m/z 95 fragment in that study, but the 

 

er 

In

abundance with particular monoterpenes. Although the Ud used was 580 V the same 

authors repeated the study at 480 V and 380 V but only for p-cymene and 1,8-cineole. 

The case for fragmentation of p-cymene is interesting because its protonated molecular 

ion detected at m/z 135 had the highest abundance at low Ud value (380 V) with only 2%

of this abundance for the main fragment ion at m/z 93.  However, increasing Ud by 

V caused a shift in the fragmentation such that the main peak was detected at m/z 93 and

only 55.2% of that abundance was for the parent ion. This was consistent with the stud

of Tani et al. (2003) who measured 50% of abundance occurring at m/z 93 at similar E/N

conditions (120 Td). However, increasing further the drift voltage by 100 V (i.e., t

V) resulted in only 4.3% abundance of the parent ion relative to 100% abundance for 

m/z 93. It is therefore clear that manipulating the drift voltage in this case could 

potentially distinguish between p-cymene and toluene, which would interfere at m/z 93

Steeghs et al. (2007a) reported the possibility of partial monoterpene differentiation by 

means of Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) in the Proton-Transfer-Reaction Io

 Spectr ter (PIT-MS). The authors provided some information on 

method has not been finalised other than to point out the possibility of discrimination by

PIT-MS. 

 As part of this thesis a totally new method, employing a standard PTR-MS 

without any modifications, is shown to have great potential for discrimination of 

monoterpenes and other isomers under alternating drift-tube voltage. In the designed 

experiment (AD mode) the drift voltage was made to alternate by a certain time step p

cycle in the range 400 V to 600 V. For the pd of 200 Pa and Td of 318 K this range 

corresponds to 93 – 139 Td. Such a range offers a sufficient energy span to force all 

parent monoterpene ions to fragment at the higher end of the Td range, but with 

prevalence of molecular ions at the lower end of the Td range. In between, at smooth 
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increases in drift energy, different monoterpenes would be likely to release fragments at

different points with different efficacy. Therefore from the relative differences of the 

fragments to the main parent and main fragmented ions the relative proportions of each

monoterpene can be deduced. It should be noted that the dependence of monoterpene 

signals on humidity increases with lowering the drift energies because of second orde

reactions and a very high number of clusters.  This can actually be an advantage for 

distinguishing individual monoterpenes as the water clusters with monoterpenes could 

form adducts constituting more or less specific patterns. 

 

2.6.3 Design of an Alternating-Drift PTR-MS (AD-PTR-MS) 

In the first trials, initially the author tested a drift voltage (Ud) alternating from 400 V to 

600 V with a 2 V time step (dUd). Once the value of Ud reached its maximum value of 

600 V the cycle repeated from 400 V again. Such a design was not optimal because the

sudden drop in Ud caused a downward spike in primary ions which manifested as

upward spike in the normalised count for the compound Figure 2.6-1 . 
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Figure 2.6-1 The impact of alternating Ud on an example time series for background 

isoprene. The sudden drop in the voltage causes a spike due to temporary destabilis

the ion source.  
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Consequently, the change in voltage over time was redesigned so that Ud  = Ud +dUd as 

before, but after reaching the threshold value of 600 V, Ud = Ud – dUd. On reaching the 

minimum voltage again the cycle restarted. As capturing the m/z spectrum from 21 to 

206 amu requires a relatively long acquisition time, for example, ~ 1.5 min per scan at 

0.5 s dwell time, the dU step was adjusted to 25 V, providing 18 data points per AD 

cycle and therefore two replicates for each voltage (i.e. 9 ascending voltages and 9 

descending voltages). Such an approach gives approximately 25 min for the full AD 

ode, where the rest of the hour could be devoted for instance to eddy covariance flux 

measurement, and zero-air sampling. In addition, at least one zero air AD scan is 

required fo ubtra

 

// i[0] main loop counter 

// i[1] year 

// i[2] month 

// i[3] day 

// i[4] hours of current time 

// i[5] minutes of current time 

 

 

SetPar( BarWidth=15, ColorMode=single, Cycles=500, DispOpt=last, LineType=solid, 

Marker=on, YRaster=on ) 

m

r the s ction from the ambient AD spectra. 

 

The section of the Balzer’s code managing the changes of the drift voltage is presented 

below as extracted from driftad.seq (see electronic version in ‘drift software’ folder): 

 

 //driftad.seq Pawel Misztal CEH, The University of Edinburgh 

 

Loop( i[0]=0;0 ) 

Begin 
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 GetDate( Day=i[3], Month=i[2], Year=i[1] ) 

Loop( i[9]=400;600;25 ) 

 GetTime( Hour=i[4], Min=i[5] ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[2] ) 

s[0] = gs[0];i[3] ) 

SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[4] ) 

SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[5] ) 

SetString( gs[1] = "A" ) 

1] = gs[0];gs[1] ) 

"currently Udrift:";i[9] ) 

 SetAO( 3=i[9] ) 

 ScanBar( Par="drift.sbp", Disp=on, SaveCyc=gs[1] ) 

// changes voltage back from 600 to 400 with the 25 V step 

=600;400;-25 ) 

Begin 

 GetTime( Hour=i[4], Min=i[5] ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = "@@@@" ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[2] ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[3] ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[4] ) 

 SetString( gs[0] = gs[0];i[5] ) 

  

 //changes drift voltage from 400-600 V with 25 V step 

 

  

 

 Begin 

  GetDate( Day=i[3], Month=i[2], Year=i[1] ) 

 

  SetString( gs[0] = "@@@@" ) 

 

  SetString( g

  

  

  

  SetString( gs[

  Message( Text=

 

 

   

 End 

 

 Loop( i[9]
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  GetDate( Day=i[3], Month=i[2], Year=i[1] ) 

=i[5] ) 

@" ) 

];i[2] ) 

];i[3] ) 

];i[4] ) 

];i[5] ) 

( gs[1] = "D" ) 

 Message( Text="currently Udrift:";i[9] ) 

etAO( 3=i[9] ) 

, Disp=on, SaveCyc=gs[1] ) 

he ch ges o rofiles of the first water cluster signal (m/z 

z intensities. Examples are provided in 

igure .6-2. 

  GetTime( Hour=i[4], Min

  SetString( gs[0] = "@@@

  SetString( gs[0] = gs[0

  SetString( gs[0] = gs[0

  SetString( gs[0] = gs[0

  SetString( gs[0] = gs[0

  SetString

  SetString( gs[1] = gs[0];gs[1] ) 

 

  S

  ScanBar( Par="drift.sbp"

   

 End 

 

   

  

T an f Ud resulted in characteristic p

37); it also affected primary ions and other m/

F  2
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 U  (V)
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1.0x106

4.0x10

 m
/z

 3
7 

(c
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)

 

D cycle showing changes in primary ions (m/z 21 x 500 cps) and 

/z 37) as a result of alternating Ud. 

rgies, which in turn impact on the distribution of the fragments. Even 

though the fragmentation can be regarded as soft, isomeric structures can still degrade at 

slightly different energies. Clearly, there is also an associated impact on the varying 

sensitivities, which, since recently, have been known to vary between individual 

isomers. For this reason using a single monoterpene for calibration of the monoterpene 

sum is not optimal but is acceptable at typical constant drift voltages, after normalisation 

for m/z 21 and m/z 37, and after including the sum of at least the most significant 

fragments. In the AD-PTR-MS mode water clusters vary greatly from below 1% of the 

primary ions at Ud = 600 V to as much as 20% at Ud = 400 V. These changes are 

beneficial for elucidations of specific features since collisions with water clusters 

provide additional opportunity for specific fragmentation and also for the creation of 

Figure 2.6-2. A typical A

water cluster (m

  

As has been mentioned earlier, varying Ud varies the E/N ratio, and hence varies the 

collisional ene
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molecular clusters, which is likely to occur at different drift voltages for different 

structures of the same isomer. Under certain conditions a dimerisation of fragments can 

be facilitated. As is shown later, the simple analysis of the main fragments selected from 

the scan can already be sufficient in many cases to discriminate between isomers 

measured in AD-PTR-MS. However, application of multivariate f nalysis such as 

positive matrix factorisation (PMF) is ideal for the recognition of the AD-PTR-MS scans 

and is described in detail below. 

 

2.6.4 Methods 

 

2.6.4.1 AD Calibration 

 

For the AD-PTR-MS calibration the drift pressure was maintained constant at 200 Pa, 

. 

s described in the previous section. 

ples of individual monoterpenes were vaporised in clean Tedlar ® bags filled with 3 

in

ng on 

actor a

drift temperature at 40 ºC, and the water vapour flow to the hollow cathode at 6.5 sccm

The Ud was alternated between 400 V and 600 V a

Sam

L VOC-free air by injecting 2 µL of an ultrapure liquid standard (Sigma Aldrich, UK). 

The resulting concentration (~ 700 ppb) was expected to be high enough to ensure the 

domination of the m/z spectrum by a given monoterpene but not high enough to cause a 

decline in primary ions. The air flow in the PTR-MS inlet was reduced from 300 ml m -

1 to 50 ml min-1 which was sufficient to perform the full AD course (1 ascending and 1 

descending voltage ramp) withdrawing less than half the gas from a bag. Altogether six 

monoterpenes (α-pinene, β-pinene, d-limonene, 3-carene, -terpinene, and α-

phellandrene) and one monoterpene-related compound (p-cymene) were prepared, each 

in separate identical bags (7 bags in total + 1 bag with zero air).  

A zero air generator (Sonimix 3052B), which is a self regenerating system operati

the principle of the pressure difference and the inverse flow, was used as dilution gas for 

the bags. This generator was able to strip all VOCs from the ambient (lab) air except for 
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methanol whose counts constituted 0.05% of the primary ions. In fact only a small

portion of the counts at m/z 33 corresponded to true ambient methanol as the background

at this ion channel is typically high (as compared with the other Pt/Al2O3–based zero air 

filter removing methanol). The amount of methanol that could be in the bags was 

insignificant with reference to the concentrations of the monoterpenes used in the study 

and it was about the same level for all bags. The reason for the use of the Sonimix 

3052B generator for this study wa

 

 

s slightly better removal efficiency towards the 

ompounds above 45 amu and substantially higher flow rate. All bags were analysed on 

one day starting from the bag containing only the zero air.  

Each full c f the  automated from the Quadstar platform for a given 

ompound, contained 18 cycles of the scans between m/z 21 and 206. Starting from Ud 

of 400 V the vo s kep  scan cycle and increased by 25 V 

between each cycle until 600 V was reached (ascending mode). Subsequently, starting 

 600 V the voltage was reduced by 25 V between each cycle finishing at 400 V 

oftware’ folder). The 

c

ourse o  AD-mode,

c

ltage wa t constant during a

from

(descending mode). Then the bag was detached from the instrument and the PTR-MS 

was flushed with zero air sampled directly for at least 15 minutes before another bag was 

connected. The AD-course for β-pinene was repeated a second time on the next day 

from the same bag (stored in the dark) in order to check for the amount of variability 

between the replicates. The actual AD patterns for main fragments were almost identical 

although the whole spectrum contained somewhat more small peaks than earlier and the 

normalised absolute values of main fragments were very slightly smaller, which could 

be due to internal degradation of the standard. 

2.6.4.2 Postprocessing 

 

A LabVIEW program was written for the post analysis (ADProcess_tested_LV8.5.llb, 

Misztal, PK, CEH, UoE; available in electronic version in ‘drift s

program automatically reads the scan files, and normalises the counts at each cycle to 1 

× 106 cps of the primary ions and water cluster at m/z 37. In addition each cycle had a 

corresponding cycle of the zero air bag subtracted and returned three spreadsheets: with 
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absolute counts (_cps suffix), normalised only for primary ions (ncps), and normalis

for both the primary ions and water clusters (ncps_w). Normalised counts (ncps) were 

derived as in Equation 2.6-1, whereas normalised counts for both the primary and water-

cluster ions (ncps_w) as in Equation 2.6-2. 

 

Equation

ed 

 2.6-1 

cps ZAm/z21 ZAcps m/z21
ncps norm

m/z21 ZAm/z21

d
I I I I

I
I I

  
 


     

2 

 

Equation 2.6-

   
 

cps ZAm/z 21 ZAm/z37 ZAcps m/z 21 m/z37
ncps norm

m/z 21 m/z37 ZAm/z 21 ZAm/z37

d
( )

I I I I I I
I

I I I I

    
 

     

 

In these equations, Icps and  IZAcps are the signals in counts s-1 of a monoterpene and 

corresponding zero-air, respectively, while Im/z21 and IZAm/z21 are the corresponding 

signals at m/z 21 of a monoterpene and the zero air, respectively. The normalisation 

constant dnorm is equal to 2000 ncps accounting for the 1  106 ncps normalisation level 

of primary ions divided by an approximate m/z 19 to 21 isotopic ratio of 500 

corresponding to the abundance ratio between H3
16O+ and H3

18O+. The parameters  Im/z37

and IZAm/z37 denote water-cluster [H3
16O+(H2

16O

 

)] counts at m/z 37 ion channels of a 

sample and the respe

entation patterns had two stages: analysis of the selected 

monoterpene. The selected protonated ions were 137, 121, 93, 81, 79, 67, 57, 41, and 39. 

zero air, ctively.   

The analysis of the fragm

fragments and the covariate analysis of the whole patterns.  

The first stage consisted of the selection of the prevailing ions at the cumulative mass 

spectra (neglecting m/z ratios which had less than 0.05% abundance), then the derivation 

of their dependence on the Ud, and the extraction of the critical (in the most cases 

stationary) Ud points with the potential for their use as specific features of a particular 
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All these ions have been deduced to be specific to a monoterpene from the highest 

abundance and later it was confirmed in the PMF analysis (see section 2.6.5.2) that thes

ions indeed had the highest coefficient of determination (r2) of the observed and 

predicted values in the PMF model. Howeve

e 

r, m/z 95 and m/z 88, despite their elevated 

bundance, were regarded as pollution from the material of Tedlar® bags (Steeghs et al., 

2007b), where the latter is most likely N,N-dimethylacetamide used in the

Tani et al. (2003), using a thermal diffusion approach of the pure standards, identified 

ions at m/z 71, 93, 97, 109 and 119 as impurities and used ions at m/z 67, 68, 81, 82, 95, 

96, 137 and 138 in the analysis for monoterpenes. On the other hand, Maleknia et al. 

007) used protonated masses 93, 95, 107, 109, 119, 121 and 137 in referring to 

terpenes.  

In the AD approach presented here the selection of the protonated masses was done 

independently. The ion C9H13
+ at m/z 121 might be potentially important as it can form 

presumably from the abstraction of CH4 from a parent monoterpene ion C10H17

37). For p-cymene C10H15
+ (m/z 135) the similar abstraction would lead to C9H11

+ at 

r-

e 

trations. 

the

n potentially further attract (H2O) to cluster at 

 

 1% of the primary ions, the 

 

t m/z 

a

ir production. 

(2

+ (m/z 

1

m/z 119, so 135 and 119 ion were added in p-cymene analysis. Clearly, many of the 

fragments might coincide with either impurities or other common masses like highe

order water clusters. This can be easily picked up on the AD graphs of Ud dependenc

and factor analysis, which can extract common features of many fragments together. 

However, for calibration purposes it is sensible to use sufficiently high concen

For example m/z 39 receives an input from H3
18O(H2O)+, which is typically 0.5% of  

m/z 37 signal for  H3
16O(H2O)+, but on the other hand it could be the protonated 

cyclopropenylidene (c-C3H3
+), which ca

m/z 57, although m/z 57 could be regarded also as butyl fragment, depending on the

monoterpene structure and m/z. Assuming m/z 37 constitutes

contribution from water clusters to m/z 39 would be around 0.005% of primary ions so

approximately 50 cps normalised to 1106
 cps. If 1% of monoterpenes fragments onto 

m/z 39 and assuming 5 times higher sensitivity for monoterpenes at this m/z than a

137, then approximately 5 ppb level of monoterpenes would be needed to exceed the 

contribution from the water cluster signal. As a matter of fact the signal related to water 
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clusters at m/z 37 could be converted using the isotopic ratio and subtracted from th

39 signal in the AD spectra. Typically the m/z 41 (C3H4) fragment is elevated, which 

could represent propadiene or cyclopropene, in monoterpene-rich atmospheres. A

interesting fragment which dominates monoterpene spectra occurs at m/z 67 (C5H7
+), 

which could be either cyclopentadiene or [1.1.1]propellane. It was rather surprising to 

observe m/z 79 for some monoterpenes (e.g. > 1% in α-phellandrene). Previously it has 

only been reported as contributing to 14% of fragments of adamantane (C10H16) (Steeghs 

et al., 2007a) but has not yet been described as a monoterpene fragment, possibly 

because of an assumption that it might be benzene present as an impurity in the standa

However, the relationship of the m/z 79 signal in response to the change in Ud sug

that it coul

e m/z 

nother 

rd. 

gests 

d be benzene or less likely a fragment isomeric to benzene (e.g. 

 

 

n in 

. 

 

bicyclopropenyl), formed when the C4H10 (butane, isobutane) moiety is lost from a 

monoterpene. Given the theoretical stability of bicyclopropenyl (Dinadayalane et al., 

2004), it is possible that it fragments further in order to form a very short lived 

cyclopropenylidene or other isomeric C3H2-H
+ ion at (m/z 39).  The dependence on Ud

suggests this m/z to be the fragmentation product (increasing with Ud) whereas 

fragmentation of benzene is not favoured in the soft ionisation offered by PTR-MS 

(Ammann et al., 2004; Warneke et al., 2001), but highly probably it may be formed 

easily via the dehyhydrogenation of the cyclohexadienyl fragment. 

 

The data were normalised and expressed as the relative percentage of the sum of the ions

selected but the normalised counts were not transmission corrected. Normally, 

transmission is derived by a measurement at a constant E/N condition, so for this study 

no transmission correction has been made but, in general, derivation of a transmissio

the AD-mode might be useful. However, the relative differences of the voltage-

dependent changes should be the same in all cases despite different absolute differences

Because normally the transmission starts to decline rapidly after 100 amu due to the 

fringing field effect (Kim et al., 2009), the corrected signal would be higher at the larger

m/z; for example at m/z 137 it should be around 2.5 times higher than without the 

correction (as used here). As a matter of fact, different monoterpenes may be likely to 
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have a similar transmission measurement, but the uncertainty in the proton transfer 

reaction rates for each of them could introduce a bias. So the method presented here is

principally qualitative. If the method can produce the relative proportions of isomers, 

then the absolute concentration could be derived from the comparison with the classic

calibration approach for the sum of monoterpenes. 

2.6.4.3 Double-blind trial 

 

The analysis of unknown samples was done under the same conditions as those during 

the AD calibration but the concentrations were much lower in order to bring the 

challenge of discrimination to be closer to ambient levels. All 6 bags previo

calibration, containing approx. 700 ppb of each monoterpenes (p-cymene bag exclud

were selected for randomisation. Opaque labels were used to cover the old labels with

names of a monoterpene. Then the bags were shuffled and 4 of them were rando

picked by a person not involved in the experiment, who marked their labels A1, A2, A

and A4. Four brand new bags flushed 5 times with zero air were filled with 

approximately 3 L of zero air. Subsequently, 50 mL of A3 monoterpene was injecte

the first bag, 50 mL of A1 to the second, and the third bag was prepared to contain a 

mixture of A2 and A4 monoterpenes (25 mL each). The last bag wa

 

al 

usly used in 

ed) 

 

mly 

3 

d to 

s left to serve as the 

rst zero air run. Therefore bags contained approximately 10 ppb of a fi

monoterpene/monoterpenes, so just on the limit of detection for some small fragments. 

 

2.6.4.4 Positive Matrix Factorisation 

 

Positive Matrix Factorisation (PMF) has been recently employed successfully for the 

interpretation of organic components of aerosol mass spectrometric data (Ulbrich et al., 

2009). Even more recently it has been applied for the first time to PTR-MS 

fragmentation patterns (Slowik et al., 2010). Here for the first time PMF is used for the 

analysis of the AD-PTR-MS fragmentation patterns.  
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The PMF model belongs to algorithms used in multivariate receptor modelling. Other 

matrix factorisation techniques include Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). These methods differ in the types of constraint 

used in the data analysis, for example, in PMF the factor matrices must not be negative, 

so another name for this method is Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NNMF). The 

original PMF m apper, 1994) assumes that a measured 

ataset fulfils mass balance conservation of a number of constant source profiles of the 

odel (Paatero, 1997; Paatero and T

d

concentration of species variable in time, so that: 

Equation 2.6-3 

1

p

ij ih hj ij
h

x g f e


        

where i and j refer to the dimensions of matrix X with j being the m/z in the dataset and i 

the individual m/z scans. The number of factors p, the elements of the specie

profile fhj for each source (rows of matrix F) and the elements of the amount of factor 

contribution ghj in the factor time series expressed as columns in the matrix G are 

desired to be produced by the model with eij being the elements of the residual matrix E 

which do not fit the model for each experimental data point (E = X – G

and F are fitted to the data by minimising the quality of fit parameter Q by using a least-

s’ factor 

F). Finally, G 

quares method: 

 

s

2

1 1i j iju 
 
 

  

where uij is the uncertainty. 

 

Application of PMF to AD-PTR-MS mass spectra requires making slightly different 

assumptions from those used normally in the mass spectral analyses. The m

n m
ije 

  

ajor 

Q
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difference is that in classical approaches the concentrations of species are thought to 

tant 

 

PA PMF 3.0 (EPA, 2010), designed 

for receptor modelling of air quality data, was used. The AD-PTR

m/z 19 and 37 and zero-air subtracted data output from the AD_Process program was 

used as a matrix X input. The negative values resulting from zero-air subtraction were 

replaced by zeros. The EPA P ith uncertainties and 

detection limits. For consistency and simplicity, the universal 10 ncps was set for all m/z 

nts. 

ents, either an AD calibration would be needed or a 

transmission measured at a constant E/N ratio. It is 

possible that different structures can have slightly different proton-transfer reaction rate 

constants independent of the E/N ratio whereas the transmission for each monoterpene is 

likely to be similar but can be slightly varied with E/N ratio, not because of the change 

s these would be compensated), but possibly because of the 

ifferent ion extraction efficiency (identical for all the monoterpenes) through the 

vary over time according to the constant reaction chamber parameters (sensitivity, 

fragmentation), whereas in AD-PTR-MS the concentration is assumed to be cons

during an AD course, which is relatively short, but the E/N ratio is variable as affected 

by alternating Ud. For this part of the experiment, the additional hypotheses were 

assumed: 1) the factors and their profiles found by PMF in AD-PTR-MS can be related

to the structure of an isomer, and 2) the common factors have different relationships 

with the drift voltage. 

 For the initial PMF analysis the program E

-MS normalised for 

MF 3.0 program also requires a file w

as the detection limit, while the error of determination was set for all to 1%. Also as 

previously, the data were not corrected for transmission, in order to limit the amount of 

data manipulation only to the minimum necessary, and to avoid bias arising from 

uncertainty in the reaction rate constants for given isomer species and their fragme

Although the sensitivities vary substantially in the AD mode, the relative transmission is 

thought to be generally constant if all the contributing fragments/clusters can be taken 

into account.  

For different PTR-MS instrum

derivation of the relationship to the 

in the drift energies per se (a

d

aperture to the detection chamber.  
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2.6.5 Results 

2.6.5.1 AD patterns – differences in fragmentation. 

 

Even general inspection of the AD patterns presented in Figure 2.6-3 makes it clea

reliance only on the usual m/z values for monoterpenes (81 and 137) under a constant Ud

might be insufficient to draw conclusion about the specificity of a monoterpene 

compound. On the othe

r that 

 

r hand, the curves of 81 and 137 versus Ud in the AD mode do 

a 

 

he 

e 

n that these AD spectra provide, it can be seen, for example, that 

ntly 

ted 

ent but at lower level in α-phellandrene and d-

monene, and reaching highest abundances at the lower E/N ratio regions. These 

look different for different monoterpenes (e.g., more or less pronounced curvature, 

straight line or a line with inflexion point). However, a limitation to just 81 and 137 

prevents us from obtaining additional specific features from the many other fragments 

which can be used in the discrimination. The immediate differences are in the range of 

percentage of a given mass, and a drift-voltage dependent abundance. The characteristic 

can also be seen in stationary points of Ud which can be visualised on individual graphs 

for the most important fragments (see next sections), and in the factors derived from 

PMF analysis and their behaviour versus Ud (Sect. 2.6.5.2). Differences in fragmentation

patterns of the monoterpenes themselves (Figure 2.6-3) may not be as obvious as t

difference with a monoterpene-like compound such as p-cymene (Figure 2.6-4), which 

differs in the presence of the aromatic ring. One can see that the colour-coded drift 

voltage affects the variability of m/z ratios impacting their relative abundances. From th

vast informatio

variability in the relative abundance of m/z 81 in α-pinene (or β-pinene) is significa

lower than the corresponding variability in d-limonene. Another example difference 

concerns m/z 121 which differs both in the range and the values although some isomers 

are similar in this respect (e.g. α-phellandrene and β-pinene have a higher spread in 

abundance whereas 3-carene and d-limonene have a clustered appearance). There seem 

to be slightly different m/z 137 patterns although more evident differences might be 

sought in the isotopic m/z 138 and m/z 139. Interestingly there is significantly eleva

m/z 153 ion in -terpinene, also pres

li
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monoterpe e an ric lifetime of the order of tens of minutes while for 

example pinenes or carenes in the order of hours (Atkinson and Arey, 2003) so m/z 153 

(137+16) could  an ox r bag or 

llowing exposure to the drift-tube temperature. Impurity of a standard must also be 

 α-

ake 

 

 

nes hav  atmosphe

 indicate ygenated molecule, which could form in a tedla

fo

considered as a possibility. Another interesting feature was manifested by 3-carene 

which produced two specific signals, at m/z 135 (middle range at 400 V as in m/z 121) 

and m/z 151, which might be 3-caron aldehyde fragments, while small m/z 151 in

pinene could be a fragment from pinon aldehyde. Behaviour in AD suggests that these 

were not clusters, so must have formed a priori. However, m/z 81 and 137 together t

up typically more than 95% and therefore reliance on other fragments puts additional

strain on the sensitivity, so might not be effective at low mixing ratios. It is shown later

(Sect. 2.6.5.3) that actually m/z 81 and m/z 137 alone can be sufficient in an alternating 

E/N mode, although better confidence can be achieved with conjunction with PMF, 

which take into account the whole fragmentation profiles. 
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α-phellandrene 3-carene 

α-pinene β-pinene

d-limonene -terpinene

Figure 2.6-3. Patterns for six structurally different monoterpenes (C10H16) in relation to drift 

voltage (colour scale). 
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p-cymene 

Figure 2.6-4. Fragmentation pattern for p-

cymene (C10H14). Note analogous fragments to 

those of monoterpenes but – 2 (m/z 119 for m/z 

121, m/z 93 for m/z 95, and many common 

fragments (e.g. butyl at m/z 57, or carbenium ion 

at m/z 41, cyclopropenylidene ion at m/z 39). The 

pare 35 seems to be much more 

variable than m/z 137 for any monoterpene. 

nt ion at m/z 1
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2.6.5.1.1 α-phellandrene 

IUPA methyl-5-(1-methylethyl)-1,3-cyclohexadiene  

One of the main features of this monoterpene is that it has a hexadienyl ring but does not 

have any double bonds in its alkyl radicals. The principal fragmentation with 

characteristic critical voltages (Udc_m/z) is presented in Figure 

2.6-5.

C name: 2-

CH3

CH3

CH3

[H3O ]

CH3

+
CH3

CH3
m/
81

m/z 
41h

z 
d

m/z 
121b

m/z 
137a [C3H4-H

+] (m/z 41h) + 

[CH3-H
+] -> C4H8-H

+ (m/z 57g) 

[-H2]
m/z 95

m/z 
93c[-H2] m/z 39i

m/z 
81d

[-CH4] m/z 
67f

[-H
2 ] m/z 

79eCH3

 

-phellandrene with the attribution of the 

/z channels. The superscripts at each m/z 

ferenc  with Tedlar™ bag material) refer to 

characteristic Udc_m/z, which are further explained in the text. 

he critical voltages Udc_m/z denoted as superscripts to the m/z values (Figure 2.6-5) are 

s follows: a)   Udc_137 = 475 V; b) Udc_121 = N/A; c) Udc_93a = 463 V, Udc_93b = 563 V; d) 

Udc_81 = 475 V; e) Udc_79 = 550 V; f) Udc_67 = 525; g) Udc_57 = 500 V; h) Udc_41 = 588 V; 

Udc_39 = 550 V. These voltages were derived by analysing the dependence of the relative 

proportion of the fragment versus Ud (Figure 2.6-6) either by calculating the intersection 

of the lines tangential to the curve or by extrapolating the Ud value if the curve has an 

evident peak or trough (e.g., as in m/z 57 in Figure 2.6-6). In the same figure the normal 

distributions are presented for observing the cumulative spread in relative values. 

Figure 2.6-5. Schematic for the fragmentation of α

fragments to their corresponding protonated m

(except for 95 in order to avoid possible inter e
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Figure butions of  (as relative abundance) in AD-PTR-MS of an α-phellandrene rich 

atmosphere in recogn quency of ion occurrence at a given percentage a dance. 
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2.6.5.1.2 α-pinene 

IUPAC name: (1S,5S)-2,6,6-trimethylbicyclo[3.1.1]hept-2-ene 

CH3

CH3

CH3

H

H  

The fragmentation is not presented for this species, since the major fragments will be the 

same as presented for -phellandrene. The only difference will be in the critica ges 

or the shape of the dependence of the abundance of a given fragment on U α-

pinene molecule has only one double bond in the cyclohexenyl ring, a tertiary carbon 

and a similar conformation of the methyl substituent to that of α-phellandrene. Therefore 

the differences would be expected in m/z 57, which is probably a product of the two 

substituents (C1+C3) detached from the ring. As shown in Figure 2.6-7 the for ation of 

this adduct at m/z 57 increases until approximately 450 V and then it beco ed, 

as shown by the plateau, before the ionisation energy at about 550 V further fragments 

this molecule. At the same voltage (i.e., 550 V) one can notice a simultaneous sharp 

increase in m/z 79 and m/z 39, which is probably an effect of dehydrogenation [-H2] 

leading to formation of stable benzene from cyclohexadienyl fragment (

cyclopropenylidene from the carbenium ion (m/z 41). In the light of this, likely 

that m/z 79 is bicycyclopropenyl since it is extremely unstable so would lead to a 

decrease in m/z 79 due to dissociation. It might be possible that the high 

enable certain fragmented moieties to undergo cyclisation and/or proton-bound 

dimerisation (typical for low E/N), but which will not dissociate even at s y 

because of the exceptional stability of the proton-bound adduct (Audier et al., 1996). 

However, the most important can be highly abundant ions at m/z 137 which showed 

almost linear relationship with Ud. This is a unique feature shared with only one other 

monoterpene (β-pinene). 

l volta

d. The 

m

mes stabilis

m/z 81) and  

 it is un

E/N conditions 

o high energ
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2.6.5.1.3 β-pinene 

IUPAC name: 6,6-dimethyl-2-methylenebicyclo [3.1.1] heptane 

CH2

CH3

CH3

 

An analysis of m/z intensities as a function of Ud for β-pinene, shown in , 

indicates many similar features to those of α-pinene such as the near linearity for m/z 

137 and the increase in likely phenyl ion at m/z 79 and C3H2-H
+ at m/z 39 sharply 

increasing after 550 V. However, compared with α-pinene there is more than a factor of 

two lower abundance at m/z 57 giving a slightly noisier shape, whereas m/z

a much clearer signal. These changes are very likely due to the presence of the double 

bond in the methylene group attached to the 6,6-dimethylbicyclo [3.1.1] heptane 

structure. The noisy appearance of m/z 57 may be related to substrate unavailability, 

whereas the clearer signal at m/z 121 is likely the result of the detachment of the 

methylene substituent. Possibly the toluene fragment (m/z 93) cannot be for ed as 

efficiently during the loss of the C3H4-H
+ fragment (m/z 41), if the methylene group has 

been detached first, not favouring the excess of methylcyclohexadiene ions. Since this is 

also the only monoterpene without double bonds in the ring, one could regard the 

formation of toluene less favourable, which can be seen in a noisy pattern of m/z 93 at a 

low relative abundance (< 1.6 %). However, it is not clear why no differences can be 

seen for m/z 79 ions, which are similar in pattern in all monoterpenes with only small 

variations in the characteristic voltages, but can possibly be formed from

abundant m/z 81, whereas the benzyl ion (m/z 93) requires the availability of a stable 

methyl group in the ring. Quite remarkable difference is in the pattern of  137, which 

is almost linear. This feature is very similar to α-pinene but not to other monoterpenes 

whose parent ion exhibited a pronounced curvature (less pronounced in α
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2.6.5.1.4 d-limonene 

IUPAC name: 4-isopropenyl-1-methylcyclohexene 

CH3

CH2

H

CH3

 

 

A unique feature of this monoterpene molecule is the presence of the isopropenyl 

connected to the cyclohexenyl ring. Only one double bond in the ring is also common to 

α-pinene (also next to methyl substituent) and 3-carene (different position  

The general observation from the AD patterns is that a strong signal at m/z

ion) is associated with a weak signal for m/z 121 which can be related to the tendency to 

form either an isopropyl-deficient or methyl-deficient ion, respectively. However, this 

monoterpene, as seen in Figure 2.6-9, has low and noisy patterns for both of the ions, so 

it might be that the isopropyl is not detached completely from the ring but forms either 

p-methyl or p-methylethyl or p-methylethenyl ring structures. One piece o

evidence for this can be the highest m/z 107 signal as observed earlier from

fragmentation patterns (Figure 2.6-3). The only other monoterpene with almost as 

elevated xylene m/z was 3-carene, whose structure may also permit form

addition to formation of toluene. The distribution of the parent ion m/z 137 is the most 

skewed to the left in comparison with all other monoterpenes, so it is highly probable 

that the isopropenyl substituent makes this structure the least resistant to fragmentation. 

 

 in the ring).

 93 (benzyl 
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2.6.5.1.5 γ-terpinene 

 

IUPAC name: 4-methyl-1-(1-methylethyl)-1,4-cyclohexadiene) 

CH3

CH3

CH3

 

The structure of -terpinene at first glance might seem almost identical to that of α-

phellandrene differing only in the position of one of the two double bonds in the ring, 

i.e. this monoterpene has a differing double bond next to the isopropyl su ent. This 

relatively minor difference in the structure can be highly important fo -terpinene 

fragmentation in the AD mode assuming different facilities for the isop yl fragment 

detachment (m/z 41) which in turn affects the rate of isopropylbenzene ( 121) and 

benzyl (m/z 93) formation. In the patterns of targeted ions for -terpinene (Figure 

2.6-10) one can observe approximately 5 times higher relative proportion of m/z 121 

than encountered for α-phellandrene (Figure 2.6-6) which might suggest that the 

presence of the double bond next to isopropyl makes this substituent m tant to 

the detachment in the collisions with hydronium ions. Zooming in on the pattern of the 

benzyl fragment one can notice a moderate upward-curved deviation fro  a straight line 

with a centre around 500 V and the opposite but more pronounced pattern in m/z 121. 

The detached isopropyl seems to cluster with abundant methyl ions which can be seen 

from the pattern in m/z 57 which gives a different unique pattern com α-

phelandrene and other monoterpenes.  
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Figure 2.6-10. Variability of mai  in AD-PTR-MS for  -terpinene. 
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2.6.5.1.6 3-carene 

IUPAC name: 3,7,7-trimethylbicyclo[4.1.0]hept-3-ene 

CH3

CH3

CH3

 

The structure of the molecule of 3-carene lacks double bonds in the substituents, which 

is a similar feature to that of α-phellandrene, α-pinene, and -terpinene. The hexenyl ring 

is also only present in d-limonene and α-pinene, with the latter also having only one 

double bond per whole molecule. The analysis of the AD-patterns for this monoterpene 

(Figure 2.6-11) suggests that the toluene (m/z 93) is easily formed with almost ideally 

linear proportionality with Ud. There is also a noisy but remarkable pattern in m/z 121, 

which resembles that of -terpinene. It seems that m/z 67 which results from ring 

fragmentation has a very clear plateau starting from about 550 V, which is also more or 

less the case in other monoterpenes except for d-limonene, where  67 was linear in 

the whole range. Generally all the targeted m/z channels exhibited some signal indicating 

that all types of fragmentation are possible for 3-carene although their different rates in 

respect to Ud can provide clues regarding the discrimination. Furthermore, differences in 

characteristic voltages provide additional information. However, not all fragmentation 

types were present with respect to d-limonene or β-pinene as gathered from the noisy 

m/z 121, m/z 93, and m/z 67, which might be further useful in the discrimination 

approaches. 
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Figure 2.6-11. Variability of main fragments wit R S for 3-carene. h Ud and their distributions (as relative abundance) in AD-PT -M
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2.6.5.1.7 p-cymene  

IUPAC name: 1-methyl-4-(1-methylethyl)benzene 

CH3

CH3

CH3
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The compound p-cymene is not a monoterpene but it is only different in the presence of 

the aromatic ring, which is responsible for the shift in the fragmentation giving high 

abundances on different m/z ion channels, and therefore AD mode is not necessary to 

distinguish this compound from monoterpenes. However, it is intere g to observe 

analogies in fragmentation in the AD mode for this compound (Figure 2.6-12), as many 

ions are encountered at m/z – 2 compared with monoterpenes. For example, the parent 

ion is now detected at m/z 135 (so 2 amu less than for monoterpenes), and the second 

most abundant fragment is toluene at m/z 93, and not benzene (m/z 79) as one could 

expect from the analogies to m/z 81 in monoterpenes. This must be because of the 

exceptional stability of toluene formed after collisional dissociation re ss 

of isopropyl fragment. The detachment of the methyl substituent is also possible 

although the abundance at m/z 119 (analogous to m/z 121 in monoterpenes) is not high. 

Another evident difference is that the fragmentation of the parent ion of monoterpenes 

was never complete although different for different monoterpenes in the AD mode, 

whereas for p-cymene m/z 135 reaches almost zero level after exceeding Ud value of 550 

V. The m/z 93 ion ranges from about 50% to 85% of the relative abundance in reference 

to the sum of the selected most abundant ions. The formation of toluene seems to reach 

saturation after exhausting the main substrate at about 550 V and then tends to start 

declining. It is possible that the abundance of m/z 137 in monoterpenes would have also 

E/N ratios could be increased much higher (e.g. >200 

Td), but which would require decreasing the drift pressure.  
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Figure 2.6-12. Varia TR-MS for p-cymene.
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2.6.5.2 PMF results 

 

One of the most important tasks with PMF is to identify the number of factors (p) in the 

dataset, which is unknown. One method to derive the true number of factors is to 

compare the quantities Qrobust, Qtrue and Qtheoretical. Qrobust is the quality of fit parameter 

which does not take into account the outliers, which are the data points below their 

detection limits or highly uncertain columns, while Qtrue is considering all the data points 

in the analysis. Both these parameters can be calculated in the EPA PMF program. The 

program, however, does not derive the theoretical Qtheor, yet this can be approximated by 

the following equation: 

 

Qtheor = nm – p(n+m)       Equation 

2.6-4 

 

where n is the number of m/z in the scan and m is the number of measurements. 

Selecting too small a number of factors may lead to merging of factors and inaccurate 

representation of the data by the PMF model. On the other hand selecting too high a 

number of factors, i.e. higher than the true number, can also impact detrimentally on the 

analysis and lead to factor splitting or non-converged solutions. A sudden rise in 

Qtheor/Qtrue can signify that the addition of the next factor helps in obtaining a better fit 

with the data. In contrast, if performing PMF with an increased number of factors 

changes the Qtheor/Qtrue only very slightly, then it might be that the factor is not 

absolutely necessary for the explanation of the data series. The optim  number has 

been selected from the dependence of Qtheor/Qtrue on the number of factors (p) for the 

AD-PTR-MS scan course (Figure 2.6-13) which suggested the use of 7 factors. 

Although it is probable that such a number of factors would sufficiently describe the 

fragmentation it is not certain whether this number would work best for monoterpene 

discrimination as some of the factors could become less specific or less sensitive with 

possible attribution derived from noise. Consequently, using a trial-and-error approach it 
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was decided to tors, which ensured best visual 

ics in relation to the drift voltage, without any evident 

e of 

p p

limit the analysis just to 4 fac

representation of factor dynam

factor splitting. Since datasets for different monoterpenes may have different true total 

numbers of factors, by using higher p values one could risk factor splitting for som

them, which would make the com arison invalid. Low  values may lead to different 

values of ratios of Qtheor/Qtrue for the particular monoterpene, but at least the first 4 

factors are likely to occur in each isomer, so the relation of these 4 factors to the drift 

voltage can serve as a base for the discrimination. 

0.1
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Figure 2.6-13. Estimation of the number of factors in the AD-PTR-MS dataset (α-

phellandrene as an example). 

 

Since the same number of factors was used in the treatment of all samples, the 

Qtheor/Qtrue values for each of the compounds will be slightly different depending on how 

well the PMF model can simulate the spectra. The assumption has been made that all or 

any of the first four factors are commonly present in all monoterpene data and the 

specific information can be obtained from the total factor contribution profile (Figure 

2.6-14 as an example) and the individual contributions of factors to a given m/z (Figure 

2.6-15 as an example). Some m/z channels will contain a contribution from one factor, 
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some from two or more, but most monoterpene fragments contain all 4 factor

not always in the same proportion.  
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Figure 2.6-14. Factor profiles of the relative total contribution as a percentage of the whole m/z spectrum (α-phellandrene example). 
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Figure 2.6-15. Relative individual contributions of 4 main factors for -phellandrene. 
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Identification of the significance of a factor may not be always obvious, but the 

relationships between those factors and Ud (Figure 2.6-16) suggest the occurrence of 

similar four factors in each monoterpene which differ in characteristic Ud, noisiness and 

relative proportions.  Most probably the factor 1 can be related to the degree of 

fragmentation or in other words to the m/z species which are the result of fragmentation. 

This factor can be specific for a given monoterpene structure, which seems to fragment 

with different abundance at different Ud. Factor 2 may denote clustering and/or 

dependence on humidity. Anticipating from Section. 2.6.5.3, this factor might not be 

specific to monoterpenes, probably because of interferences from water or other clusters, 

or second order reactions which might explain the splitting of the factor 2 curve in the 

lower Ud range, i.e. different for ascending and descending part of the AD cycle. Factors 

3 and 4 might refer to specific features related to the structure or other characteristic of 

one of the isomers. It appears that these factors do not only occur in monoterpenes but a 

quite similar representation can be observed for p-cymene (Figure 2.6-17). 
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Figure 2.6-16 Comparison between factor contributions for each monoterpene in relation 

to Ud 
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Figure 2.6-17 Factor contribution for p-cymene in relation to Ud. 

 

Factor 1 can be presented as a fragmentation profile (Figure 2.6-18) which clearly shows 

the power of its discrimination capabilities, elucidating large differences in m/z 81, 137, 

5, 67, 79 and 39 and others. Obviously the factor “fragmentation” is completely 

different for p-cymene despite similarities found in Figure 2.6-17. These differences can 

be high for the factor 2 (Figure 2.6-19) but as mentioned previously this can be 

interfered by differences in m/z 37, so is probably not specific to the structure. Although 

the true significance of factors 3 (Figure 2.6-20) and 4 (Figure 2.6-21) is unknown, its 

potential for discrimination might be quite high. Generally, all factor profiles show 

differences in the channels of highest abundance, i.e. m/z 137 and m/z 81, which may be 

the key to the higher sensitivity of the method. In addition m/z 95 may be important and 

many other discrete features but which are not clearly visible in the factor profiles. 

9
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Figure 2.6-18 Profile of the PM nd p-cymene. 
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Figure 2.6-19 Profile of the PMF factor 2 for the six monoterpenes tested and p-cymene.  
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Figure 2.6-20 Profile of the PMF factor 3 for the six monoterpenes tested and p-cymene. 
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Figure 2.6-21 Profile of the PMF factor 4 for the six monoterpenes tested and p-cymene. 
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2.6.5.3 Identification experiment (double blind trial) 

 

As shown in the previous sections, discriminating features can be found in relatively 

small fragments of the spectra which may not be practically useful when the level of 

monoterpenes becomes generally low. The identification experiment was dealing with 

approximately 10 ppb levels, so still quite high in relation to concentrations typically 

encountered in the environment. As can be seen from Figure 2.6-22, Figure 2.6-23, and 

Figure 2.6-24 for abundance and Figure 2.6-25 for PMF factors, the AD patterns became 

noisier. In addition, on the bar graphs for each factor (Figure 2.6-26) one can notice 

fewer peaks than were shown for the high concentration calibration compounds in the 

previous section. Nevertheless, one can see that many characteristic features and 

differences have been retained but how they could help in the discrimination is n

immediately obvious. 

The ideal situation would be that the AD approach could deal with the separation

monoterpenes at low concentrations. This would only be possible if the most abundant 

m/z (i.e., 81 and 137) or their ratio could be used. This can be justified as there a

remarkable differences in relative abundances of those ions derived in the AD m  

Consequently, the analysis based on the ratios of m/z 81 and m/z 137 was attemp with 

the assumption that a full AD cycle would yield different absolute ratios of those ions. It 

has been known that the relative proportion between m/z 81 and m/z 137 changes with 

the E/N ratio, but the absolute values of those proportions for a range of E/N ratios for 

each monoterpene isomer have not been tested, so it has not been known whethe

could serve as a discrimination tool. The normalised data for the full AD cycle w

summed, and the ratios of m/z 81 to m/z 137 (KAD81/137) are presented in Table 2.

the 6 monoterpenes tested. These data can be compared with the data for unknow

monoterpenes (Table 2.6-2) for the purpose of identification of ‘unknowns’. 
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Table 2.6-1 Values of the ratios of m/z 81 and m/z 137 (K ) for monoterpenes used in 

AD calibration (integrated Ud column 

eaders are used for attributing the unknown monoterpenes. 

AD81/137

range of 400 V to 600V). The (a) to (f) labels in the 

h

Isomer -

terpinene 

(a) 

d-

limonene 

(b) 

3-carene 

(c) 

α-pinene 

(d) 

β-pinene 

(e) 

α-

phellandrene 

(f) 

KAD81/137 2.42 3.80 2.13 2.84 3.05 3.20 

 

 

Table 2.6-2 Values of the ratios of m/z 81 and m/z 137 (KAD81/137) for unknown 

monoterpenes. The superscripts refer to the monoterpenes which were identified usi

scoring system (explanation in the text below). 

Isomer(s) A1 

ng the 

A3 A2+A4 

KAD81/137 3.48f 3.04e,(d,f) 2.34a,(b) 

 

 

It appears that ratios of m/z 81 to m/z 137 of the first four PMF factors (F1-AD81/137 … F

AD81/137) are different for a given monoterpene. The data for the calibration and unknown 

compounds are listed in 

4-

 

Table 2.6-3 and Table 2.6-4, respectively. However, it might be 

that not all the factors are specific for the discrimination. Factor 2 in particular is not 

useful since all F2-AD81/137 values for unknown monoterpenes were much lower than 

those derived in calibration, so possibly they could be related to quantitative 

relationships with m/z 37.  
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Table 2.6-3 Values of the ratios of m/z 81 and m/z 137 from the factor 1-4 spectra (Fn-

AD81/137) for monoterpenes used in AD calibration. The (a) to (f) labels in the column 

headers are used for attributing the unknown monoterpenes. 

 

 

 

Isomer -

terpinene 

(a) 

d-

limonene 

(b) 

3-carene α-pinene 

(d) 

β-pinene 

(e) 

α-

phellandrene 

(f) (c) 

F1-AD81/137 3.89 6.71 3.43 3.99 4.26 4.96 

F2-AD81/137 1.41 2.13 1.24 2.20 2.43 2.08 

F3-AD81/137 1.46 2.31 1.73 2.68 2.48 3.09 

F4-AD81/137 2.92 4.87 2.47 3.35 3.38 3.

Table 2.6-4 Values of the ratios of  81  137 from the factor 1-4 spectra (Fn-

D81/137) for unknown monoterpenes. The superscripts refer to the monoterpenes which 

ere identified using the scoring system (explanation in the text below). 

xcluding the analysis of characteristic voltages (as this could work only on high 

oncentration data) a scoring system was applied to identify the compounds from the 

ouble-blind trial based solely on the KAD81/137 and Fn-81/137 values. The closest match 

as denoted by a superscript corresponding to the letter of the monoterpene (a-f), and 

e second closest match(es) were placed in parentheses, provided that no value was 

falling beyond a ±0.3 window. If all values exceeded the window then no score was 

m/z  and m/z

A

w

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

96 

Isomer(s) A1 A3 A2+A4 

F1-AD81/137 4.95f 4.14e,(d) 3.34c 

F2-AD81/137 0.12 0.95 0.94 

F3-AD81/137 2.74d,(e) 2.82d,(f) 1.55a,(c) 

F4-AD81/137 3.84f 2.68c,(a) 1.92 

E

c

d

w

th
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awarded and an attempt to associate a monoterpene was not superscripted. Two poi

were credited for any superscript without bracket in Table 2.6-2 and Table 2.6-4 w

only one point for a second superscript(s) in bracket. In total

nts 

hereas 

 A1 received 6 points 

bein -phellandrene, 2 points towards α-pinene, and only 1 point towards β-

pinene, identifying A1 as rene with the b  

points towar -pinene, lso 4 po towards inene, th  points ards 3-

rene, 2 o α-phe ene, an int fo pinene  gives ually 

gh prob i wards e α-pine -pine ally th

onoterp e +A4) w ed 4 po f prob  that i ains -terpinene, 3 

ints tha it rises 3-carene and 1 point for having d-limonene. 

ince at low concentrations fragments which are of the order of a percent of the m/z 81 

bundance may get lost in the noise, the ratio method seems reasonable. For example, 

when looking at the AD patterns of the monoterpenes to be identified, i.e. A1 (Figure 

ics of other ion 

channels was affected by contribution from noise, or water clusters in case of m/z 39. 

tl e pattern  137 looks linear in the A1 and A3 cases and curvy in 

A . Thus d ex 1 and A3 to possibly be pinenes. The ratio 

o fied A3 her of the pinenes but A1 was identified as α-

e igh p ty. H  look g back at Figure 2.6-6 it seems 

7 elland iated  slightly rom linearity, whereas d-limonene 

or -terpinene had evident curvature. On the other hand, a curvature of m/z 137 observed 

 it containing only pinenes. However, it is 

 

towards g α

α-phelland highest pro ability. A3 obtained 4 

ds β and a ints  α-p en 2  tow

ca p ints for llandr d 1 po r -ter . This  an eq

hi ab lity to ither ne or β ne. Fin e mixture of two 

m en s (A2 as rat ints o ability t cont

po t  comp

 

S

a

2.6-22), A3 (Figure 2.6-23), and A2+A4 (Figure 2.6-24), it is clear that predominantly 

m/z 137 and m/z 81 retained a clear relationship, while the characterist

 for m/zConsequen y, th

the case of 2+A4 one coul pect A

method als identi  as eit

phellandren  with a h robabili owever, in

that m/z 13 in α-ph rene dev  only  f

in A2+A4 mixture excludes the possibility of

clear that for low concentration samples the ratio method and PMF can be more useful.
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Figure 2.6-23 AD patterns for A3 monoterpene (10 ppb) 
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Figure 2.6-24 AD patterns for A2+A4 monoterpene mixture (10 ppb) 
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 became noisier, as seen in Figure 2.6-25, the 

general characteristics is retained the most clearly for Factor 1, slightly less clearly 

for Factor 2 and much less clearly for Factor 3 and Factor 4. This information is 

unlikely to be decisive for the discrimination, but their profile spectra, and 

specifically the ratios of cumulative values of m/z 81 and m/z 137, seem to have the 

highest potential usefulness in this respect. 
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Figure 2.6-25 Factor contributions in relation to Ud for unknown monoterpenes (low 

concentration). 

The individual factor profiles for monoterpenes from

presented in (Figure 2.6-26) showing differences in the values for 

137. It can be noticed that their ratios can also differ. These ratios, as show

in XTable 2.6-3 and in Table 2.6-4, seemed very specific to a given m

although the significance of all the factors is not entirely 

the usefulness of other ion channels such as m/z 95 in these pr
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Figure 2.6-26 Profiles of the PMF factors for unknown monoterpenes 
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2.6.6 Discussion 

 

The results shed light on the behaviour of monoterpenes in the AD mode, which 

supplements the current knowledge on their measurement with PTR-MS. The 

identification of monoterpene isomers by AD-PTR-MS looks very encouraging 

because of the following findings:  

 

both the summed normalised spectra and the PMF profile spectra provide differences 

between each isomer tested, which may be more or less specific but which deliver 

additional qualitative information that is otherwise lacking in the commonly-used 

constant E/N PTR-MS mode; 

characteristic voltages for each m/z fragment are the clue to differences in the 

spectra, although many specific features can be lost in the noise if the monoterpene 

concentration is small; 

the ratio of m/z 81 and m/z 137 in AD-PTR-MS has a promising potential for 

discrimination, even based on just normalised counts of the summed AD cycle 

values. This finding could warrant shortening the AD cycle to scan through the few 

m/z of interest, leaving more time for fluxes and quantitative measurements. 

However, PMF requires the full spectra for elucidating the factors of which relative 

ratios of contributions from m/z 81 and m/z 137 can further aid identification. 

 

At the end of the identification analysis, the true contents of unknown monoterpenes 

used in the double blind trial were revealed to be A1 – α-phellandrene, A2 – 3-

carene, A3 – α-pinene, A4 - -terpinene. This means that the identification was 

successful except for not being able to distinguish between pinenes. In fact, if no 

PMF data was used β-pinene could have been mistaken for α-pinene. Therefore, the 

method can be regarded successful but only in predicting the probabilities at this 

stage, since AD-PTR-MS has not yet been tested in field experiments in conjunction 

with GC-MS to validate the uniqueness of the identification and of the scoring 

system proposed here. There are numerous shortcomings of this approach. For 

though this 

might be possible using additional information warranted by a different position of 

example: difficulty in the discrimination of α-pinene and β-pinene, al
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the double bond such as differences in characteristic voltages; purity of the standards 

an be an issue; complication with identification of multi-component mixtures can be 

 for 

tion of 

ich 

rrelations of measured PMF spectra with 

alibrated spectra.  

 

fication clue as had been initially thought.  However, 

d the 

ses. The purpose of the experiment described in this chapter 

ents 

c

high; and relatively low sensitivity. However, this looks like a good starting point

more studies, which could tune the scoring system presented here to the attribu

a minimal number of scoring points for the certainty of the identification; and wh

could derive algorithms based on co

c

 

Despite a range of characteristic voltages found for different m/z as well as 

characteristic voltages for the factors of PMF spectra for given monoterpenes, it did

not provide as simple an identi

these data can be useful for studying the relationships between the structure an

fragmentation and can serve as a supplement to the method based on KAD81/137 and 

FAD81/137 in unobvious ca

was to show that although it has not been recognised to date, the unequivocal 

identification of monoterpenes using just a PTR-MS is possible. 

 

 

2.6.7 Conclusions 

 

Differences in monoterpene structures make it possible to distinguish monoterpenes 

in the alternating E/N ratio mode (AD-PTR-MS), which has been demonstrated on 

cumulative mass spectra, relationships of m/z species in the alternating drift voltage, 

and PMF analysis. However, the limit of detection can be an issue if minor fragm

are lost in the interferences with other fragments or noise. Therefore the solution is to 

use the cumulative ratios of m/z 81 and 137 as a primary step of discrimination. The 

experiment suggested that reliance on KAD81/137 and FAD81/137 should work well even 

on relatively small concentrations. Another solution could be accumulation of 

monoterpenes on an adsorbent so as to achieve higher concentrations. The study 

presented the first successful attempt to distinguish monoterpenes using a standard 

PTR-MS. More studies are necessary and the use of different standards (different 
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isotopic ratios) are needed to verify the uniqueness of KAD81/137 and FAD81/137 for all 

monoterpenes, not just those studied here. Although the method extends the 

selectivity of a PTR-MS instrument it cannot compete with GC-MS identification 

which is regarded as the gold standard. 
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2.7 Conclusions and future work 
 

Concentrations and fluxes of BVOCs were measured above different ecosystems by 

PTR-MS coupled to the vDEC technique. The data are useful as they serve to 

facilitate the recognition of atmospheric processes and feedbacks, and provide a basis 

for modelling. Discussions of the implications of BVOC emissions were made in the 

particular chapters. 

 

However, all measurements are associated with an uncertainty, which is the general 

problem even in state-of-the-art analytical approaches such as those presented here. 

The author has identified sources of uncertainty such as lag-time imprecision, which 

is particularly important for the vDEC technique. Errors attributed to lag-time 

identification had been downplayed in prior reports, probably because in 

conventional eddy covariance the lag time is typically constant and relatively easy to 

derive. Some researchers may not have been aware that, as shown here, the lag-time 

in PTR-MS may not be the same for each integration time, because of the nature of 

the quadrupole MS used as a detector. Therefore, using approximated constant lag 

times without an insight into the covariance function may not provide an acceptable 

estimate of the likely uncertainty. Since the correct lag-time is so crucial for the 

calculation of the precise flux, and in particular of the flux associated with small 

concentration or depositing compounds, the need for lag-time validation was evident 

and for this reason the author derived the IMED and LTV methods. They are 

potentially valuable for all the community making flux measurements using the 

vDEC approach, and possiblyalso for other eddy covariance variants. More data are 

waiting to be validated using these methods. The lag-time validity test, or a similar 

approach, should be included in the FLUXNET criteria. 

 

Obviously the flux cannot be certain if the mixing ratio is imprecise. Therefore, the 

need for precise external calibrations and transmission measurements was 

highlighted at various points of this thesis. It is true that sometimes an external 

standard is not available, but then the uncertainty should be made clear. Progress has 

been made as the empirical approaches which combine the standard calibration with 
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transmission could greatly decrease the uncertainty. However, the fact that the higher 

nd o as  if the calibration standard does 

m/z, is still not widely perceived. Despite these uncertainties, the 

unity is waiting to feed global 

ents are 

 

nts above 

all 

e

not include heavy 

f the m s spectrum has the higher uncertainty,

vDEC method combined with a PTR-MS sensor is currently the most valuable 

technique to date, as it offers a direct real-time measurement of VOC behaviour in 

the atmosphere. A ToF-PTR-MS is still not widely available but has a promising 

future in providing better qualitative information because of its much greater 

 m/z. The atmospheric modelling commresolution of

dynamic models with more data of the true net flux or to constrain the much more 

uncertain estimates from leaf level measurements which are, however, valuable for 

understanding biochemical and mechanical processes governing the production and 

release of BVOCs to the atmosphere.  

 

More large-scale measurements such as aircraft PTR-MS vDEC measurem

particularly needed and obviously this is a direction for the future. However, the 

interface between scientists and politicians needs to be improved, as more funding is 

requireded for undertaking airborne measurements, which are necessary for 

understanding atmospheric chemistry, processes and climate feedbacks.  

 

The impacts on aerosols could be huge from VOCs in the tropics, but the role of

large oil palm isoprene (and other BVOC) emissions is still not entirely clear. 

Isoprene could inhibit the formation of aerosol through scavenging of OH but the 

reaction rate for isoprene photo-oxidation at oil palm could be different from over 

other vegetation, as suggested by the narrow isoprene peak of emission.. However, 

the basal emissions rates from oil palms are under circadian control , so the solar 

radiation and temperature are  less effective in producing isoprene in the mornings 

and afternoon than for other vegetation types. However isoprene could produce 

hydrogen hydroperoxides and epoxides, which can play an important role 

insustaining the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere. Clearly, measureme

oil palms showed distinct deposition of isoprene oxidation products, so the sm

aerosol yield obtained in chamber studies is likely to be even smaller in the field. 

Nevertheless, floral compounds are particularly important in the case of oil palms, 
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which bear fruit all year and constantly release estragole to attract pollinators. 

Estragole may even be more important than the more abundant isoprene, since 

estragole has a high SOA potential yield. However, estragole which seems to be still

emitted during the evening, after the boundary layer collapses, may not be so ea

transported as the mid-day isoprene. The cause of floral toluene emissions, and thei

physiological and ecological role is still unknown. Could it be that they attract flie

as is the case for other Arecaceae species; could it be a herbivore deterrent or 

is it simply a byproduct of a biochemical cycle? Regardless, toluene is also a very 

high SOA contributor, so the flowers do seem responsible for the majority of BVO

derived aerosols. The preliminary findings from ToF-AMS studies are consistent 

with the results reported here. The story needs to be further developed by conducting

more measurements over oil palms.  

 

sily 
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iple quadrupole MS. The author has proved that monoterpene discrimination is 

 

ple, 

how to 

 

In nature, it is often the case that one or two monoterpenes dominate emissions to 

and concentrations in the atmosphere. The PTR-MS cannot distinguish between t

but can measure the total sum. In the last decade various teams have tried to extend 

the selectivity of the PTR-MS instrument. As these were not successful, attem

have been made to combine PTR-MS with other expensive approaches, su

tr

possible with a standard PTR-MS by using alternating collision energies without 

modification of the instrument, but by changing the data acquisition routine to 

alternate the drift voltage. This approach, although promising, should still be tested

in the field and validated on more monoterpene isomers. 

 

Finally, atmospheric chemistry is not the whole story. The broader picture is to 

understand the true role of VOCs in ecosystems. The algorithms for BVOC 

emissions are based on environmental parameters but in isolation from, for exam

their role in plant-plant and plant-animal communication. It is not obvious 

include stress, which can be sensed from the canopy (Karl et al, 2008), to the models 

or how to predict the increase in monoterpene emission rates by a factor of ten 

caused by an infestation of bark beetle (Alex Guenther, p.c.). Although this PhD 

effort has uncovered many known unknowns it has also added more other known 
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unknowns to the puzzle, but most importantly has reduced the feeling of unkno

unknowns which are definitely present. The collaborative achievements to whic

author has and is contributing could not be mentioned in detail, but the reader is 

referred to Appendix 2. Instead, only a portion of the author’s original work has been

presented here. The continuation of the paths and enthusiasm marked during this 

PhD will be an endeavour of the author. 
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Photographs from the Borneo fieldwork 

 

 

SEM change (rainforest site) 

 

 

View from the GAW tower 75 m (5:00 LT) 
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Closed canopy (oil palm site) 

 

 

Transferring data from loggers (GAW tower) 
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Logging PTR-MS data at the oil palm plantation. 
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Appendix I Software developments 

I-A Data analysis software 
 

PawEddy (Pawel Misztal) 

 

The program PawEddy has been designated to processing the vDEC fluxes from 

PTR-MS and mixing ratios, which can be derived from the normalised sensitivities 

or from the transmission coeficients. PawEddy is a postprocessing program for PTR-

MS but could be adjusted to any vDEC systems whose data look similarly to those 

presented in Figure I-1. The major features of the program include outputting 

concentrations and fluxes,using a range of lag time methods (MAX, IMED, PF, 

VIS); deriving micrometeorological parameters from the sonic data, quality control: 

stationarity, LODs, u* threshold, lag time validation (LTV) test. The program is fully 

automated and has a user interface with setup of validation critera, number of 

compounds and lag-time method, and calibration mode. The latest version of the 

program is attached in the electronic supplement (‘Analysis Software\PawEddy’) 
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Figure I-1 Disjunct time series of the wind (continuous) and PTR-MS data (gaps due to 

disjunct sampling). 

PawSB (

processing the full scans from PTR-MS and delivering 

ormalised counts. The latest version can be found in Analysis Software/PawSB 

be 

 

OilPalmLog (Ben Langford, Pawel Misztal, Eiko Nemitz) 

 

This program was used to log vDEC fluxes at oil palm. The program was not new, it 

has been earlier used within CEH and Lancaster groups, but was amended by the 

author to enable loggin the desired suite of compounds and acquisition of a different 

sonic routine. 

I-C Drift software 
 

PawSBdrift (Pawel Misztal)  

 

This is a similar program to PawSB, but is specifically designed for processing AD-

PTR-MS data (see chapter 2.6). The program can be found in electronic supplement 

in the ‘Drift software/PawSBdrift’ folder. 

 

Pawel Misztal, CEH) 

 

The program is dedicated to 

n

folder of the electronic supplement. Previously, the Quadstar scanbar files had to 

processed manually one by one.  

 

 

I-B Field software 
 

GriffinLog (Eiko Nemitz, Pawel Misztal, Ben Langford) 

 

This program was used to log the fluxes from PTR-MS into one file during the

measurements in the Griffin Forest in Scotland (data not presented in this thesis). 
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driftad.seq (Pawel Misztal) 

les measurement in the AD-PTR-MS mode (‘Drift 

oftware/driftad.seq’). 

his program has been written for the purpose of optimising sensitivity. The user has 

 preview of normalised counts (rather than the raw counts as in other software), 

which can enable tuning voltages upon connecting the standard to ensure the highest 

ensitivity. This program can be found in ‘Other software/PawCal’ of the electronic 

hey include Quadstar sequences for SEM optimisation, and transmission, and other 

he ‘Other 

oftware/various files’ folder Although the files in this folder were derived by the 

 

This is a sequence file that enab

s

I-D Other software 
 

PawCal (Pawel Misztal) 

 

T

a

s

supplement. 

 

Various files  

 

T

small programs. The electronic version contains these files in t

s

author, similar programs could have been written by others due to their relative 

simplicity.  
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Appendix II Publications 

This appendix contains articles to which the author has contributed in collaboration 

  

II-A  Cieslik, …, and Misztal, P.: Turbulence in a coastal Mediterranean area: 

surface fluxes and related parameters at Castel Porziano, Italy, Biogeosciences 

Discuss., 6, 3355-3372, 2009. 

 

II-B  Davison, B., …., Misztal, P., et al.: Concentrations and fluxes of biogenic 

volatile organic compounds above a Mediterranean macchia ecosystem in 

western Italy, Biogeosciences, 6, 1655-1670, 2009. 

 

II-C  Fowler, D., …, Misztal, P., et al.: Atmospheric composition change: 

Ecosystems-Atmosphere interactions, Atmospheric Environment, 43, 5193-5267, 

10.1016/j.atmosenv.2009.07.068, 2009. 

 

II-D  Hewitt, C. N., …, Misztal, P., et al.: Nitrogen management is essential to 

prevent tropical oil palm plantations from causing ground-level ozone pollution, 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 106, 18447-18451, 

10.1073/pnas.0907541106, 2009. 

 

II-E  Hewitt, C. N., … , Misztal, P., et al.: Overview: oxidant and particle 

photochemical processes above a south-east Asian tropical rainforest (the OP3 

project): introduction, rationale, location characteristics and tools, Atmos. 

Chem. Phys., 10, 169-199, 2010. 

 

II-F  Langford, B., Misztal, P. K., et al.: Fluxes and concentrations of volatile 

organic compounds from a South-East Asian tropical rainforest, Atmos. Chem. 

Phys. Discuss., 10, 11975-12021, 10.5194/acpd-10-11975-2010, 2010. 
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module on biogenic emissions, in:Report on Surface Emissions and Prediction 

ges – GEIA Summer School Ile d'Oleron, 

I-I  Pike, R. C., … , Misztal, P.,et al.: Can a global model chemical mechanism 

I-J  Pugh, T. A. M., … , Misztal, P., et al. : Simulating atmospheric composition 

ox 

of Atmospheric Composition Chan

France, 44-48, 2007. 

 

II-H  Misztal, P. K., et al.: Large estragole fluxes from oil palms in Borneo, 

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 4343-4358, 2010. 

 

I

reproduce NO, NO2, and O3 measurements above a tropical rainforest?, 

Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 9, 27611-27648, 2009 
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model, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 279-298, 2010. 
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